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SEND ORIGINALTO: INDUSTL COMMISSION, JUDICIAL DIVISION, P.O. r 83720, BOISE, IDAHO 83720-0041 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
COMPLAINT ORIGNAL 
CLAIMANT'S (MJURED WORKER) NAME AND ADDRESS 
Steve Nee1 
C/O Bren Fox 
1276 W River Street. Ste 200 
Boise, ID 83702 
TELEPHONE NUMBER: 208-323-0024 
CLAIMANT'S ATTORNEY'S NAME, ADDRESS, AND TELEPHONE NUMBER 
Breil Fox. J.D. 
D r  Bryan S. Storer, D.C. J.D. 
Store, Injury Lawyers, PLLC 
1276 W River St., Suito 200 
Boise, Idaho 83702 
Tel. 208-323-0024 
Boise, ID 83715 
WORKERS COMPENSATION MSURANCE CARRIER'S 
(NOT ADJUSTOR'S) NAME AND ADDRESS 
PINNACLE RISK MANAGEMENT SERVICES 
PO Box 6768 I Boise, ID 83707 
STATE AND COUNTY iN WHICH MJURY OCCURSDTwin Fails ID / WHEN INJURED. CLAIMANT WAS EARNMG AN AVERAGE WEEKLY WAGE 
OF: $ 865.00 , PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE (; 72-419 
DESCRIBE HOW INJURY OR OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE OCCURRED (WHAT HAPPENED) 
DATE OF MJLRY OR MANIFESTATION OF OCCWATIONALDlSEASE 
0911 512005 
CLAIMANT'S SOCIAL SECURITY NO. 
While slloveling olnirnnni injered lhis lowor back. 
CLAIMANT'S BIRTHDATE 
NATURE OF MEDICAL PROBLEMS ALLEGED AS A RESULT OF ACCIDENT OR OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE 
L3-4 disck liemiation. 
WHAT WORKERS COMPENSATION BENEFITS ARE YOU CLAIMING AT THIS TIME? 
Income, medical i$npaii~nent & disability. 
DATE ON WHICH NOTICE OF MJLRY WAS GIVEN TO EMPLOYER I TO WHOM NOTICE WAS GIVEN 
ISSUE OR ISSUES INVOLVED 
911712005 
Whetlier & to what extent clai~nanl is entitled to: 
Supervisor -- 
Zi !  ""l 
I. Income lxnofits 
2. Medical benefits 





HOW NOTICE WAS GIVEN: El OW El WRITTEN [7 OTHER, P L E ~ ~  SPEC IF?^^ 
2 
3,  lnlpainnont 
4. Disability benefits at MMI, and 
5. Attorney fees for Ernpioyei I Surety's unreasonable denial 
DO YOU BELIEVE THIS CLAIM PRESENTS A NEW QUESTION OF LAW OR ACOMPLICATED SET OF FACTS? [7 YES NO IF SO, PLEASE STATE WHY. 
NOTICE: COMPLAINTS AGAINST THE INDUSTR1A.L SPECIAL INDEMNITY FUND MUST BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
IDAHO CODE fi 72-334 AND FILED ON FORM LC. 1002 
1c1001 (Rev, 110112004) (COMPLETE OTHER SIDE) Complaint - Page 1 of 3 
PHYSICIANS WHO TREATED CLAIMANT (NAME AND A ESS) 
T~motlly J Jobans, MD - 6140 W Curttsian Ste400, Boise ID 83104 
OWENS CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC - 2007 N Wlulcy, Frultland ID 83619 
Naiicy Greenwaid, MD - 600 N Robblnr Road Ste 300, Boise ID 8372 
WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HAVE YOU INCURRED TO DATE? $0 00 
WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HAS YOUR EMPLOYER PAID, IF ANY7 $ Unknown WHAT MEDICAL COSTS HAVE YOU PAID, IF ANY? $ Unknown 
I AM INTERESTED IN MEDIATING THIS CLAIM, IFTHE OTHER PARTIES AGREE. YES BI NO 
PLEASE ANSWER THE SET OF Q~IESTIONS IMMEDIATELY BELOW 
ONLY IF CLAIM IS MADE FOR DEATH BENEFITS 
I RELATION TO DECEASED CLAIMANT NAME AND SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER OF PARTY FILING COMF'LAMT DATE OF DEATH 
WEST- 
10139 S. Federal Way 
Boise. ID 83715 
via: C1 personal service of process 
WAS PILING PARTY DEPENDENT ON DECEASED? 
q YES  NO 
Pinnacle Management Services 
P.O. Box 6768 
Boise. ID 83702 
via: [? personal service of process 
DID FILING PARTY LIVE WITH DECEASEDA'CTIME OF ACCIDENT? 
17 YES DNO 
153 regular U.S. Mail 153 regular U.S. Mail 
CLAIMANT MUST COMPLETE, SIGN AND DATE THE ATTACHED MEDICAL RELEASE FORM 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I bereby certify that on tile /& day of , 2 0 4 , l  caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Complaint upon: 
EMPLOYER'S NAME AND ADDRESS SURETY'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
NOTICE: An Employer or Insurance Company sewed with a Complaint must file an Answer on Form I.C. 1003 with 
the Industrial Commission within 21 days of the date of sewice as specified on the certificate of mailing to avoid 
default. If no answer isfiled, a Default Award may be entered! 
Further information may be obtained from: Illdustrial Commission, Judicial Division, P.O. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 
83720-0041 (208) 3 3 4 - 6 0 0 0 ,  
(COMPLETE MEDICAL RELEASE FORM ON PAGE 3) 
Complaint - Page 2 of 3 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
PO BOX 83720 





SSN or Case Number: 
AUTHORIZATION FOR DISCLOSURE OF HEALTH INFORMATION 
I hereby authorize to disclose health information as specified: 
Provider Name - nrud be spec& for eachproeider 
To: 
Insurance Company/Third Party Administrator/Se~lnsured Employer/lSIF, their attorneys or patient's attorney 
Street Address 
City State Zip Code 
Purpose or need for data: 
(cg. Worker's Compensation Claim ) I 
Information to be disclosed: Date@) of HospitalizationlCare: 
u Discharge Summary 
u History & Physical Exam 
U Consultation Reports 
u Operative Reports 
0 Lab 
0 Pathology 
o Radiology Reports 
0 Entire Record 
o Other: Specify 
1 understand that the disclosure may include information relating to (check if applicable): 
0 AIDS orHIV 
U Psychiatric or Mental Health Information 
U DruglAlcohol Abuse Information 
1 understand that the information to be released may include material that is protected by Federal Law (45 CFR Part 164) 
and that the information may be subject to redisclosure by the recipient and no longer be protected by the federal 
regulations. I understand that this authorization may be revoked in writing at any time by notifying the privacy officer, 
except that revoking the authorization won't apply to information already released in response to this authorization. I 
understand that the provider will not condition treatment, payment, enrollment, or eligibility for benefits on my signing 
this authorization. Unless otherwtse revoked, fIzh aufhorizalion will exuire upon resolution o f  worker's comuensation 
&&. Provider, its employees, officers, copy service contractor, and physicians are hereby released from any legal 
responsibility or liability for disclosure of the above information to the extent indicated and authorized by me on this form 
and as outlined in the Notice of Privacy. My signature below authorizes release of all information specified in this 
authorization. Any questions that I have regarding disclosure may be directed to the privacy officer of the Provider 
specified above. 
Signature of Patient Date I 
Signature ofLegal Representative & Relationship to PaiienUAuthorify to Act Date 
Signature of Witness Title Date I 
Original: Medical Record Copy: Patient Complaint - Page 3 of i 
3 
Send Original To: Industrial Comrnissios, Jildicih. iisioi~, 317 Main Street, PO BOX 83720, Boise, Idaho 83'1. ,041 -.> .. , ,, IC1003 (Rev. 1101'12004) 
; ' ; :  . 
i ... ; : i . -  i") i 
ANSWER TO COMPLAINT , .,. 1 , \! I-., j ' '.c. 
I.C. NO. 05-011115 INJURY DATE: 09/15/2005 
X The above-named ernplover or e ~ n v l ~ n l e ~  r c s i > o n d s  t o  (:lar~na~~!'s C o n r i > l a ~ n t  by s l a t l n v :  
: I!le Indus~nal Si>ec&Indcnmity Fund resvoridi to t h e  C o m i ~ l a i n t  a e a r n s t  t h e  lSIle' bv s t a t ~ n g :  
CLAIMANTS NAME AND ADDRESS CLAIMANTS ATTORNEY'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
STEVE NEEL 
CiO BRETT FOX, ESQ. 
1276 W RNERST., STE. 200 
BOISE, ID 83702 
(208) 323-0024 
EMPIDYER'S NAME AND ADDRESS 
1. That tl,e accident or occupational exposure alleged in thc Cotnplaint acalally occun-ed on or about tile tinre 
claimed. 
BRETT FOX 
BRYAN STORER, D.C 
I276 W RIVER ST.. STE. 200 
BOISE, ID 83702 
(208) 323-0024 
WORKERS'COMPENSATION INSUINNCE CARRIER'S (NOT 
ADJUSTOR'S) NAME AND ADDRESS 
WESTERN CONSTRUCTION, INC. 
101 39 FEDERAL WAY 
BOISE, ID 83716 
ATTORNEY REPRESENTINO EMPLOYER~SURETY (NAME AND 
ADDRESS) 
R. DANIELBOWEN (ISB 112673) 
BOWEN &BAILEY, L.L.P. 
350 NORTHNINTH STREET, STE. 200 
BOISE, IDAHO 83702 
2. That the employeriempioyee ielationsliip existed 
ADVANTAGE WORKERS COMPENSATlO+J,INSURANCE CO. 
CiO PINNACLE RISK MANAGEMENT SEW-CES 
PO BOX 6768 C., c s? 
BOISE, ID 83707 "r, % 
ATTORNEY REPRESENTING INDUSTRIALBRIALSEMNITY FUND 
(NAME AND ADDRESS) 'V* ;LC) I-4 ri ") 
(7 - *: 
. -g 
A 0  
7: 0 G 
S + I V  
3. That the pal-ties were subject lo the provisioi~s of Illc ldalio Workcn' Compensation Act. 
0 UJ 
I, 
4,  nlat  liie conditio~i for wbich benefits 0i.e claiined was caused partly 7 
entirely by an accidentarisingaut of and in the corllae of Claimant's employment. 
oc&p&ion, process, or employment 
6.  n ~ a t  the notice ofthe accidelit causing the iiijuiy, oi. notice of tlie occupational disease, was given to llie 
employer as soon as practical but not latci- than 60 days after siich accident or 60 days of tlie manifcstalion of sucli 
occupatiot,al disease. 
7. That the rate of wages claimed is correct. If denied, state the average wceldy wage pursuant to Idaho Code, 
Section 72-419: $ 
8. Illat the alleged employer was iiisuied or permissibly self-insured uodo. tlic ldalio Workers' Compet,sation Act. 
9. What benefits, if any, d o  you concede are due Claimant? 
NONE. 
(COMPLETE OTHER SIDE) Answer-Page I of 2 
'i 
(Cantlnued from front) 
10. State with specificity what rmners are in dispiite and your reason fol. denying liability, tagetl~ei with any affirfimiative defenses. 
I. WHETHER CLAIMANT SUFFERED AN ACCIDENT AND INJURY ON SEPTEMBER IS, 2005. 
11. WHETHER THE ALLEGED ACCIDENTOFSEPTEMBER IS, 2005, CAUSED THE NEED FOR MEDICAL TREATMENT. 
Ill. THE EXTENT OF CLAIMANT'S TEMPORARY AND PERMANENT DISABILITY AS A RESULT OF HIS LOW BACK 
PROBLEMS. 
N. WHETHER APPORTIONMENT OF SOME OR ALL BENEFITS CLAIMED TO PREEXISTING CONDITIONS OR 
SUBSEQUENT CONDITIONS IS APPROPRIATE. 
Uitdei 111~. Conirliissio,~ rules, you have tweiity-one (2 1) d a p  from the date of se~.vice of the Campiail>t to answer the Complaint. A copy of your Answer must be inailed 
to tile Caminissiol~ and a copy must be served on all pa~?ies or theii'atlolneys by regular U.S. inail or by personal service orprocess. Unless you deny liability, you should 
pay iinlnediately tlie co~npensatio~~ required by law, and not cause the claimaof, as well as yourself, the expense of a hcariilg. All co~npeilsalion which is concededly due 
and accrued should be paid. Payme~is due sliould not be withheld because a Cornplaint lias been filed. Rule III(D), Judicial Rulcs of Practice and Procedure under the 
Idaho Workers' Conipei~satian b w ,  applies. Complains against the Industial Special lndni>nity Fund niust be tiled on Form I.C. 1002. 
I Ah4 INTERESTED IN MEDIATING THJS CLAIM, IF THE OTHER PARTIES AGREE. YES NO X 
DEFENDANTS WILL NOTIFY THE COMMISSION IF AND WHEN MEDIATION IS APPROPRIATE 
DO YOU BELIEVE TIaS CLAIM PRESENTS A NEW QUESTION OF LAW OR A COMPLICATED SET OF FACTS? IF SO, PLEASE STATE- 
PLEASE COMPLETE 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
J 
9 
1 liereby certify that 01, tile 2day of March, 2006,l car~sed to be served a 11 . i~  and correct copy of tlie foregoing Answer upon: 
BRETT FOX, ESQ. 
DR. BRYAN STORER, ESQ. 
1276 W. RIVERST., STE. 200 
BOISE, ID 83702 
Signature of Defe'endant or Attolney 
via C personal service of process 
-$ ~.egu!as,U.S. mail 
U facs~lnzle 
R. DANIEL BOWEN (JdB #2673) 
Dated 
3 l a  ~ 1 0  6 
Amoullt of Cornpensatimpaid to date 
Medical 
- 0 -  
PPD 
- 0  - 
TTD 
- 0 -  
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STEPHEN R. NEEL, 
Claimant, 
) 
v. ) IC 2005-011115 
) 
WESTERN CONSTRUCTION, INC., ) 
1 FINDINGS OF FACT, 
Employer, ) CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, 
) AND RECOMMENDATION 
and ) 
1 
ADVANTAGE WORKERS ) F I L E D  
COMPENSATION INSURANCE CO., ) 
1 JUM - 8 2009 
Surety, 
Defendants. INDUSTRIAL, COMMISSION 
INTRODUCTION 
Pursuant to Idaho Code 5 72-506, the Idaho Industrial Commission assigned the above- 
entitled matter to Referee Rinda Just, who conducted a hearing in Boise, Idaho, on September 
29, 2006. Brett Fox of Boise represented Claimant. R. Daniel Bowen of Boise represented 
Defendants. The parties submitted oral and documentary evidence. The record was held open 
for taking post-hearing depositions. On October 26, 2006, Claimant terminated his relationship 
with Mr. Fox and Darin Monroe of Boise filed a notice of appearance on Claimant's behalf. 
Ultimately, no post-hearing depositions were taken. The parties submitted post-hearing briefs, 
and the matter came under advisement on February 27,2007, and is now ready for decision. 
ISSUES 
By agreement of the parties at hearing, the issues to be decided are: 
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND RECOMMENDATION - 1 
1. Whether Claimant suffered accidents and injuries on September 15, 2005, as 
alleged in his Complaint; 
2. Whether Claimant's need for medical care is due to accidents and injuries 
suffered while in the employ of the Employer on September 15,2005; 
3. Whether Claimant is entitled to total temporary disability benefits; and, 
4. Whether the medical expenses Claimant has incurred for treatment of his low 
back are compensable under Idaho Code 3 72-432. 
All other issues are reserved. 
CONTENTIONS OF THE PARTIES 
Claimant asserts that on September 14, 2005, while loosening compacted soil around a 
water pipe, he jumped up and down on his shovel and suffered an acute onset of a cramp-like 
pain in his left leg and mild stiffness in his low back.' Claimant initially believed that the leg 
and back pain was merely the type of minor transient pain that often accompanied heavy manual 
labor. When Claimant's pain increased rather than abated, he sought medical care, and was 
eventually diagnosed with herniated discs in his lumbar spine. Claimant was taken off work, and 
subsequently underwent two low back surgeries. Claimant asserts that his disc injuries and need 
for surgery were the direct result of his work-related injury on September 14, 2005. Claimant 
seeks compensation for the medical care necessitated by his work injury, and temporary total 
disability benefits for the period he was off work. 
Defendants assert that the etiology of Claimant's herniated lumbar discs is unknown. 
Claimant did not tell Employer about the alleged September 14,2005 accident or his injuries, nor 
did he report the work-related nature of his injuries to the medical professionals from whom he 
' The date of injury listed on the Complaint is September 15, 2005. Claimant's testimony 
actually placed the date of injury on Wednesday, September 14. 
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND RECQMMENDATION - 2 
first sought care. Further, Claimant denied knowledge of any trauma or injurious event that 
could have caused his herniated lumbar discs. Because Claimant has failed to establish that he 
sustained an injury from an accident related to his employment, Claimant is not entitled to either 
medical or income benefits under workers' compensation provisions. 
EVIDENCE CONSIDERED 
The record in this matter consists of the following: 
1. The testimony of Claimant, Dale "Skip" Darrow, and Carole C m ,  taken at 
hearing; and 
2. Joint exhibits 1 through 13, admitted at hearing. 
After having considered all the above evidence and the briefs of the parties, the Referee 
submits the following findings of fact and conclusions of law for review by the Commission. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. At the time of hearing, Claimant was 40 years of age. He lived in Payette, Idaho, 
with his wife. 
2. Claimant has a tenth-grade education. He has always worked as a laborer. In the 
late 1990s, Claimant started working for large construction companies that did a lot of road 
construction, and since that time his employment has primarily been in road construction-in 
particular that portion of the construction project that involves installation of pipes, culverts and 
gabions. Claimant's work is typically seasonal with periods of lay-off in the winter months. 
Claimant worked for a number of different contractors, depending upon who had the road- 
building contracts in any given year. 
3. In January 2001, Claimant sustained a cervical injury while working for a 
contractor on a hospital project in Ontario, Oregon. Claimant had a two-level surgical fusion, 
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND RECOMMENDATION - 3 
with hardware, and was off work for over a year. Claimant returned to his previous occupation 
doing heavy labor on road construction projects in April 2002. Claimant's cervical fusion 
caused him some stiffness and loss of range of motion during the winter months, but did not limit 
his ability to do heavy labor. 
4. In July 2005, Claimant went to work for Employer. Employer was a union shop 
and Claimant had long sought to be hired by Employer. At the time that Claimant started 
working for Employer, the company was working on a road construction project on Pole Line 
Road in Twin Falls. Claimant worked on the Twin Falls project, mainly doing pipe work, 
putting in fifty hours or more per week. 
5. Employer had a safety program that included weekly safety meetings for all 
employees. In addition, each day's time card required a certification not only that the employee 
had not been injured that day, but that the employee had not observed anyone else being injured 
that day. 
6. After working for Employer for a couple of weeks, Claimant cut his hand on a 
piece of pipe. He taped it with duct tape and kept on working. A supervisor noticed the injury a 
few hours later, and directed Claimant to seek medical care, including a tetanus shot if he hadn't 
had one recently. Claimant had stitches in the hand and received a tetanus shot. Claimant's 
medical costs were evidently picked up by workers' compensation, and it does not appear that 
Claimant suffered any time loss as a result of this accident and injury. 
7 .  At about 9:30 a.m. on September 14, 2005, Claimant was using a shovel to break 
up compacted soil on top of a pipe so that the backhoe could remove it. Claimant was jumping 
on the shovel when he felt a pain like a charley horse in his left leg. Claimant testified that he 
might also have felt a little bit of stiffness in his low back, but thought nothing of it because "as a 
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND RECOMMENDATION - 4 
laborer that's - that's normal." Tr., p. 9. Claimant described the pain in his left leg as "like a 
Charlie horse, just like stiffening and tightening. It would - oh, it would be weak for a couple - 
you know, it would be weak and, then, it would go to Charlie horses . . ." Id., at p. 10. 
8. Claimant did not tell anyone on the job about the leg pain, explaining, "Well, I 
didn't want to jeopardize my job with Western and on the firsthand, a Charlie horse ain't really - 
I figured a Charlie horse ain't really anything to complain about." Id. 
9. Claimant continued to work the rest of the day, taking frequent breaks. The pain 
in his left leg did not abate. At the end of the day, Claimant used heat and ice and a topical 
analgesic to treat the leg pain. 
10. Claimant's leg pain did not improve with the heat, ice, and rest. On Thursday, 
September 15, Claimant and a co-worker, Johnny, were assigned to work at the scalehouse at the 
gravel pit where the contractor was getting gravel for the Twin Falls project. The pit was some 
forty to fifty miles south of Twin Falls. Claimant told Johnny about the cramp-like pain in his 
left leg, and Johnny opined that Claimant might want to see a chiropractor if the leg didn't get 
better. 
11. Working at the scalehouse was much less physical than the pipe work that 
Claimant had been doing at the project site. However, the first day that Claimant worked at the 
scalehouse, the only access and egress to the scalehouse was a flimsy chair used as a single step 
in the four-foot span between the ground and the scalehouse floor. Claimant occasionally had to 
get out of the scalehouse to talk to a driver, and found that getting in and out of the scalehouse 
seemed to aggravate his leg pain. The access problem was eliminated later that day when the 
project superintendent ordered a load of gravel be used to build steps to the scalehouse. 
Claimant worked at the scalehouse the remainder of that week (September 15 and 16). 
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND RECOMMENDATION - 5 
12. The weekend of September 17 and 18, Claimant went home to Payette. He 
continued to have pain in his left leg. Claimant continued treating the pain with ice and heat and 
topical analgesics, and continued to try and stretch the leg and work out the cramp. 
13. Claimant returned to Twin Falls and work on Monday, September 19. He 
continued to be assigned to the scalehouse, and he still had the cramp-like pain in his leg. When 
Claimant awoke on Tuesday, September 20, the pain in his leg was much worse than it had been. 
On Wednesday, the pain was even more severe. Claimant worked at the scalehouse both days. 
When Claimant saw his supervisor on Wednesday, September 21, he told him that he had 
charley horses in his left leg and that he needed to take Friday off to see a doctor. The two men 
did not discuss the cause of Claimant's leg pain at that time. Claimant worked Thursday, 
September 22 at the scalehouse, and put in four and a half hours on Friday, September 23 before 
leaving work and heading home to Payette. 
MEDICAL CARE 
14. Claimant sought medical care at the Fruitland clinic that is part of Holy Rosary 
Medical Center (HRMC) in Ontario, Oregon. He was seen by a physician's assistant (PA). 
Chart notes from the visit indicate that Claimant "[complained of left] leg pain 9/10 x 3 days. 
Woke up [with] leg pain, none [sic] known injury." Exhibit 9, p. 119. On exam, the leg 
appeared normal with no atrophy or strength deficits or range of motion deficits in the hip or 
knee. The PA noted that Claimant was hesitant to fully extend the left leg with increased pain in 
his quadriceps. The PA prescribed Vicodin and Flexeril and told Claimant to rest, and limit his 
weight-bearing activities. Claimant provided his union health insurance information as the 
primary payor. 
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15. On Saturday, September 24, Claimant was still having severe leg pain, so he went 
to the ER at HRMC. The chart note identifies the chief complaint as "[llow back pain and left 
leg pain" but goes on to state: 
The pain is really mostly in the left leg of this patient. It is clearly worsened when 
he walks but he does have times where the pain is bad even when lying down. 
The pain tends to be from the upper thigh down to the knee and a little bit below 
the knee. It is really difficult for this patient to describe whether the pain is 
worsened with movement particularly. It is worsened after walking but not 
particularly with movement. It is difficult for me to establish that he has muscular 
pain. He denied any trauma to the leg. It had been bothering him for about 4 
days. 
Exhibit 10, p. 124. On exam, the ER physician observed that there was no focal tenderness in 
the left leg and no tenderness or instability in the knee or hip. He did observe tenderness in the 
left lateral low back. X-rays taken of the left femur were unremarkable. Ultimately, the ER 
physician noted: 
We did discuss the possibility of this being radiculopathy associated to a disc 
herniation. An MRI would be prudent if symptoms persist. 
IMPRESSION: Acute lumbar radiculopathy. 
16. On Monday, September 26, Claimant saw David Owens, D.C. The chart note 
indicates that Claimant was complaining of lumbar pain with radiculitis into the left leg. 
Dr. Owens sent Claimant for x-rays of his lumbar spine, which showed notable degenerative 
conditions at L3-4 and L4-5. Dr. Owens treated Claimant on September 27,29, 30, and October 
3,4, and 5. On October 5, Dr. Owens sent Claimant for an MRI, which showed herniated discs 
at L3-4 and L4-5. On October 11, Dr. Owens referred Claimant to Michael L. Henbest, M.D., a 
neurological surgeon. 
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17. Claimant saw Dr. Henbest on October 12. Given that Claimant had had previous 
cervical surgery with Timothy Johans, M.D., Dr. Henbest referred Claimant back to Dr. Johans. 
Claimant saw Dr. Johans the same day. Dr. Johans' chart note states: 
[Claimant] is a manual laborer. He is working for [Employer] digging ditches and 
shoveling. It was September 14 when he had a lot of pain in his back and then by 
the next morning had the pain all the way down his leg. He had weakness of his 
left leg by the next morning and the beginning of numbness and tingling from his 
groin to the knee on the anterior side. 
Exhibit 4, p. 34. Dr. Johans diagnosed an acute left L3 radiculopathy due to a large disc 
herniation, and a right L4-5 disc herniation that was asymptomatic. He recommended immediate 
surgery. 
18. On October 19, Claimant had low back surgery. By the morning of the scheduled 
surgery, Claimant's right side herniation at L4-5 had become symptomatic. Dr. Johans 
performed a left L3-4 hemilaminotomy, complete facetectomy and far lateral discectomy as well 
as a right U-5  hemilaminotomy and discectomy. After the surgery, Claimant's right-sided 
symptoms improved dramatically. His left-sided symptoms improved, but be continued to feel 
some pain and experience some weakness on the left side. On January 6, 2006, Dr. Johans 
referred Claimant to Nancy Greenwald, M.D., to see if Claimant's symptoms could be improved 
or controlled. 
19. Claimant saw Dr. Greenwald on January 19, 2006. In light of Claimant's on- 
going L3 nerve root impingement, Dr. Greenwald ordered some additional imaging. She 
prescribed Neurontin for Claimant's pain, and recommended that Claimant finish up his physical 
therapy. Dr. Greenwald released Claimant to light duty with limited bending, twisting, and 
stooping and a fifteen-pound lifting limitation. The imaging showed normal post-operative 
changes at L3 with no appreciable impingement on the thecal sac or the nerve root. 
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20. Claimant returned to Dr. Greenwald on February 16. They discussed the imaging, 
and Dr. Greenwald noted that Claimant had a good result with the L3-4 resection. She could not 
pinpoint the cause of his continuing left leg pain. She did not recommend any fiuther surgical 
intervention and advised Claimant that he need not return to Dr. Johans. Claimant had not filled 
the prescription for Neurontin, but promised to do so. Dr. Greenwald also prescribed Lexapro 
for Claimant's depression. She imposed a permanent fifty-pound lifting restriction, and told him 
he could not return to heavy labor. She referred Claimant to Vocational Rehabilitation, and 
noted that she wanted to see him in two weeks at which time she expected to discharge him. 
February 16 was Claimant's last documented visit with Dr. Greenwald. 
21. On February 27, Claimant started seeing Richard Radnovich, D.0. The record 
does not disclose how Claimant came to seek treatment from Dr. Radnovich. On his first visit, 
Dr. Radnovich planned to begin medical management of Claimant's pain symptoms. He 
provided some new prescriptions and advised Claimant to return in two weeks for follow-up. 
Claimant returned to Dr. Radnovich on March 13 and March 20. Claimant was not improved. 
Dr. Radnovich suggested that Claimant see Howard A. King, M.D. 
22. Claimant saw Dr. King on March 3 1, 2006. Dr. King ordered x-rays and an MRI 
and reviewed them the same day. The imaging showed advanced degenerative changes at L2-3, 
L3-4, L4-5 and L5-S1. In addition, Claimant had developed a focal scoliosis at L3 where his 
facet joint had been removed in the first lumbar surgery. Dr. King was "not particularly wild 
about another surgical procedure" (Ex. 6, p. 69), and encouraged Claimant to have 
Dr. Radnovich try a lumbar epidural steroid injection (LESI). 
23. On April 3, Dr. Radnovich performed an LESI. On April 19, Claimant returned 
to Dr. Radnovich, and reported no improvement with the LESI. Dr. Radnovich thought that a 
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fluroscopic LESI might be more efficacious, and on May 11 a colleague of Dr. King performed a 
fluoroscopic LESI, and Claimant experienced immediate relief. The relief was short-lived, 
however, and when Claimant returned to Dr. King on May 17, he reported that his symptoms had 
returned. Dr. King opined that at that point, perhaps surgical intervention was a reasonable 
option. Because Claimant had signs of depression, Dr. King sent him to see Michael McClay, 
Ph.D., for pre-surgical psychological evaluation. Dr. McClay's evaluation is not part of the 
record of these proceedings. Claimant continued treating with Dr. Radnovich during the period 
leading up to his second lumbar surgery. 
24. On June 19, Dr. King performed a repeat laminectomy at L3-4, L4-5, an 
interbody fusion of L3-4 and a fusion from L3 to L5 using an autogenous bone graft from 
Claimant's iliac crest. 
25. Post-operative medical records are limited to one visit with Dr. King on July 6,  
and one visit with Dr. Radnovich on July 13. Dr. King reported Claimant recovery was on a 
satisfactory course. Dr. Radnovich noted that Claimant was not using the medications that had 
been prescribed because he could not afford to purchase them. Dr. Radnovich gave Claimant 
samples and ordered him to retum for follow-up in two weeks, and to continue post-operative 
follow-up with Dr. King. 
CHRONOLOGY OF WORKERS' COMPENSATION CLAIM 
Commission Form I 
26. On October 5, 2005, Claimant filled out a First Report of Injury or Illness 
(Commission Form 1). This is the form 1 that is on file with the Commission; it also appears as 
Ex. 7, p. 98 of the hearing record. Commission Form 1 was prepared at Dr. Owens' office by 
Claimant with help from Dr. Owens' receptionist. Commission Form 1 lists the date of injury as 
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September 14 or 15, 2005, and includes the following verbatim explanation of how the injury 
occurred: 
Shoveling in trench getting dirt away from pipe so we can poor concreat around 
the pipe. Also up & down in scalehouse. There was a 4 foot drop to scalehouse 
& ground using a chair for steps. No steps. See attached. 
First Report of Injury or Illness, Commission Legal File, Filed October 17, 2005. Attached to 
Commission Form 1 was Claimant's handwritten statement, also dated October 5, 2005, and 
reproduced verbatim: 
I Steve Nee1 woke up on the morning of the 2oth of September and could not put 
no wait on my left leg. I did not do anything in the night to cause my leg to do 
what it was doing. 
Exhibit 2, p. 3. Employer received Commission Form 1 and Exhibit 2, p. 3, on October 13 via 
facsimile from Dr. Owens' office. Employer forwarded Commission Form 1 to Carole Carr, the 
adjuster for Pinnacle Risk Management who handles Employer's claims, on October 14. Exhibit 
2, p.3, which originally accompanied Commission Form 1, was not forwarded to Ms. Carr by 
Employer. Commission Form 1, together with Exhibit 2, p. 3, was filed at the Commission on 
October 17. 
Employer's Form I 
27. On October 13, at Dr. Owens' request, Employer faxed Employer's First Notice 
of Injury or Illness to Dr. Owens' office (Employer's Form 1). Claimant filled out Employer's 
Form 1 with the assistance of Dr. Owens' receptionist. The date of injury is listed as "9114 or 
15/05." Exhibit 1, p. I. The description of the activity being engaged in at the time of injury is 
terse: "Shoveling in trench, [illegible] scalehouse." As to how the accident occurred, the form 
states, "see attach page." Id. Employer's Form 1 is stamped "Received," October 18, 2005 by 
Pinnacle Risk Management Services. It contains Claimant's signature, but not the date. Reliable 
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testimony establishes the date it was prepared and signed as October 13,2005. Employer's Form 
1 provided little space for an explanation of how the injury occurred, so once again, Claimant at 
the suggestion of the receptionist, attached a handwritten note that included additional 
explanation. The handwritten statement is reproduced verbatim as follows: 
Shoveling in trench getting dirt away from pipe so we can poor concreat around 
the pipe. Also up & down in scalehouse. There was a 4 foot drop to scalehouse 
to the ground using a flimsy chair. There was no steps to go in and out of 
scalehouse unsafe that was were 1 started leg pain. 
Skip Darrow fill free to call me at home if you need more info Thank you. 
Exhibit 2, p. 2. Employer received its Form 1 and Exhibit 2, p. 2, on the afternoon of October 
13. Ms. Carr received Employer's Form 1 on October 18. There is nothing in the record to 
substantiate that Ms. Can received Exhibit 2, p. 2, which originally accompanied Employer's 
Form 1. 
28. Ms. Carr contacted Dr. Owens' office seeking additional information at a later 
date, and received Exhibit 2, p. 3, the note that accompanied Commission Form 1, via facsimile 
on November 4. 
Supervisor's Report 
29. Exhibit 2, p. 4, is a handwritten document dated October 14, 2005 and signed by 
Stan Guntly, Claimant's supervisor. Mr. Guntly's note constitutes the "supervisor's report" that 
Mr. Darrow requested from Guntly once he learned of Claimant's workers' compensation claim. 
The note confirms that Claimant first worked at the scalehouse on Thursday, September 15, and 
notes that when Guntly arrived at the pit that afternoon, he noted that a chair was being used to 
get into and out of the scalehouse. Guntly immediately order the problem remedied by using a 
load of gravel to make a safe entrance. Guntly's note also confirms that Claimant worked at the 
scalehonse every day the week of September 19. For Friday, September 23, Guntly wrote: 
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[Claimant] worked 4 '/z hours, said he wanted off early to go to a doctor and have 
his legs checked out as he was getting Charlie horses and shaking in his legs. No 
mention of any accident on job. 
[Claimant] is a very hard worker and a good, honest person. 
Ex. 2, p. 4. 
30. Claimant is a credible witness. 
DISCUSSION AND FURTHER FINDINGS 
INJUR Y/A CCIDENT 
3 1. The burden of proof in an industrial accident case is on the claimant. Neufeld v. 
Browning Ferris Industries, 109 Idaho 899, 902, 712 P.2d 500, 603 (1985). A claimant must 
prove not only that he or she was injured, but also that the injury was the result of an accident 
arising out of and in the course of employment. Seamans v. Maaco Auto Painting, 128 Idaho 
747,918 P.2d 1192 (1996). 
32. An "accident" means an unexpected, undesigned, and unlooked for mishap, or 
untoward event, connected with the industry in which it occurs, and which can be reasonably 
located as to time when and place where it occurred, causing an injury. An "injury" is construed 
to include only an injury caused by an accident, which results in violence to the physical 
structure of the body. Idaho Code § 72-102(17). 
33. Defendants contend that Claimant has failed to meet his burden of proving that he 
sustained an injury resulting from an accident that was related to his work. In support of their 
position, Defendants rely primarily upon the following factors: 
9 Claimant did not report the accident and injury to his supervisor; 
9 Initial medical histories that Claimant gave to medical providers fail to mention the 
accident and injury that form the basis of Claimant's claim; and 
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Claimant was not honest with Employer or his medical providers. 
Reporting 
34. Claimant admits that he did not immediately report his leg pain to his supenisor 
on September 14 or in the days following. Claimant's explanation is two-fold: First, he thought 
the leg pain was just a cramp or a charley horse-a minor, transient pain that was not necessarily 
even associated with an injury. Claimant's explanation is borne out by the medical records. 
When he first sought medical care on September 23, he told the PA that he was experiencing left 
leg pain. He told the physician at HRMC the same thing the following day. In fact, while at 
HRMC on September 24, x-rays were ordered-x-rays only of Claimant's left leg. The medical 
records from HRMC note that the symptoms appear to he radiculopathic in nature and that an 
MRI might be in order. Claimant understood at least some of this information, if not its 
implications, since he did not pursue further diagnostic imaging and instead went to see a 
chiropractor, Dr. Owens. On October 5, Dr. Owens ordered an MRI, which was done the 
following day. On October 11, Dr. Owens referred Claimant to Dr. Henbest with the MRI 
results. It is not clear from the record when Claimant first learned of the MRI results, but 
certainly he had done so by October 13 when he completed the Commission Form 1 at 
Dr. Owens' office. 
During his testimony, Claimant related how he came to include the hand-written note that 
was attached to the Commission Form 1. Having identified the date of the accident as 
September 14 or 15, Dr. Owens' receptionist, Jan, asked him when his leg started to hurt so 
much that he thought he needed medical attention. Claimant's answer was that when he woke up 
the morning of September 20, his leg hurt so much that he couldn't bear weight on it. Jan 
suggested that he add that information to the Commission Form 1 and he did so with a hand- 
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written attachment. Together, the Commission Form 1 and the attachment describe the original 
event on September 14, the aggravating activity on September 15, and the day that Claimant 
realized that the charley horse in his left leg was not going to go away by itself. 
35. Employer's Form 1 (Exhibit 1, p. 1) provided virtually no space for a description 
of the activity engaged in at the time the injury occurred. Claimant's five-word explanation on 
the form itself was supplemented by an attachment. The language in the attachment is virtually 
identical to the infbrmation contained on the Commission Form 1. Claimant testified that he 
believed that the information on the two forms and two attachments constituted pretty much 
everything he knew about his claim at the time he filed it. 
36. Claimant's second reason for not reporting his accident or injury right away was 
his expressed concern that it would look bad to have two workers' compensation claims filed 
within such a short time span, and when he had been working for Employer for such a short time. 
Defendants dismiss this explanation out-of-hand, as Claimant could point to no action or 
statement that would support such a fear. However, as pointed out by this Referee in Stacey 
Williams, IC 2004-512366, filed April 24,2007, it is not unreasonable for an individual who has 
always worked in the construction trades to have seen first-hand or experienced employment- 
related consequences for reporting industrial injuries. It is of little consequence that a claimant's 
fears have no objective basis as they pertain to a particular employer when a claimant's actions 
are driven by his or her subjective belief. Claimant testified that he had been trying for a long 
time to get on with Employer because it was a union shop, was one of the largest road 
contractors in the state, and often had work available year round. Just a few weeks into his 
employment, he injured his hand, and it is clear from the record that had it not been for a 
supemisor seeing duct tape on Claimant's hand, he wouldn't have reported that injury either. 
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Claimant testified that he believed he was better off using his union insurance to pay for minor 
medical needs, even if they were work-related. Shovel operators are a dime a dozen, and highly 
paid heavy labor jobs are limited in number but much in demand. 
37. Ultimately, Claimant filed a Commission Form 1 with Employer on October 13, 
2005-twenty-nine days after the date of the accident and injury, and within the time limits 
prescribed by statute. While Claimant may not have complied with Employer's policy regarding 
the reporting of accidents, such failure is not a basis for denial of benefits. 
Medical Records 
38. Defendants argue that if Claimant really had been injured on the job on 
September 14, he would have told the first medical providers about the accident and injury. In 
particular, they assert that what Claimant told the medical providers was that he woke up with 
severe pain in his leg on September 20 and didn't know of any injury, and that he never told the 
providers that the injury was work-related. Defendants' second issue has been discussed in a 
prior finding, and is proof of nothing. 
39. Defendants' interpretation of the September 23 chart note ("[complained of left] 
leg pain 9/10 x 3 days. Woke up [with] leg pain, none [sic] known injury." Exhibit 9, p. 119) 
presumes a great deal. Claimant testified that it means exactly what it says-that his pain had 
been nine out of ten since waking on September 20, and that nothing had happened overnight to 
account for the significant increase in pain. The chart note doesn't tell us the question that 
prompted the notation, or whether the PA who saw Claimant probed any more deeply into the 
issue. Claimant is neither well educated nor well spoken; to presume that he possesses the 
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medical sophistication to offer relevant history without expert prompting is a bit of a stretch.' 
Neither does Claimant's previous experience with a cervical injury and radicular symptoms 
impute a peculiar insight that would allow Claimant to extrapolate that his left leg pain was 
actually the result of two significant disc herniations. 
40. When Claimant visited HRMC on Saturday, September 24, he was still under the 
impression that he had a charley horse in his leg and he just needed a shot or some medication to 
make it go away. Claimant's description of his pain (left leg pain in a definite distribution that 
can't be localized and is not exacerbated with movement, but is made worse by weight-bearing) 
was consistent with the doctor's findings on exam and with the doctor's diagnosis of 
radiculopathy. The chart notes denying a known trauma and that the leg had been bothering him 
for about four days are of limited value, since we have no way of knowing what questions were 
asked or what conversations transpired between Claimant and the emergency room doctor that 
led to those particular notes. As discussed previously, a muscle cramp or a charley horse is not 
necessarily associated with a traumatic injury. Claimant's statement that the leg had been 
bothering him for about four days was a true and accurate response to any number of questions 
that might have been asked. 
41. When Claimant saw Dr. Owens on Monday, September 26, his presenting 
complaint was lumbar pain radiating into the left leg. This is the first time that lumbar pain was 
identified as the predominant issue in the medical records. Claimant clearly understood 
something of what he had been told by the HRMC doctor on Saturday, although he continued to 
believe that his problem could be fixed by a couple of visits to a chiropractor. When that turned 
out not to be the case. Claimant filed the instant claim. 
' Since muscle cramps and charley horses are commonly experienced by many people without 
relation to an injury, the chart note referencing no known injury becomes even more ambiguous. 
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Claimant Was Dishonest 
42. Defendants contend that Claimant was not honest with Employer or with those 
from whom he sought medical treatment because he did not report the accident and injury and 
because he did not clearly inform his medical providers how his injury occurred. Claimant's 
supervisor offered an unsolicited testimonial to Claimant's character when he submitted his notes 
regarding events at work around the time of Claimant's accident. The Referee had the 
opportunity to observe Claimant both in and out of the hearing room. Claimant appeared to be 
precisely what he claimed-a forty year old manual laborer with little education, limited verbal 
and written communication skills, and uncomplicated motives. The Referee does not believe 
that Claimant has the medical sophistication or the intellectual cunning to invent an accident and 
injury where none occurred. 
Injuiy/Accident Summaiy 
43. Claimant sustained an injury as a result of an accident while he was performing 
work for Employer at a job site in Twin Falls. Claimant was able to locate the time and place 
that the injury occurred, as well as describe precisely what he was doing when the injury 
occurred. While the details of the mechanism of injury were not fleshed out at the time that 
Claimant first sought medical care, the medical records are consistent with Claimant's limited 
understanding of his condition at that time, and remained consistent with Claimant's version of 
events as matter unfolded. Claimant has met his burden of proving that he sustained an injury as 
a result of an accident while in the course of his work for Employer. 
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CAUSATION 
44. The burden of proving medical causation in an industrial accident case is also on 
the claimant. 
The claimant carries the burden of proof that to a reasonable degree of medical 
probability the injury for which benefits are claimed is causally related to an 
accident occurring in the course of employment. Proof of a possible causal link is 
insufficient to satisfy the burden. The issue of causation must be proved by expert 
medical testimony. 
Hart v. Kaman Bearing & Supply, 130 Idaho 296, 299, 939 P.2d 1375, 1378 (1997) (internal 
citations omitted). "In this regard, 'probable' is defined as 'having more evidence for than 
against."' Soto v. Simplot, 126 Idaho 536, 540, 887 P.2d 1043, 1047 (1994). Once a claimant has 
met his burden of proving a causal relationship between the injury for which benefits are sought 
and an industrial accident, then Idaho Code 5 72-432 requires that the employer provide 
reasonable medical treatment, including medications and procedures. 
45. Medical causation was identified as an issue in this proceeding, and a 
determination on medical causation is a prerequisite to subsidiary issues such as medical care 
and income benefits. Defendants did not argue the issue of medical causation in their briefing, 
instead placing all of their eggs in the "no accident, no injury" basket. While the issue of 
medical causation is not as well developed, there is sufficient evidence in the record to find that 
Claimant has met his burden of proving that his lumbar herniations are more likely than not the 
result of his work loosening compacted soil on September 14, 2005. The record contains no 
evidence of any prior lumbar injury or radicular complaints, though imaging does show that 
Claimant had significant degenerative changes throughout his entire spinal column. While he 
might have been a walking herniation waiting to happen, the fact is, it didn't happen until 
Claimant was doing Employer's work on September 14, 2005. No physician who saw or treated 
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Claimant suggested otherwise. Dr. Johans, who performed the first lumbar surgery, noted in his 
correspondence to Dr. Owens that it was a straightforward valid claim and he was "stunned" that 
Claimant's workers' compensation claim was denied. Exhibit 4, p. 45. 
46. Defendants argue that the opinions on medical causation are all based on 
Claimant's self-reported history, and therefore, cannot be any better than the information they 
were based upon. This argument completely disregards the imaging studies, and Dr. Johan's 
findings during surgery, all of which were consistent with a recent, acute injury. Additionally, as 
discussed previously, Claimant was credible, if not articulate. The information he provided his 
medical providers led fairly quickly to a diagnosis that was consistent with Claimant's 
consistently reported symptoms and the mechanics of the injury as described by Claimant. 
Defendants presented no objective evidence that disputes the medical findings of causation, and 
chose not to even argue the issue in their brief. 
MEDICAL CARE 
47. Having found that Claimant sustained disc herniations as a result of an accident 
arising out of and in the course of his employment, Claimant is entitled to medical care as 
provided by Idaho Code 72-432. Claimant is entitled to payment of or reimbursement for, all of 
the medical care he received that was related to his disc herniations including diagnostic 
imaging, surgeries, rehabilitation, medications, and equipment that was reasonably medically 
necessitated by his injuries. 
TTDs 
48. Idaho Code 8 72-408 provides in pertinent part: 
Income benefits for total and partial disability during the period of recovery . . . 
shall be paid to the disabled employee subject to deduction on account of waiting 
period and subject to the maxu~~urn a d minimum limits set forth in section 72- 
409, Idaho Code. . . 
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Claimant's last day of work was September 23,2005. He is entitled to TTDRPD benefits at the 
statutory rate from that date until he was deemed medicaily stable and released to return to work. 
Claimant clearly has multiple periods of recovery, given that he has undergone two surgeries. 
The Referee lacks the specific information necessary to more specifically determine Claimant's 
right to TTD benefits. 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
1. Claimant's lumbar injuries were the result of an accident that occurred in the 
course of his employment on September 14,2005. 
2. Claimant's subsequent need for medical care was the direct result of the 
September 14,2005, injury and accident, and is compensable. 
3. Claimant is entitled to TTDITPD benefits as provided by Idaho Code fj 72-408. 
RECOMMENDATION 
The Referee recommends that the Commission adopt the foregoing findings of fact and 
conclusions of law and issue an appropriate final order. 
DATED this b a y  of .Juw 2007. 
INIXJSTIUAL. COMMISSION 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 2 day of x w ,  2007 a true and correct copy of 
FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW, AND RECOMMENDATION was 
served by regular United States Mail upon: 
DARIN G MONROE 
PO BOX 50313 
BOISE ID 83705 
R DANIEL BOWEN 
PO BOX 1007 
BOISE ID 83701-1007 
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Pursuant to Idaho Code § 72-717, Referee Rinda Just submitted the record in the 
above-entitled matter, together with her proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law, to the 
members of the Idaho Industrial Commission for their review. Each of the undersigned 
Commissioners has reviewed the record and the recommendation of the Referee. The 
Commission concurs with this recommendation. Therefore, the Commission approves, confirms, 
and adopts the Referee's proposed findings of fact and conclusions of law as its own. 
Based upon the foregoing reasons, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that: 
1. Claimant's lumbar injuries were the result of an accident that occurred in the 
course of his employment on September 14,2005. 
2. Claimant's subsequent need for medical care was the direct result of the 
September 14,2005, injury and accident, and is compensahle under Idaho Code § 72-432. 
ORDER - 1 
3. Claimant is entitled to TTDITPD benefits as provided by Idaho Code 5 72-408. 
4. Pursuant to Idaho Code 3 72-718, this decision is final and conclusive as to a11 
matters adjudicated. 
DATED this 8 day of ~ L V L ( ? -  ,2007. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
James F. Kile, Chairman 
~ . d .  Maynard, &bmmi$s&ner 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the day of '5bn C? ,2007, a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing ORDER was served by regular United States Mail upon each of the following 
persons: 
DARM G MONROE 
PO BOX 50313 
BOISE ID 83705 
R DANIEL BOWEN 
PO BOX 1007 
BOISE ID 83701-1007 
ORDER - 2 
Darin G. Monroe (ISB# 6417) 
MONROE LAW OFFICE 
1 11 1 South Orchard, Suite 152 
P.O. Box 503 I3 
Boise, Idaho 83705 
Telephone: (208) 433-0 177 
Facsimile: (208) 433-01 57 











I.C. No. 05-01 11 15 
CLAIMANT'S MOTION FOR ORDER 
COMPELLING FULL PAYMENT OF 
MEDICAL BENEFITS AND MOTION 
FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES 
COMES NOW the Claimant in the above-entitled action, by and through his undersigned 
attorney of record, and hereby moves this honorable Commission for its order compelling the 
Defendants to pay the full invoiced amount of the medical benefits awarded to Claimant in the 
Commission's June 8, 2007 Order, and Claimant moves this honorable Commission for an order 
CLAIMANT'S MOTION FOR ORDER COMPELLING FULL PAYMENT 
OF MEDICAL BENEFITS AND MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES - 1 
compelling Defendants to pay attorney's fees for its unreasonable denial to pay said benefits. 
This motion is supported by the record and the memorandum brief in support of the 
instant motion which is filed herewith. 
!A 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this & day of September 2007. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
6 I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the /CC day of September 2007, the foregoing document 
was served upon: 
R. Daniel Bowen 
BOWEN & BAILEY 
P.O. Box 1007 
Boise, ID 83701-1007 
[ I  by U.S. mail 
H b y  hand delivery 
[ ] by facsimile 
[ ] by overnight mail 
CLAIMANT'S MOTION FOR ORDER COMPELLING FULL PAYMENT 
OF MEDICAL BENEFlTS AND MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES - 2 
Darin G. Monroe (ISB# 641 7) 
MONROE LAW OFFICE 
11 1 1 South Orchard, Suite 152 
P.O. Box 50313 
Boise, Idaho 83705 
Telephone: (208) 433-0177 
Facsimile: (208) 433-0157 
Attorney for Claimant 








MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF 
CLAIMANT'S MOTION FOR ORDER 
COMPELLING FULL PAYMENT OF 
MEDICAL BENEFITS AWAmED AND 
MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES 





The Claimant in the above-entitled action has moved this Commission for an order 
compelling the Defendants to pay the 111 invoiced amount of the medical benefits awarded to 
him in the Commission's June 8, 2007 Order. This motion was brought about by the 
MEMORANDUM n*r SUPPORT OF CLAIMANT'S MOTION FOR ORDER COMPELLING, 
FULL PAYMENTOF MEDICAL BENEFITS AWARDED AND MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES - 1 
33, 
Defendants' refusal to pay the total amount billed by the various medical providers, as is clearly 
required by Idaho law. Instead, the Defendants submitted payment which was based on the 
amount they would have paid, had the claim been accepted and the medical treatment provided 
through the workers' compensation system. The Claimant is also seeking attorney fees for the 
Defendants' unreasonable denial to pay for a11 medical benefits awarded by the Commission. 
11. FACTS 
On June 20, 2007, the undersigned attorney sent counsel for the Defendants a letter 
requesting payment of medical bills in the amount of $100,712.71, which bills were incurred 
prior to the Commission's June 8, 2007 Order. The Defendants were also provided with a 
medical billing summary, and corresponding medical bills. (Claimant's Exhibit 1). Some of the 
medical bills submitted were paid through Claimant's non-industrial medical insurance while 
others went unpaid due to the expiration of said insurance. Under both circumstances, Claimant 
entered into a contractual relationship with the providers to pay for the medical services that he 
received. 
On July 31, 2007, counsel for Defendants indicated that the Defendants were only 
required by LC. 72-432 to pay what is reasonable and that the Industrial Commission's 
regulations have advised the industry that, prior to April 6,2006, what is reasonable is the usual 
and customary charge, and, thereafter, what the adopted fee schedule says is reasonable. 
(Claimant's Exhibit 2). 
On August 6,2007, the Defendants tendered $92,072.71 for full payment of the medical 
benefits awarded to Claimant, with the exception of a bill in the amount of $1,920.00 that was 
inadvertently not provided by the Claimant. Along with the payment, Defendants provided a 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF CLAIMANT'S MOTION FOR ORDER COMPELLING 
FULL PAYMENTOF MEDICAL BENEFITS AWARDED AND MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES - 2 
breakdown of what it considered the reasonable charges for the medical services provided. 
(Claimant's Exhibit 3). 
111. DISCUSSION 
A. Defendants are Required to Pay the Full Amount Billed by the Medical Providers 
Under Idaho law, the Defendants are required to pay the full amount invoiced by the 
medical providers. This Commission has consistently held that when a surety denies liability 
for medical bills, the Defendants are liable for payment of the full invoiced amount billed by the 
medical provider. Sangster v. Potlatch Corporation, IC-01-008322, (November 16, 2004). In 
this case, the Defendants denied all aspects of Claimant's claim and the Commission 
subsequently awarded him medical benefits. A good portion of his medical bills were paid 
through Claimant's non-industrial medical insurance with the medical providers taking a 
reduced rate based on a contractual arrangement with said insurance. Under the same facts in 
Sangster, the Commission determined that the Defendants were liable for the full invoiced 
amount. 
There is a subtle difference between this case and Sangster in the respect that a portion of 
Claimant's medical bills were not processed under his non-industrial medical insurance because 
said insurance had expired. Despite the expiration of his medical insurance, some of Claimant's 
medical providers provided treatment which left Claimant with an obligation to pay such 
medical providers the full invoiced amount. Despite the absence of non-industrial medical 
insurance the rational behind the holding in Sangster is unchanged and the Defendants are 
required to pay the N l  amount invoiced. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF CLAIMANT'S MOTION FOR ORDER COMPELLING 
FULL PAYMENTOF MEDICAL BENEFITS AWARDED AND MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES - 3 
Additionally, the Defendants' payment of any portion of the Claimant's medical benefits 
that were awarded does not relieve the Claimant fkom his contractual obligation that he has with 
his numerous medical providers. Only upon Claimant's payment of an agreed upon amount 
with each provider is he released from his contractual obligations. If he is unable to secure an 
agreement with one or all of his medical providers and a contractual dispute arises, the 
Commission does not have jurisdiction to determine the parties' contractual obligations. St. 
Alphonsus Reg'l Med. Cfi: v. Edmondson, 130 Idaho 108, 111,937 P.2d 420,423 (1997). Not 
requiring the Defendants to pay the full amount of the medical bills could lead to the Claimant 
owing additional money to the medical providers, which would be analogous to apportioning 
Claimant's medical benefits between the Defendants and the Claimant. 
Defendants refuse to pay the full amount invoiced by the medical providers based on its 
argument that I.C. 72-432 and the Industrial Commission regulations only require it to pay what 
is usual and customary, or, if the service was provided after April 6, 2006, the amount required 
by the fee schedule adopted by the Commission. The Defendants' argument is without merit and 
is completely contrary to Idaho law, and, therefore, is unreasonable. 
In this case, the medical services that Claimant received prior to the Commission's June 
8, 2007 Order was provided under a contractual agreement between the medical provider and 
the Claimant. The medical services were not provided under the workers' compensation 
system. The Industrial Commission regulations (IDAPA 17.02.08.031 and .032), relied upon by 
the Defendants, do not apply in cases where the employer and the surety have denied liability 
for the claim, which is certainly the case here. St. Alphonsus Reg'l Med. Ctr. v. Edmondson, 
130 Idaho 108, 11 1, 937 P.2d 420, 423 (1997). Clearly, the Defendants argument is without 
merit. Accordingly, they are liable for the full amount invoiced. 
MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF CLAIMANT'S MOTION FOR ORDER COMPELLING 
FULL PAYMENTOF MEDICAL BENEFITS AWARDED AND MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES - 4 
B. Claimant is Entitled to Attorney Fees 
The Commission may award attorney fees in any proceeding if it determines that the 
employer or its surety has refused to pay the Claimant benefits provided by law without 
reasonable ground. Idaho Code 4 72-804. In this case, the Defendants have refused to pay the 
full amount invoiced as clearly required by the Commission. Such a refusal is unreasonable and 
grounds for attorney's fees. Moreover, Defendants argue that the Industrial Commission's 
regulations only require them to pay the usual and customary charge, despite the Idaho Supreme 
Court's decision in Edmondson which unequivocally states that said regulations do not apply in 
denied claims. Denying payment of awarded benefits based on an argument that is clearly 
contrary to case law is unreasonable and grounds for attorney fees. 
In this case, the Defendants still owe Claimant $8,640.00 of which $1,920.00 was not 
paid due to it not being submitted by the Claimant. (He is in the process of obtaining such bill). 
The Defendants have refused to pay the remaining $6,720.00. Accordingly, the Claimant is 
entitled to attomey fees in the amount of $2,016.00, which is 30 percent of the unreasonably 
disputed amount. (The attomey fee of 30 percent is per the fee agreement marked as Claimant's 
Exhibit 4). 
% 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED this day of September 2007. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the & ay of September 2007, the foregoing document 
was served upon: 
% 
R. Daniel Bowen 
BOWEN & BAILEY 
P.O. Box 1007 
Boise, ID 83701-1007 
[ I  by U.S. mail 
VQ by hand delivery 
[ ] by facsimile 
[ ] by overnight mail 
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CLAIMANT'S EXHIBIT 1 
DARIN G.  MONROE, P.A. 
ATFORNEY AT LAW 
1111 Southhehard, Suite 162 
P.O. Box 60313 
Boise. Idaho 88706 
DARING. MONROE 
June 20,2007 
Sent Via Facsimile 
(208) 344-9670 
R. Daniel Bowen 
BOWEN & BAILEY 
P.O. Box 1007 
Boise, ID 83702 
Re: Steve Nee1 v. Western Construction and its surety 
Advantage Workers' Com~ensation Insurance Company 
Dear Dan: 
Enclosed please find a medical billing summary and corresponding medical bills 
outlining the medical expenses incmed in the treatment of Mr. Neel's low back injury. As you 
can see, the total medical owed is $100,712.71. Please forward this amount to my office for 
disbursement to the various medical providers. 
Thank you in advance for your prompt attention to this matter. If you have any 
questions or need additional information, please do not hesitate to contact me. 
Very truly yours, 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
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1 Provider Date of service ~ m t  ~ i ~ e d  page 3 I 
Intermountain Orthopedics 
boo North Robbins, Suite 401 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attn: Gail 
St. Alphonsus RMC 
1055 N. Curtis 
Boise, ID 83702 
(208) 367-2130 
Acct No. AO52gz-00586 
Intermomtain Surgery Center 
600 N. Robbi i  Road 
Boise, ID 83702 
383-0201 - Kathy 
Acct No. 8778 
St. Luke's Regional Medical Cntr 
lgo East Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
706-7268 -Debbie Moore 
Acct No. 89081111 
(208) 381-2333 
I Subtotal: 8,602.50 
5/11/2006 $1,920.00 
I Subtotal. 1,920.00 
6/19/2006 $41,360.07 
r Subtotal: 41,360.07 1 
I Provider Date of service ~ m ~ ~ g i ~ e d  page 4 I 
Anesthesia Associates 
Jeffrey Eidson 
111 W. State Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
336-0895 - Janis 
Ac&. NO. 41157 
Norco 
P.0. BOX 15299 
Boise, ID 83715 
898-0202 -Melissa 
Boise Upright MRI 
P.O. Box 90875 
San Bernardino, CA 92407 
884-8745 
ACCt NO. 4000052-1 
Intermountain Medical Imaging 
c/o Action Collection Service, Ine. 
P.0. BOX 5425 
Boise, ID 83705 
Acct No. 518896 
Attn: Gaylene 
Tri-City Physical Therapy 
215 N. Whitley, Suite 1 
P.O. Box 876 
Fruitland, ID 83619 
(208) 452-6366 
Case No. 1376 
I Subtotal: 2;208.75 1 
I Subtotal: 144.90 I 
I Subtotal: 5,550.00 '1 
I Subtotal: 1.357.00 
I Provider Date of ~ c e  Amt Billed page5 1 
Idaho physical Medicine 
600 N. Robbins Rd. Suite 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
l ~ c d  No. 58626 
Boise Radiology Group 
P.O. Box 9696 
Boise, ID 83707 
(208) 472-8118 
Acct No. 1304683 
Attn: Gaylene 
Gem State Radiology 
P.O. Box 9649 
Boise, ID 83707 
(208) 472-8100 
Acct. No. 518896 
Attn : Gaylene 
I 
Working/& 




... 1/19/2006 $384.00 .= 
2/16/2006 $118.00 .D .r G 
- 
I Subtot*. $502.00 1 g g '5 0 
- 0 0 0 
1 Subtotal: $52.00 1 
I Subtotal. $333.30 1 
I subtotal: $467.97 1 
1 Provider Date of Service A m t  Billed Page 6 I 
M c C a  Drug 
P.O. Box 389 
McCall, ID 83638 
(208) 634-2433 
WalMart Pharmacy 
1775 East Idaho Avenue 
Ontafi0, OR 97914-0000 
(541) 889-6040 
Albertsons / Sav-On 
405 S. 8th Street 
Payette, ID 83661 
(208) 642-9075 
Kmart Pharmacy 
1648 East Idaho Avenue 
Ontario, OR 97914 
(541) 889-6315 
I Subtotal: $200.90 1 
I Subtotal: $153.74 ( 
I Subtotal. $113.11 . / 
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ESTIMATED INSURANCE DUE 
BLUE CROSS PWlPREFRD BLUE 
NEELSTEPHEN R AMOUNT ENCLOSED 9 
1525 6TH A V E  SOUTH APT C VISA OMASTERCARD AMEX 
PAYETTE ID 83661 CARD HOLDER'S NAME. 
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Claimant's Exhibit 1 
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H.!?LY ,ROSARY KEDXCAL CENTER 
351 SW 9TH STREET 
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P . A T ~ , E ~  ,~;:I:F?Q~T?.~N:~. ~ ~ . ~ . Q ~ ~ : : ~ : . X ~ ~ . Q R M ~ ~ I O N . ; :  
NGEL, STEPHEN R NEEL, STEPHEN R 
. . . . . . . .  
: & t t . ~ n g , : ? . r ;  P ~ ~ r ~ : .  c+ra pt.! ~ k z ? i l g  nr: 
MILLER,B DAVID PA MILLER,B DAVID PA 
............. 
KB:~?  . : O S : : . . ~ Z . ~ ~ :  
CRAUYORD, CLAUDIA 
1525 GTX AVE SOUTII APT C 
PAYETTE, ID 83661 
(208) 6 4 2 - 8 8 7 3  
SSU: 529-23. .8920 
P&,WENTI ~;?;,g+$:~fi$e,g:: 
WESTERN CONSTRUCTION 
PO BOX 15569 
6 O s 3 E ,  ID 03715 
( 2 0 8 )  3 4 5 - 1 4 4 0  
O C C Y P ~ E I C ~ :  
$+ia;- ?.,$', r&~,6$.&&t:i14v 
Niitura of Acoident; 21 DATE oNSR'P OF SYMPTOMS/TLLNESS 
P l a c e  uf A c c i d e n t :  ~ ~ e e :  oi) /2o/o ' ;  Ti l l le :  6430 
REASOW F O R V I S . I T / C O ~  
SLO\qZSR HHCK AND LT LSG PAIN'/DENIES I N J U R Y  
1 5 2 5  6Tff AVE SOUTH APT C 
PAYETTE, I D  8 3 6 6 1  
( 2 0 0 1  6 4 2 - 0 8 7 3  
S Z ~ I ,  5 z g - z 3 - a 9 2 0  
... > .................................... 
......... w ~ ? R : ! s : . .  . . X W G ~ Y E ~ : ?  
WESTERN CONSSRUCTION 
PO BOX 15569 
NOISE, I D  83715 
1208) 3 4 5 - 1 4 4 0  
O c ~ v p ~ i t i o n ~  
AtscendGiilg, @ : &u&.s&&qk,'~epe,; .  Dr :  other, or:, 
anrr~ow;~mn MD 
COUNCIL,ID 
( 2 0 8 )  2 5 3 - 6 0 6 6  
E Z I ~ L ~ O O E I ~ I P :  FRIEND 
- 
...... . . . .  .................. ~.-. 
EEBSDN;,?~:. NOTI:EY;~. 
CRAUYORD, CWUDTA 
( 2 0 8 1  253-6066 
nofationship: Fl<SGNU 
nor* ~honri 
rnnurance C o m p a n y  1 
CCN CLAIMS 
CLAIM LIEn.U.TMGWP 
PO BOX 3 0 0 0  
SCOTTSDDALE AZ 852 '71  
st,hscriber: NEEL, STEVEN 
P o l i c y  #:  
Group #: 2 0 2 3  
EEPective Date: 
Phone: (800) 888-9603 
~ r e C f  rt : 
A u t h  # :  
Hel: 1 
Insurance Compal ly  2 X n s u r a n c e  Coulj?any 3 
Subscribax: Subscriber: 
Policy tf: p o l i c y  K :  
aroup # :  oro~ip # :  
b f f e c e i v e  D a t e :  E f f e c t i v e  Date: 
pnon? : Phone : 
Y r e C e r r  : P t ' e C e r t  : 
Auth #: A u c h  # ;  
R c l :  1 R e l :  1 
Dec 13 05 05:28p 
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, . IJoly I<osary Medical C~errLer 
.. ,sr*u,.." O.;..CO(#,.*.?L*, 
,.,,*,.,,.> KEEL, STBPHEN R X O 1 7 6 4 4 1  
ED Initial Asssssmct i ts  & Interventions 0 9 / Z ~ / D S  A W  so X O O l i l h O P 8  I A / u ~ , & )  S Y  n c c ~  
ER.U lama Cab far All Abmissi~nr RIRLOW, BP-UI 160 
ueo I J  UP ua: <up a uwens UL LLL i itit: suzs P. 8 
Woly Rosary KedicaZ Center 
351 sw 9th street 
Oncariu. Ol-=$on 97914 
-----. 
----. 
DATE OF ER VT.5ET: September 24, 2005  
CHIEF COMPLA~NT: Low back paill and l e f t  l eg  pain.  
IlXS'l'oRY: Thn pain .is r e a l l y  mostly f.n the. l e f t  l eg  of  t h i s  pgtienc. I t  is c lear ly  
worsened when he walks ~ L I C  he  does have times where tllu pain is bad even wh~n Lying down 
'I'he pain ccnds t o  1~ Prom che upper thigh down co t11e knee and a l i t t l e  hit 1-below the 
k n e e .  I t  is r e a l l y  d i f f i c u l t  f u r  ch is  patierit: t o  describe whether t h e  pal.11 is worsened 
w ~ c . 1 1  $li?veinent p a r t i c u l a r l y .  I t  iu wor6erirJ a f t e r  w a l k i r r g  but not p a r t i c u l a r l y  w i b h  
n>olteil,er~c:. Ic  is  d i f f i c u l t  t o r  me t o  es tab l i sh  tha t  he ha6 rnusculs+. pain.  He dcrlicd ally 
Lrsuma t o  the l eg .  1:c tlacl bcerl bucllaring 21tm Eorabnut  4 days. H e  denies any urillary 
incorlCl.nen~:e o r  Dowel Lucuaitinencc. 1.19 has n o  waakness of the  leg. Ha ha6 $10 d i rec t  
traunia t o  the  back o r  lay .  N u  previous in jury  t o  the  back. lie llas ha8 cer.'i.cal ~ i e c k  
, J i seasr  and harl J f r a c t u r e  and )lad p la t ing  of hio cervical  spine.  
iiOCIP1. BXSTORY: H a  is a smoker ot' one pack per  day. 
k'IIYC'Ic~L EXJWTNATION: 
VITAL SIGNS: Revxnwed. 
GENE-: ~ h i s  is a healthy-sppearing, pleasant ,  youny man, awake, alert.., and ~~0~8eXat . ive .  
c9oer: not appear t o  be in  d iuc res s .  
tlFS/NECK: Normal. Breathing nonlaLor.rrd. 
"WT: Reyolar'. 
J M M S N :  SoPC. 
S K 2 . N :  WitnnuL rasl'1. 
.ULO$KELET~~: ,  =here is no foca l  tenderness i n  t h e  l c f t  1% altllough tthiS sauttte t o  be 
wr,,-r.a i t  i s  pa in fu l ,  11; acci.ia1l.y f e e l s  good co ruh u r  corlcfi h i s  thiyll he s t i t tos .  He bas 
1.10 in3CJbilit.y vc ccndec~lear o f  lrhe knee, rlone of cRe hiD. l'llere i s  some pair1 arld 
x:enOnr~ler.~ i.n Lha l e f t  l a t e r a l  low baclr. No midline cendarnese. N'LI C l ~ ~ ? i r . i l r l C e ,  
deformity, or  b r u i t s .  
DJAGNOSTICS: X-CYYR of t h e  l e f t  femur a re  negative. 
1'KmTMENl': Ti)<> pdl:ieflL wi1.L be placed on Vj.cod,in £Or pain  contcol .  We w i l l  huva l l i n l  
r.,?-sva1uacr:d sl' rloc irxlprovzng i n  a wnck's timc. To Cet~trn i f  fever .  wealcnees oL t . h 2  1%'. 
i u s u  of bcwel or bladder control. ulc did discuss t h e  postaibili ty of t h i s  bai l9  
xa@iculopat l ,y  co a disc. hexniat$orl. &I MRI would be pr~ldei>C i f  a>illI3~~iInS 
pe rg i s t  
-, - , -. -. -- 
-- -. -. 
PATIENT NAME: ??EEL, STEPHEN P. 
a#: 
XnIergelIcy DeprrrCmone Report DATE OF BIRTH: 
PMSICIAN; BARLOW, tjXKCI MD 
t a t u t ;  : DraEr. i(eporC #:  0935-0009 A C C o W  kWSBER: H00242000R 
Medical Records 
.- 
12/13/2005 TUB 1 7 :  24 IT@,"~@ Wtf @OOR 
~ o l y  Rosary xedical C e n t e r  
.. 
351 sw 9th screet 




- - - -  
Z'merger~uy L7epaccmcrxc Report DATE 011 BIRTH: 11/01/65 
P W S l C W t  BARLOW, BKAU IVID 
S t a t u s :  D r a C t  Keport #:  0925-0009 ACCOUNT NUMBERt H002420008 
Medical Reaords 
Page 2 vl: 2 
12/13/2005 TUE 1 7 : 2 4  K T @ # , F @ ~ ' ~  Id1010 
56 
Deo 13 05 0 5 : 2 8 p  bdb.d O w e n s  DC L L C  i - 52 duds 
foly Rosar Medicai Center 
SW 9th Z e e t  
e..lario, OR 97914 
Name : NEEL, STEPHEN R 
Phy D MD 
DOB: Age: 39 S e x :  EI 
Acct: H002420008 LOC: ED 
Fxnm nate: 09/24/2005 Ststucs: DEP ER 
Radiology N o  : 
Unit N o :  H0176441 
MILLER, B DAVID PA 
1 1 8  NW 16TH STREET 
FRUITLAND 
x2u.I# TYPB/$W RESULT 
00144728 RAD/FEMUR 2 VIEWS 
E m :  
LEFT FEMUR 
HISTORY: 
L e f t  leg  pain  f o r  f i v e  days .  No kriown trauma. 
FINDINGS : 
Four views of ' t h e  left femur demonstrate normal mineraiizatictrl and 
alignment with 110 jo i i l t  space or  so£ t t i s s u e  abnormal it i e s .  
ZMPRESSION: 
NEGATIVE LEFT FBMJE. 
6 7 4 4 2 5 - C W  
* *  REPORT SIGNATURE ON FILE 09/2!5/2005 + "  
Reported And Signed By: OYER, FREDERICK 
CC : HAKI.;OW. HKRU MD; iYIILLER, B DAVID PA 
~l 'echr~ologist :  TAIJNYA M WEBER SRT 
. 'l 'ranscrlbed uace/Tirne: 09/25/2005 (1512)  
T r a n s c r i p t i o r ~ i s t  : WRIGHT.'l'A 
Pr inted Da t e /T in~e :  09/25/2005 (1940) 
PAGE 1 v MILLER,B DAVID PA 
12/13/2006 TIlG 17: 24 ~@jR'is&y@$'Ydl !do04 
OWENS,DAVID DC 
2007 N WHITLEY 
FRUITLAND 
ID 
Holy Rosar Medical Center Y 331 SW 9th S reet 
Ontario, OR 97914 
:XAM# T Y P E / E X A M  RESULT -- 
00144862 DHSRAD/LUMBAR SPINE 2 VIEWS 
Name : NEEL, STEPHEN R 
~ h y D DC 
DOB: ge: 3'3 Sex M 
Acct: H002421956 Loc: 1V.D 
Exam Date: 09/26/2005 Status: REG REF 
Radiology No: 
Unit No: H0176441 
EXAM : 
TWO VIEW LUMBAR SPINE SERIES 
HISTORY : 
Lumbosacral sprain. Left-sided neuritis. 
FINDINGS : 
AP and lateral views of the lumbar spine were obtained. There j s  a 
. smooth lordotic curvature. Large spurs project off of the L3, L4 and 
55 vertebral bodies. There is disk space narrowing at L3-4 and L4-5. 
A Schmorl's node is seen along the superior end plate of T12 and there 
1s spurring anteriorly within the lower thoracic spine. 
IMPRESSION: 
HYPERTROPHIC CHANGES AND EVIDENCE OF ADVANCED DEGENERATIVE DISK 
DISEASE OF THE LUMBAR S P I N E ,  MOST NOTABLY AT L 3 - 4  AND L4-5. I F  
CONCERNED ABOUT POSSIBLE D I S K  PROTRUSIONS, MRI COULD BE PURSUED. 
* *  REPORT SIGNATURE ON FILE 09/27/2005 * *  
Reported And Signed By: GAMBINO, JOHN 
CC: MILLER,B DAVID PA; OWENS,DAVID DC 
Technologist: PETERSON, ELLSWORTH (PETE) 
 rans scribed ~ate/Time: 09/27/2005 (0847) 
,.....Transcriptionist : CLINE.TR 
rinted Date/Tirne: 09/27/2005 (0903) 
Cpt Code: 72100 
PAGE 1 OWENS,DAVID DC 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000020 
Hop Rosarr Medical Center 
3 1 SW 9th S reet 
Ontario, OR 97914 
Name : NEEL, STEPHEN R 
Phys D DC 
DOB: Age: 39 Sex: M 
I ACCt: ~002421956 LOC: RAD Exam Date: 09/26/2005 Status: REG REF Radioloav No: 
OWENS, DAVID DC 
2007 N WHITL,EY 
FRUXTLMD 
EXAM# TYPE/EXM . RESULT 
000144862 DHSRADILUMBAR SPINE 2 VIEWS 
E m :  
TWO VIEW LUMBAR SPINE SERIES 
KISTORY I 
Lcumbosacral sprain. L.ef't-sided neuritis. 
FINDINGS ; 
AP and lateral views of the lumbar spine wore obtained. There is a 
smooth lordotic curvature. Large spurs project off of the L3, L4 and 
L5 verlehral bodies. There is c i lck  space narrowing at L3-4 and 1~4-5. 
A Schmorl's node is seen along the superior end plate of T12 and there 
is spurring anteriorly within the lower thoracic splne. 
IMPRESSION: 
HYPERTROPHIC CHANGES AND EVIDENCE OF ADVANCED DEGENERATIVE DISK 
DISEASE OF THE LVMnAR BPINE,  MOST .NOTABlrY AT L3 -4  AND L4 - 5 .  I F  
CONCERNED ABOUT POSSIBLE DISK PROTRUSIONS, MRI COULD BE PURSUED. 
REPORT SIGNATURE Oh1 FTLE 09/27/2005 * *  
Reported And Signed By: GAMBINO, JOHN 
Technologist: PETERSON, ELLSWORTH (PETE) 
Transcribed Uate/Ti!tte: 09/27/2005 (0847) Cpt Code: 72100 
Transcriptionist: CLINE.TR 
Printed Date/Tirne: 09/27/2005 (0903) 
PAGE 1 OWENS, DAVID DC 
Action Collection Senlice, Inc. 
d. b.a. Check-A-Check 
STEPUEN R NEEL 
1525 6TU AVE S APT C 
PAMTTE ID 83661-3510 
CREDITOR AMOUNT INTEREST FEES TOTA74 
ZNTERMOUNTRIN MEDICAL IMAEING 1,995.00 0.00 0.00 1,995.00 
TOTAL 1,995.00 0.00 0.00 1,995.00 
Dear STEPHEN R NEEL , I 
ENCLOSED IS A COPY OF THE ITEMIZED STATEMENTS YOU REQUFGTED. IF YOU 
HAVE ANY QUESTXONS PLEASE COBTACT ME RT THE NUMBER LISTED BELOW. 
Sincerely; 
SRRRH JEAN 
This communication grom a debt collector is an attempt to collect a debt. 
Any information obtained will be used far chat purpose. 
Notice OL Utah Residents: As required by Utah Law, you are hereby notified that a 
negarive credit report reflecting on your credit record may be submitted to a credit 
reporting agency Lf you fail to fulfill the term6 of your credit obligations. 
STAT 2360556 - 21 
1325 VISTA ATE PO BOX 5425 BOISE ID 83705 208-345-1750 
Member of the American Collectors As~ociation 
An International. Organization of Collection Specialists 
B0M)ED LICENSED 
Jun 13 2007 3:28PM I C T I C E  MflNflGE 
Intermountain Medical Imaging, LLC 
PO BOX 9649 
BOISE., ID 83707 
208-472-8101 (28 1MI.AR GAYJZNE) 
STEPHEN R NEEL (518896 
1525 6TR AVE S APT C 
PAYETTE ID 83661-3510 
### Date. . . . Code. ... . Description. . . D: 
216203661.1*518896 STEPHEN R NEEL 
1 06/11/02 72040-TC -Q6 RAJJIOLOOIC 1 
3 08/13/02 2.562 SAIF P A W N T  1 
4 08/13/02 9.562 SAIF WRITE-OFF 1 
Balance : 
Primary: -46.90 Secondary: 0.00 Pe: 
06/28/02 insur SAIFCORP 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
226004927.1*518896 STEPHEN R NEEL 
5 09/17/02 72040-TC TIME 02:25:00 1 
7 10/25/02 2.562 SAIF PAYMENT 1 
8 10/25/02 9.562 SAIF WRITE-OFF 1 
Balance : 
Primary: -46.90 Secondary: 0.00 Pel 
09/24/02 insur SAIFCORP 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .  
231103961.1*518896 STEPNEN R NEEL 
9 11/07/02 72141-TC MAGNETIC RESON 1 
11 1.2j10jo2 2.562 SAIF PAYMENT I 
12 12/11/02 9.562 SAXP WRITE-OFF 1 
Balance : 
Primary: -870.03 Secondary: 0.00 Pel 
11/12/02 insur SAIFCORP 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - " - - - - - - - - - .  
602504938.1*518896 STEPHEN R NEEL 
8 13 01/25/06 72158-TC MAGNETIC RESON 1 
17 03/13/064.540 N O T W O R K R E W T l  
20 03/13/06 12 RELEASE TO PAT 1 
25 04j24j06 LTRl Insurance Deni 1 
30 08/02/06 LTR8 Sufficient Tim 1 
31 08/22/06 10.17 TURNED OVER TO 1 
Balance : 
Primary: 0.00 Secondary: 0.00 P ~ I  
02/03/06 insur PINNACLE 
602504938.2*518896 STEPHEN R NEEL 





:I.. Dx.... Original Batch .... Ref.... 
*Closed* 
>ml: 0.00 Adjustments: -21.10 
15867 
- * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
*Closed* 
Posted Date: 09/24/2002 
*closed* 
posted Date: 11/12/2002 
mal: 0 .OO Adjustments: -110.17 
22940 
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
*closed* 
Posted Date: 02/03/2006 
722.52 1800.00 020106ROS 6025049 
0.00 031306MAN 48274.1 
0.00 031306MAN 48274.4 
0.00 042406KIM 51113.1 
0.00 080206STA 57077.1 
-1800.00 082206ACT 1.1*518 
0.00 
mal: 0.00 Adjustments: -1800.00 
109382 
*Closed* 
Posted Date: 02/03/2006 
Clairnanl's Exhibit 1 
000023 
Jun 13 2007 3:28PM 3CTICE MRNRGEMENT ' ~ 2 8 1 7 2  P . 7  
### Date.... Code .... Description ... Dr el.. Dx.... Original Batch .... Ref.. .. 
14 01/25/06 72100-TC RADIOLOGIC EXA 1. 724.4 75.00 020106ROS 6025049 
18 03/13/06 4.540 NOT WORK RELAT 1. 0.00 031306MAN 48274.2 
21 03/13)06 12 RELEASE TO PAT 1. 
32 08/22/06 10.17 TDRNED OVER TO 1. 
Balance: P 
Primary: 0.00 Secondary: 0.00 0.00 Adjustments: -75.00 
02/03/06 insur PINNACLB 109382 
602504938.3*518896 STEPHEN R NEEL *Closed* I Posted oats: 02/03/2006 
15 01/25/06 Q9952 INJECTION, GAD 1. 722.52 120.00 020106ROS 6025049 
19 03/13/064.540 NOTWORKRELAT1. 0.00 031306MAN 48274.3 
22 03/13/06 12 RELEASE TO PAT 1. 0.00 031306MAN 48274.6 
33 08/22/0610.17 TURNEDOVERTOl. -120.00 082206ACT 3.1*518 
Balance : 0.00 
Primary: 0.00 Secondary : 0.0 0 E 
02/03/06 insur PINNACLE 
-------------------------------------  
Statements for STEPHEN R NEEL 
:anal: 0.00 Adjustments: -120.00 
109382 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
*Closed* 
0.00 stmt 
0.00 s tmt 
0.00 stmt 
0.00 s tmt 
0.00 s tmt 
0.00 s tmt 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
TOTAL : 0.00 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000024 
Jun 13 2 0 0 7  3 : 2 7 P h  RCTICE ,MRNRGEt 
Boise Radiology Group PLLC 
PO Box 9696 
BOISE, ID 83707 
208-472-8128 (28 BRG.AR GAYLENE) 
STEPHEN R NEEL (1304683 
1525 6TH AVE S APT C 
PAYETTE ID 83661-3510 
- - - - - - - - - * - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - .  
### Date.... Code.... Description ... Dl 
89081111.1*1304683 STEPHEN R NEEL 
1 06/15/06 71020-26 1215 RADIOLOGI 5. 
3 07/18/064.800 OCCUPATIONALI5. 
6 09/06/06 2.800 BLUZ SHIELD OF 5. 
7 09/06/06 29 ([PR2] $4.85 C 5. 
8 09/06/06 9.800 ([C045] charge 5. 
9 09/07/06 10.3 SMALL BALANCE 5. 
Balance : 
Primary: -19.40 Secondary: 0,00 Pel 
06/26/06 insur ECS-REGE 
Statements for STEPHEN R NEEL 
4 07/19/06 98.1 
5 08/17/06 98.1 
TOTAL : 0.00 




Dx.... Original Batch..;. Ref.. 
*Closed* 
Posted Date: 06/26/2006 
V72.83 52.00 062606BRI 8908111 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
*Closed* 
0.00 stmt 
0.00 s t m t  
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000025 
Jun 13 2007 3:27Pl !RCTICE MANRGEMENT A72 8172 P-4 j; 
Gem State Radiolocrv 
PO BOX 9649 
BOISE, ID 83707 
208-472-8100 (28'GSR.M GAYLWTE) 
I 
Printed 13:29:55 13 JUN 2007 
1 TaxID:826041596 
! s m :  
i Phone: 208-642-8873 
I 
ii 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  1. 
### Date .... Code .... Description . . .  Dr cl.. Dx.... Original Batch .... Ref . . . .  
11638.1*518896 STEPHBN R NEEL I *Closed* Posted Date: 03/08/2002 1 02/26/02 72020-26 07.14 CERVICAL 16 8 V45.4 29.90 030802KAR 11638.1 4 06/04/02 2.562 SAIF PA- 16 18 -17.20 060402CIN 0070845 5 06/11/02 9.562 SAIF WRITE-OFF 1618 -12.70 061102LIS 46908.1 
Balance : \ 0.00 
Primary: -17.20 Secondary: 0.00 onal: 0.00 Adjustments: -12.70 
03/08/02 insur SAIFCORP 43963 
560019.1*518896 STEPHEN R NEEL *Closed* 
Posted Date: 11/15/2005 
0.00 111405STE 560019. 
Balance : 0.00 1 .  Primary: 0.00 Secondary: 0.00 Per,onal: 0.00 Adjustments: 0.00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
560020.1*518896 STEPHEN R NEEL i *Closed* 
STEPHEN R .NEEL (518896 ) 
1525 6TH AVE S APT C 
PAmTTE ID 83661-3510 
! Posted Date: 11/15/2005 
7 10/19/05 55.19 72020-26 Spot 33120 799.9 0.00 111405STE 560020 






Primary: 0.00 Secondary: 0.00 onal: 0..00 Adjustments: 0.00 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
602504938.1*518896 STEPHEN R NEEL I *Closed* 
Posted Date: 02/03/2006 4 8 01/25/06 72158-26 MAGNETIC RESON 20 .20 722.52 333.30 020106ROS 602.5043 
12 04/07/06 29 540001 SENT RE 20 0.00 040606ANG 623614. 
15 04/27/06 4.540 CLAIM WAS DEN1 20 0.00 042706DEB 633512. 
17 04/27/06 12 REIJ3ASE TO PAT 20 0.00 042706DEB 633512. 
22 06/09/06 5.540 PINNACLE RISK 20 0.00 060906KAR 652332. 
23 06/09/06 7.540 $333.30 CLAIM 20 0.00 060906KAR 652332. 
26 06/09/06 12 REIJ3ASE TO PAT 20 0.00 060906XAR 652332. 
28 06/09/06 29 HCFA AND DENIA 20 0.00 060906KAR 652332. 
30 06/27/06 4.802 WORK COMP RELA 20 0.00 062706STE r106195 
35 09/06/06 2.802 BLUE SHIELD OF 20 -209.90 090606JEN r106472 
36 09/06/06 29 ( [PRZ] $52.47 20 0.00 090606JEN r106472 
37 09/06/06 9.802 ( IC0451 Charge 20 -70.93 090606JEN r106472 
42 09/21/06 L T R ~  sufficient Tim 20 0.00 092106STA 700903. 
44 10/19/06 LTR8 Sufficient Tim 20 0.00 101906STA 713639. 
45 11/02/06 LTR2 Ins. Paid Thei 20 0.00 110206SHE 722813. 
47 11/20/06 10.17 'NTQZED OVER TO 20 -52.47 112006ACT 1.1*518 
Balance : 0.00 
I I/ j 
1 
I 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000026 
Jun 13 2007 3:27PM ;RCTICE MRNRGEMENT 172 8172 P- 5 
### Date.... Code,. . .  Description ... Dr cl.. Dx... . Original Batch... . Ref .... 
Primary: -209.90 Secondary: 0.00 Peronal: 1 0.00 Adjustments: -123.40 
02/03/06 insur PLNNACLE ii 551049 04/05/06 insur PINNACLE 555049 
06/09/06 insur BLUESHIE 551049 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - - - - - - - - " - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - * - - - -  
602504938.2*518896 STEPHEN R NEEL ! *~losed* 
d Date: 02/03/2006 
9 01/25/06 72100-26 RADIOLOGICEXA 20 31.90 020106ROS 6025049 
13 04/07/06 29 540001 SENT RE 20 0.00 040606ANG 623614. 
16 04/27/06 4.540 CLAIM WAS DEN1 20 0.00 042706DEB 633512. 
18 04/27/06 12 RELEASE TO PAT 20 0.00 042706DEB 633512. 
24 06/09/06 5.540 PINNACLE RISK 20 0.00 060906KAR 652332. 
25 06/09/06 7.540 $31.90 CLAIM D 20 0.00 060906KAR 652332. 
27 06/09/06 12 RELEASE TO PAT 20 0.00 060906KAR 652332. 
29 06/09/06 29 HCFA AND DENIA 20 0.00 060906WLR 652332. 
31 06/27/06 4.802 WORK COMP RELA 20 0.00 062706STE r106195 
38 09/06/06 2.802 BLUE SHIELD OF 20 -19.40 090606JEN r106472 
39 09/06/06 29 ( [PRZ] $4.85.~ 20 
40 09/06/06 9.802 ( IC0451 Charge 20 
48 11/20/06 10.17 TURNED OVER TO 20 
Balance : 
I. 
Primary: -19.40 Secondary: 0.00 ~erdonal: 0.00 Adjustments: -12.50 
02/03/06 insur PINNACLE /i 551049 
04/05/06 insur PINNACLE ii 551049 
0610 9/06 insur BLUESHXE 551049 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - e m - - - - . - - - - - -  
623398.1*518896 STEPHEN R NEEL *Closed* 
Posted Date: 04/10/2006 
14 04/06/06 LTR27 WORKERS COMP L 4. 0.00 040606ANG 623398. 
Balance : 0.00 
Statements for STEPHEN R NEEL 
19 05/03/06 98.1 0.00 s tmt 
20 05/31/06 98.1 0.00 stmt 






TOTAL : 0.00 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000027 
Nov 17 05 05: 27p *id Owens DC L L C  ' 452 3025 
DAVID OWENS DC 
2007 N WITLEY DRIVE 
FRUITLAND, ID 8361 9-21 32 
(208)452-4455 
P*"ent: STEVEN k HEEL 
1525 6'JH AVE SUW'IH 
PAYETTE, ID 83661 
Date Description Procedcrt~. Modify [Ix I Dx 2 Ox 3 Dx 4 Units Charge 
U2ff2M)5 NEW PI/l'KORLMI-FWSED '39201 25 846.0 723.4 I .FO MI 
CI4IRO.M ANIP.TMLI1: 1-2 RFGONS 
CHIRO.MANIP.TM'II 1-2 REGIONS 
CHIRO.MANIP.TM'I1 1-2 RHXONS 
CHIKO.MANIP.TMT. 1-2 REOIONS 
RACK 'KRAME SUPPORT 
CHIRO.MANIP.TM1'. I-:! REGIONS 
CH1RO.MANIP.TM'I: .W RbXlONS 
UI,TKASOUNV, A1TENVFD 
TRACJTION.MECI4ANICAL 




CHIRO.MANIP.TMT. 1-2 RECACJNS 
Huvider Infomtation 
Pmvidcr Narm: DAVID V. OWENS 0.C 
-. 
Total Charges: $718.00- 
'rota1 Paynlents: $0.00 
'Yorai A&iuslillenls: $0.00 
Tat111 Due 'lhis Visit: S 718.(10 
Total Aca~ufiit  Balance: $718.00 
Claimant's Exhibi 1 
11/17/2005 m 17:25 m* NO 78981 moo4 
O " ' " 7  
DAVID OWENS DC 
2007 N wmEY DRNE 
FRUiTLAND. ID 8361 9-2132 
Pagc: I (208)052-4455 7/11 171106 
Pntie-1: STEVEN R. N E L .  Inslruclions: 
1525 GTH AVE SOllTH Cornpletc the patic~rt inl'ormtiott ponion crcyuur iecru*n,tcc 
P ~ r n ' n E ,  ID 83661 claimfonn. Attnch this blllrigncd and d a t d ,  ond allorher 
bills pertaining to the ckht .  Ifyou haven dcductiblu policy, 
Chart #: NEEST000 hold yoitrclaim fonnv untilyol~ have nlet yut~rdeductihle. 
Case #: 346') Mail directly 10 your insitrunce canicr. 
Date Description Pro~edure Modify Dx t Dx 2 Dx 3 Dx 4 Units Charge 
912f~200S NEW PTIPKORLEM-FOCUSEU 99201 846.0 n3.4 i 50.00 
912612005 CtiIR0.M ANIP,TMT. 1.2 RFGIONS 98940 76 H6.0 721.4 2 80.00 
9/27/2005 CHlRO.MANIP.TMT. 1-2 KUilONS 98940 76 816.0 723.4 2 80.00 
9/28/2005 Cl-\lRO.MAN(P.TMT. 1-2 REGIONS 98940 76 846.0 723.4 2 80.00 
312912005 CHIRO.MANLP.TMT. 1.2 REGIONS 98940 76 846.0 723.4 2 80.00 
9/29/2005 OACK FRAME SIJPPORl' 6AAAE 846.0 723.4 I 85.00 
9l3012005 CI lIRO.MANIP,TM'T. 1.2 KEOONS 98940 846.0 7?34 I 40.00 
IOl3/?00S CHIRO.MANIP.TM'I. ;I-4 KF.GlONS 98,941 846.0 713.4 1 45.00 
101312005 UI.TRASOUND. ATTENL)ED 97035 846.0 723.4 I 15.00 
10/3/2005 fRAC-rlON.MFCHANICAL MOl2 846.0 723.4 1 15.00 
1014/2005 CtllRO.MAN(P.TMT. 3-4 RFX310NS 98941 846.0 723.4 I 49.00 
101412005 7'RACTLON.MECHANiCA L 97012 846.0 723.4 I 15.00 
101412005 ULTRASOIINL), AT'I'ENUECJ 97035 846.0 723.4 I 15.00 
l0/5/2005 EXPANDED EVA1,lJATION- 00202 846.0 723.4 I 7.x 00 
10/7/2005 . CHlR0,MANIP:~MT. 1-2 REGIONS 911940 846.0 723.4 I 40.00 
12/27/2005 DEDUCI'IRLE INSNO I 0.00 
I22712005 NOTE NOTE I 0.00 
Pluvider Information 
Provider Name: DAVID V. OWb'S D.C. 
License: cH1A-703 
Toral Charges: S 71~.00'- 
Tothl Payments: %D.IK)  
Total Adiuclments: $fino 
rniicnt Sisnnure: Dale: 
Commercial PM: T42006 
SSN of W:
Total Put This Visit: $ 7 18.00 
Total Accouer Bnlntlcc: 1: I ,  177.26 
I hereby nuthorize pg,wntofmcdical benefits to chis physician for the sewices dcscrihed 
abuvc. 1 also nulhrrrb the r~leasa , , f ~ n y  infomtinn nocessnry to process this clniln. 
Dec 13 05 05: 27p D 'Ourens DC LLC i! L r J U C ~  r - L  
..... 
WESTERN CO 
I>RVETTE I: D 03661 
--- 
Superbill - f f .  HXIDWRX 
FCMD IWI J?mlf07fo~gYNlhI&WdPiDxl . 
ueo L J  UD UD: C U P  r~ uwens uc LLC . 52 3025 
PATIENT INFORMATION SHEET 
PATIENT: . ~ 
R ias l  Name: ,.&kkl_!- -_L-_L---- First Nan?e&!k&!& e: 
~;e~x!al.&j F Dele 01 'dirth A Q W ~ ~ . . _ -  SS* UUUUUUUUU.U.. 
~tonrc Address: ..,/~d~--&i-il~~-~6.+..~h AP~IX: &-. ---- 
i.(oni~ h o b ~  ti: ..t)92-=~g7-~$! ---, ......... . Work p l i ~ l l a  fi-~&$L(,Y~-Q 
Ei>>pioyer Name: &&.$!&K&. . .,. s b - ~ x  ~m~l)arian:-~@'~ff K& ------- 
E8nploynr Address:. ~?.~sLE----....&? AX ..... I-sWL --..--- AP1#: 
C~IY: ,, . . .. ..... . . .,.. , state: T D  . ~ i v : & L . Z f  
- 
RESPONSIBLE PARTY: Conlplete this section if you are not the patient bul art! responsible for llre bill. 
Responsible Ptirly: Halationship lo  Palient: 
i-ioi1ie Add~-6s: Apt k: 
City: State: ----..-,.,,.,.----- Zip: 
Home Phone #: ,. -. .,., , , Wwk P~MB R 
Employer Name: Occupation: . .....y.-------------------- 
EMERGENCY Nanla and address of nearest Ielatlve or friend not living with you: 
7 C~'RA; 6 
Last Name: , .... ~ d & @ u  First Namc: Middle: 
Home pi jo~le #: a 8- 253 4.046 - - _ - _ _ - - -  Work Phone 11: .,. 
.: 
Relation to Pationt: .4n~&4&.. -L&L -----------IcIcIc..., .. . . 
PAYMENT METHOD: -Cash. Check-Wkmns Camp-Auto l n s y ~ a a t h  Ins 
PAlN SCALE 
PI.I?ASL? CIIZCLE 'I'HE NUMBER TlIA'I' BEST 
LEXTTBES YOlJR PAlN 
ii 1 2  3 4 5 6 7 8"@LU 
NONC L,ITTLfi MEDIUM SEVERE 
USE THE LElTERS B E M W  TO MAKK ON TIJE 
DRAWING THE AREAS CAUSFNG YOU PAIN 
A= ACHE B-BUl<NNING S==STABBMC 
N='NUMHNCSS P= PMS &NE13DLES 
,-. SIGNATURE: (Peti 
I lequesl services X - -- 
ueo id ua u s :  r u p  J .a uwens UC LLC G 452 3025 p . 5  
OWENS CWIROPRACTiC CLING 
2007 N. Whitley Dr. 
L Ftultland. ID 83619 .j 
Dec 13 05 05: 20p - d Owens DC LLC 4 5 2  3025 
'OWENS CHIROPRACTIC CLING' 
2007 N. Whitley Dr. 
. F~uittand. ID 83619 
' ANESTHESIA BSSOC OF BOISE, PA 
I 1.11 W. STATE ST 
BOISE, ID 83702- 
Business Phone (208) 336-0895 Statement Date Balance Due ZmCoWt # 
Office Houre 8:30AM TO 5:OOPM 05/0d/2007 0.00 41157 
show Amaunt 
payment O.OO m a  
I 
1 ESTHESIA ASSOC OF 
Credit Caxd Vslng 6er Payment 
DVisa nMatstercard C]Discmrer ~JAmericanCxpraaa 
i I 1525 6Tll AVE S APT C PAYETTE, ill 83661 I 
Card U ~ G r  
I i 111 W STATE ST WISE, I D  83702- 
Ploaso chenk box if addresa is incorrect 
or insurance iniormlion has changed, and sT&TEME?N!I! ~ l e a ~ o  detach and return top 
indicate the clungsls) on ~evorse aide portion with your, paymnt 
CSC Bum 
Date 1 Ref# Description 
Amount 
I 
Patient: NEEL, STEPHEN 
0611 912006 22851 Prorwsional Phyaiclan AneShesia Services 
Claim to REGENCE BLUE SHIELD 
REGENCE DENIED WORKCOMP RELATED 
Guarantor Rospon6ibiI8y 
Ref# I O ~ R E G E N C  fmm REGENCE BLUE SHIELD 
Conliadual wrlte off 
36620 lnsenlon deter ,  a t t q  
Claim to REGENCE BLUE SHIELD 
REGENCE DENIEP WORKCOMP REWTED 
Guarantor Responsibility 
Ref B 10846246REGENC hom ReGENCE BLUE SHIELD 







ANESTHESW AGSOC OF BOISE, eA 
I t4 l3E3S3 Page % 1 Claimant's Exhibit 1 1 000034 
RICHARD RADNOVICH D o P c 
4850 N ROSEPOINT WAY STE 100 
BOISE, ID 83713 
Phone R 20B/939-2100 
P A T I E N T  L E D G E R  
ACCOUNT: W501606 DATE: 06/13/2001 
STEVEV NEEL 
5293 HWY 95 
NEW MEADOWS, ID, 83654 
DATE OF 


























02/27/06 OFFICE OR OTHER OUTPAT 
03/13/06 OFFICE OR OTHER OUTPAT 
03/13/06 ICE / HOT PACK 
03/13/06 ELECTRICAL STIMULATION 
03/13/06 MANUAL TRACTION 
03/20/06 OFFICE OR OTHER OUTPAT 
03/20/06 ICE / HOT PACK 
03/20/06 ELECTRICAL STIMULATION 
03/20/06 NEURONUSC . RE-EDUCATIO 
04/03/06 INJ LUMBAR EPIDUm ST 
04/03/06 ESTAELISXED PATIENT LE 
04/19/06 ESTAQLZSHED W I E N T  LE 
05/15/06 ESTABLISHED PATIENT LE 
. - 
08/23/06 ESTABLISHED PATIENT LE 
09/06/06 OFFICE OR OTHER OUTPAT 
09/20/06 ESTABLISHED PATIENT LE 
10/18/06 ESTABLISHED PATIENT LE 
11/09/06 itS'PABLISHED PATIENT LE 
01/04/07 ESTABLISHED PATIENT LE 
05/01/07 ESTABLISHED PATIENT LE 
TOTAL CHARGES : 2867.40 
TOTAL INSURANCE PAYMENTS : 1368.71 
TOTAL PATIENT PAYMENTS : . 00 
TOTAL ADJUSTMENTS : 431.21 
TOTAL BALANCE : 1067.48 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000035 
HRY-02-2007 07:56 F r o m :  
PO BOX 2777 
/ SALT LAKE CITY, UT 841300805 
> 
41 W CD : 43 UtGLRPfiON 
I[~LL INCL R&B 
2 02 501 PHARMACY 
t 0257; DRUGS/NONPSCRPT 
4 02581 TV SO~UTIONS, 
s 0270! MED-SUR SUPPLIES 
P 027.81 OTHER IMPLANTS 
7 0300' IJBORATORY 
8 03,201 DX X-RAY 
9 0360: OR SERVICES 
10 9370; ANESTHESIA 
i t i  0390! BLOODJSTDR-PROC 
82' 0391 BLOOD/hDMLN 
,a: 0420 PHYSICAL THERP 
4, 0424 PHYS T=/EVAL 
5: 0460 PULMONARY FUNCTfON-GEN 
a! 0710 RECOVERY ROOM-GEN CLASS 
,, ,. 
OCWORIGINAL 
... . . 
. . 
eEOH(iCE EL= SHIELD OP ISM3 EOMIIaEIRL I B S D R h 2  ST L ' Z S  RB(IIOI4Ab W3DI-L CEXTXR 
1602 2:FT AT,% ileinirt- Mvlae :se B BR~NOCX 
wlfx3. w a3501 ~ine-!to;. e a p n c  Data11 EOISB, ID 83712 
3 Y 
PROVIDER EIUnZSR i ELRM TYPB I ?.Z#ITTRKCE XO. I I EhTB I PESE: 1 
~ O O O L C ~ S ~ O O ~  INPAT- ~SQOBPOS I I oafao:os I 
! 
I N m 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 3 
PiirrWiT . PR?lf>2Y PXTIEXT 1 ICI.BIM IS3RVICl DATBBI RCPCSl REV I TOT- I DEDLCI ICQ-IIsIPA ~DR-CS~III KSE C 3 n A 3 J I  PA13 I m 
J I ~ Z  I R C C U ~ T  1 IC JZO. I mmrmo~ 1 , ~ ~  I PECW I m 1 CUDE 1 COD. ~ x r ~ a l  Z ~ ~ S G E S  >>SGLTI 1 LWJNT WXIP: I IU(OU?IT I AYCL~IP l WJNT I I 2' 
%El. S T S P H 4 i  X I E 3 O a l i l l  /1.TP92107122 E0101SS28102~0619~hiOb19~6~ 1498 1 ' Z6OO.nOl 1 192.09 I 1 19:60.171 2 1 4 ~ 7 . 6 L l l 4 4  3 451 W 
I I ~061906:061906i (C98 1 . 1367.671 1 I I I 197 I 7 
I I (061906 061906! 1-8 1 7.201 I I I I 197 I o 
I I $061906 061906 1498 1 310.031 1 I I I 197 I ?. 
I I I ~ o ~ ~ e o s ~ o ~ ~ ~ o 6 ~  1198 1 *e1.c:1 I i I I I 1*7 I 
I I I 061306lE61906l 1198 1 1 21591.G01 i I I I I I I 
I I 061906lE61906~ :a98 I ( 790.El l  I. I I I I 1 9 7 ' 1  '~ 1 
I 1 : 0619061 8619061 (96 1 I i5D.DQI 1 I I I I 97 I 
I I 1 @Sl906(e519061 SOB t I saoo.sa1 I I I I 197 I 
1 IO619061361906l 6119% I 1 924.9*! I I I I 1 s7 I 
I 16619061061906) 1*98 1 I 7i9.001 I I I 1 197 I i I 106190610619061 ~ S ~ B I  1 3 ~ ~ . a o *  I I I I 1 $7 I 
I I 106190610619061 1498 ( 1 501.00 1 1 ! I 1 97 I 
I I ~ O ~ : S O ( ~ ~ O ~ L S C G ~  l a a  : 1 r6s.00 I I I 1 a2 I I I 10619D6(0Sf956[ Iq9d  I 135.00 1 ! 191 I 
I I 10619>610619361 I49a I 713.00: I I I 97 I 
I I 1061905 i061906i 1e98 i I ~ e . 0 0 1  I I 15.1 I _ 
I I ! ITQTA~( 1 41360.071 1 792.09) % 18160.37 11407.6l l  
t 
P.O.Box 14949 
Portland OR 97293 
RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED 
Asset dtrcovery Group, Inc. 
A Collection Agency 
4520 SE BeImont #280 
Portland OR 97293-0949 
(503) 230-9522 or (800) 4586368 
CIimt Reference #: 29KNEE512660 
Amount Due: $1523.84 
2814805 - 195 - 005903 
Stephen R & Selena Nee1 
I l l 1  S Orchard St 
0/& Monroe 
Boise ID 83705-1966 
llllllllllllllllllll~llllllllllllllll~llll 
Asset Recovery Group, Inc. 
A Collection Agency 
P.O.Box 14949 
Portland OR 97293-0949 
lllllllrrlltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll,ll~lllllllllllll 
RE: BOISE AMESTHeSIA P.A. AAI 
Reference #: 29KNEE5 12660 
Principal: $1386.00 
Interest: $137.84 
Misc. : $0.00 
Total: $1523.84 
Please remit total due. 
IMPORTANT NOTICE 
UNLESS YOU NOTIFYTHIS OFFICE WITHIN 30 DAYS AFTER RECEMNG THIS NOTICE THATYOU 
DISPUTE THE v A m 1 - m  OF THE DEBT OR ANY PORTION THEREOF, THIS OFFICE WILL ASSUME 
THE DEBT IS VALID. IFYOUNOTDMTHIS OFFICE IN WRlTING WITHIN 30 DAYS FROM RECEMNG 
THIS NOTICE, THIS O W E  WILL: OBTAIN VERIFlCATION OF THE DEBT OR OBTAINA COPY OF A 
JUDGMENT AND MAILYOUACOPY OF SUCH JUDGMENT OR VERIFICATION. IFYOU REQUEST THIS 
OFFICE IN WRITING WITHIN 30 DAYS AlTER RECEMNG THIS NOTICE, THIS OFFICE WILL 
PROVIDEYOU THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE ORIGINAL CREDITOR, IF DIFFERENT FROM THE 
CURRElrlT CREDITOR 
THIS IS A COLLECTION AGENCY, ANY INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM YOU WILL BE USED FOR 
THE PURPOSE OF COLLECTING TMS DEBT. 
A MENOS QUE USTED AVISA ESTA OFICINA DENTRO DE 30 DIAS DEPUES QUE REClBAN ESTA 
NOTICIA, QUE USTED DlSPUTA LA VALWEZ DE ESTA DUEDA 0 ALGUN PORCION DE LA DEUDA, 
ESTA OFICINA TIENE QUE ASUMIR QUE LA DEUDA ES VALIDA. SI USTED NOTIFICA ESTA OFICINA, 
POR ESCRITO, DENTRO DE 30 DlAS DE RECIBENDO ESTANOTICIA, ESTA OFICINA SE DlSPONE A 
OBTENER UNA CPOlA DE UN IUCIO, Y MANDAR A USTED TAL COPIA, 0 OBTENER VERIFICACION 
DE LA DUEDA, SI USTED PIDAESTA OFICINA, POR ESCRITO, DENTRO DE 30 DlAS DE RECIBIENDO 
ESTANOTICIA, EL NOMBRE Y DIRECClON DE EL ACREEDOR ORIGINAL, ESTA OHCINA SE 
DISPONE A OBTENER ESE INFORMACION SI ES DIFERJNE DE EL ACREEDOR CURRIENTE. 
ESTA ES UNAAGENClA DE COLECCION. TODA LA INFORMACION QUE OBTENEMOS DE USTED, LA 
USAMOS POR EL PROPOSITO DE COLECTAR ESTA DUEDA 
Pry onhe at www.paymybiII.com 
User ID 1660737 Pasmvrd 2814805 
Claimant's Exhibii 1 
000038 
0 5 / 0 2 / 2 0 0 7  08:36 F A X  503- 'T A A I - P O R T L A N D  
I 
R A N D O M  A C C O U N T  R l t D D R T  
PhTIEW.. . .NBE~,#T~PR&? R
WISE a , . . . .  5x2660 
PM.CLb!3E..000150 SEW PAY 
RDF.DR. . , DRTDl JOHAPlS .FUrOMY 
HOSPIRL..  . 8 3  SP. IUIPHOXSUS 
WIT m m . 1 a / i g / o 5  
BALANCE.. . . .OO 
RESP. PPY. .tESL,STBPW)I R 
UDDRESS. ... 1625 6TH A W  S UPT C 
UDDRESS .... D & Y m , I D  8 3 6 6 1  
ADD8ES8.. .. 
R.P.  DHORB11086928873 
ON~RT WZB. / / 
m m  s2.mIm 
SP0USE.. . . .UEEL.SELEbXh H 
SpXlRSL.. . . W 8 / S E L P  
EMP PUWB..?O8.345-14¶0 
BOISE,ID 83716 
NOTUS. ..... 01 
lnftrrnvlcion on last insur-e filing, 
nceA requeatd. FC:SO a l ~ d  ro 80057 FSSIICE BLUE SWIKLD 
IDliWD FO SOX 3 1 6 0 3  SRLT IJlltE CZTY, UT 88(31; POE: WESTERN 
MLIGIIIUFTIW 10x59 FEDW WAY BOISE, rn 83716: ID, rn~s29 
238910;  Gmup: 839420000; Subacr: Pt.8 N r  eal $1.306.00  
ton paps2) 
a m c e  s m  swrer,v r w o  FUPD (IN l l t z e / 0 5  
PO BOX 31603 
SAtT W(E CITY. UT BIUl 
1NSOmNCE 111 CDDB: D7139 ID/MEDICARer 529238920 
NnMEt PQlNaCLE RISK MALU\GEWWP GROUPl~LICY~ 100527'21 
UDDR: W BOX 6768 m E  i NOT C U R Q a r  W W Y  
RDDRt BOISE. 1D 8 3 7 0 7 - 0 7 6 8  mm\: 
W R :  m s :  
SUBS: mE&,STEPRm B A9SIGN7 N AlTUCH? Y FILE? Y 
RI(Lm: 1 -----------.... * -- .-----------.-------.. 
I N S W E  #2 CODE: 8 0 0 5 7  m/~sorcaas? Lw529238520 
W E :  RWGN%E BLW SKIELU mAH0 OROUP/WLlC(t 8 3 9 1 ) I ~ P V O  
UWRr Pb BOX 31603 WE ; M T E R N  CQNSTKUCTIO1P 
UDDR: SALT G%E CITY. UF 0 6 1 3 1  RDOR; 10139 PlUlEmL why 
ADDR: UDDR: BOISE. ID 83716 
SUBS: NEBL.STEPHEN R USSIWIV R &lTACII? N F I B ?  N 
mt,$q: 1 --------...-----.-------------------------.7-.---.------..,..-.--- 
DATE DR CRNR FAC PROC # DSSCRIPTION W L W )  UmilsT 
1 0 / 1 3 / 0 5  29X 3 7 9  IN 63030-ME I& BRCK DISU SVRQWY .DO 
Override! ( 6 2 0 3 0 - m : l  x 7 7 . 0 0  . .OD) 
OIHR, l6MIU5. 1 0 0 0  7U 1226 
md~es/RaLerenos; MOO5l88$6 
ma 7 a a . 1 0 ~ m m  DISC D I S P ~ ~  
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000039 
05/02/2007 08:36 F A X  5033' ' AAI -PORTLAND 
DOCTOR.. . . ,ZBX P)(ILLIP G ,  S E I K I D  I11 M.D. 
PATIENT., . .NEEL.STBPWN R W E  8 .  .... S12660 
1 0 / 1 9 / 0 5  379 379 IN 63030-PZ WW BACK DTEX SURGERY I..Wb.Ob 
(61030-~2:na0~-e + r i m e = l o )  X ' 1 7 . 0 0 .  i 3 ~ 6 . 0 0 t  
OaHR,a6MNB. PRM 1 0 0 0  TU 1226 
l l / a ? / o 6  w Q RVK-RSINSTIUE EMAN ck#ooooo - 0 0  1 , 3 8 6 . 0 0  
chars= baalaaec --------ir a.7'12.00 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000040 
05/02/2007 03:36 FAX 5033- . A A I - P O R T L A N D  @001/003 
FAX TRANSMITI'& SHEET 8 
- .  






RE ANESTHESIA BILLING FOR STEPHEN NEEL 
THANK YOU 
Lisa Phitiins 
Oregon ~egionil  Office 
8905 SW Nimbus AMnue, Suite 3M) 
Beawtton, Oregon 97008 
Direct: 503.372.2779 1 Toll Free: 800,275.8752 
office: 503.372.2740 1 Fax: 503.372.2754 
IphIlllus@aai-offie.mm 1 ~ i - o f f % e . m ~  
THE WRITTEN MESSAGE TRANSMITTED HEREBY IS FOR THE EXCLUSWE USE OF THE 
ADDRESSEE AM) CONTAWS CONFIDENTIAL, PRIVUEGED AND NONDISCLOSABLE 
INFORMATION. Ifi THE RECIPIENT OF 'MIS MESSACE IS NOT THE ADDmSEE, OR A 
PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR DELIVERING THE MESSAGE TO 'O ADDRESSEE, SUCH 
RECIPIENT IS PROHUBITEI) FROM REAIIING OR USING THIS MESSAGE IN ANY WAY. TE 
YOU HAVE RECEIVED THIS MESSAGE IN ERROR PLEASE CALL 503-372-2740 
IMMEDIATELY AND DRSTROY THE FACSlMlLE MESSAGE. 
THANK YOU! I 
Noabwest Regional Office 
8905 S.W Nimbus Ave Suite 300 
Beaverton, Oregon 97008 
(800)275-8752, (503)372-2740 
Pax (503)372-2754 
Visif VJ at our website: m . a a l - o ?  
Clairnanfs Exhibit 1 
000041 
ARG AS1 ACCE PAGE 01/03 
A S 5 , E T  R E C O V E R Y  G R O U P ,  I N C .  
P.O.  B O X  1 4 9 4 9  
P O R ' T L A N I ) ,  O R  9 7 2 9 3  
( . 5 0 , S ) 2 3 0 - 9 5 2 2  
1 - 8 0 0  4 5 8 - 6 3 6 8  
F A X  ( 5 0 6 ) 2 3 0 - 1 ' 3 3 6  
1 - 8 0 0 - 2 9 2 - 1 1 3 5  
- 
___.L1 
FACSIMILE TRANSMITTAL SHEET 
- -  A - 
- I__L. 




, TOTALNO. OF FACIE3 INCLUDING COVER! NUhin=n: $,0tBy33 -8 -29 
PHONE NUMBER^ SENDERS RBPGRENCE NUMBER' 
a URGENT n FOR REVIEW PLEASE COhfMENT n PLEASE REPLY 0 PLEASE RECKCLE 
. . 
T I I I S  &IESSAGG IS ZNlXNDED O W  FOR Ttt' USE OF +t(E INDMDUAL OR ENlnY Ta W C H  fi is ADDRnSsEO 
AND MAY CbNfAIN 'MFORMATION THAT IS PRIVILEGED. CONFIDENTTAL AND EXEhWT =OM W I $ C U l 5 U ~  
UNDER APP&ICABLF. LAW. IP ilh: W E R  OP THIS MESSAGE IS NOT TlG I W N D E D  RBCIm OR W h  
EhIPWYLiE OR AOENTWSPONSIQLL! FOR lJELR%RRUO IKE &EXAGE TO 1-D WlW; YOU ARB' 
HEREBY NOTIPIED THAT ANK D I S S $ A i I N A ~  DISIK1BUnON OR COPKING OF Dl* COhlhIUNlCs\XON 15 , 
SllUCTI.7 PROXIQI'IBD. 1P YOU HAW RBCElvrZD WIS COhthNNICAl'tON IN ERROR VLFj?E NOn* US - . 
IM~BDIATUY 8Y TELEPHONE AND ~ R N  m OUIGMIU. m US  AT^ AEO~Z ~ D D W S  VIA THD 
USPC)STIUSERW~ YOU 
. ... WASHINGTON o P m c a  
p.0 .  BOX 3024, FEDERAL WAY. WA 980df.fOZC 
c z e r )  8?4.6ss4 PAX: (263) 876-8602 Clairnanys Exhibit I 
WOO42 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000043 
8 \ 
05/03/2007 10: 14 552 
UJlULl U l  135 ARG AS1 ACCa 4JJCI IY I .Y IY( I  YIIUUl YI I  IIYY, UIUIYM PACE,_ 8_3/03 
8825 ?tf4 SSi SELECEII 
WTIPLE I U C M S  
## 8tct k I Client i%k# I Lst 6rv Lpy , Cul Uisp Bal Check Ream Urivers License # 
PRIM CL IHT MfSC #SF CHG RIN CG ATY CR FEE PJI 
ZB14803# N€EL.S'EPHEN R 
H END OF WURT H 




M A R . 1 7 . 2 0 0 6  2 : 1 6 P M  I o ~ ~ ~ o P h y s i c a I M e d i c i o e  NO. 5 1 5 6  P. 4 
PATIENT FINANUU HISTORY UP 07 6UIVlR 
IDAHO PHYSICAL MEDICINE L RBHRB 
Rccaunta 58616 . 58616 All Dates 
Page 1 
~ C C L  DBte oepw aime DrU Prmcedure Ref Dt Plag VniLn &mount 
........................... "~" ....-.*.....~.~..."""...."....~.-.~--."".""....................-.~....~v~~=~===~~~~==~:==~=~=~==s 
i8616 NSaL,ETbVb Previoue Ballnee : 0.00 
01/19/06 0 NEEL,BTEVE a 91a14 Conaulr Lvl 4 111.10 i.00 384.00 
01/16/06 0 NBOL.BWE 14 99113 Wl 3 l h x ~ n d e a l  711.10 1.00 118.00 
.................... 
TOTALS FOR RCCOW 56626 P A ~ E W B  : 0.00 ADJUBTB r 0.00 . cmoee : so2.00 2 . 0 0  501.00 
RQPVNDIl i 0.00 
............ ............ ............ ............ 
0.00 6.00 802.00 IO1.00 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000045 
04/25/2007 10: 37 20: 99 lAHG TCPT 
Tri-City Physical Therapy 
- - 
21g N. Vithitlev. Suite 1 
Fruiliand. ID 83619 (208)452-6386 
Merit: Steve Nee1 
1525 6th Aw South, Aot C 
Payette, ID 83661 
Date Description Procedure Modify Dx I Dx 2 ht 3 Dx 4 Units Chame 
Manual ROW Jomt Mobilization 
Ultrasound 
Therapeutic bffiise 
Manual ROMl Joint Mobilization 
Ultrasound 
Therapeutic &rebe 
Manual ROW Lint Mobiliion 
Uitrasound 
Thetageutic Exercise 
Manual ROMI Joint Mobilipbimn 
Primary Insurance ptrt 
Ultrasound 
Therapeutic EuDroige 
Manual RoMf Joint Mobilization 
Uluasound 
Therapeutic W s e  




h o u n d  
Therapeutic b ~ i s e  
ManualROMI Joint MobiIiiion 
Ultmound 
Therapeutic EMnise 
Manual ROMI Joint Mohilimtion 


























































Total Account Balancc: $0.00 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000046 
04/25/2007 10: 37 20F ' 73 1AHC TCPT PAGE 02 
TrE-City Physical Therapy 
21 5 N. Whitlev, Suite 1 
Fruitland. ID 83619 (208)452-6366 
Ptitient: Steve Nee1 
1525 6hAw South Apt C 
Payette, ID 83661 
Date Desoription Procedure Modify Dx 1 Dx 2 Dxa Dx4 Units Charge 
111291205 Evaknion 97Wll 7242 1 78.00 
11/30/2005 Ulttasound 97035 7 x 2  1 16.00 
III30IUX)S Therapeutic %ise 97110 7242 1 30.00 
11/30/2005 Manual ROW Joint Mobilktion 97140 7242 1 30.00 
1,212/2005 Ultrasound 97035 77.42 1 16.00 
121212005 Therapeutic Exesise 97110 724.2 I 30.00 
12122005 Manual ROMI Joint MobilGddiin 97140 711.2 1 30.00 
12/7/2005 Ulnasound 97035 7242 1 16.00 
12/7/2005 merapcutie Fxrcise 97110 7242 1 30.00 
1217/UX)S MwualROW Joint Mobilimtion 97140 7l42 I 30.W 
121912M)S Ultrasound 97035 n4.2 1 1.6.06 
12/9/2005 Therapeutic &wise 97110 7242 1 30.00 
12/9/2005 ManuallUJMI Joint Mobilktiin 97140 724.2 1 30.00 
12/12/U)05 Ulmound 97035 7242 1 16.00 
l2/1WMOJ Therapeutic Exercige 97110 724.2 1 30.00 
12/12/2005 Manual ROM/ Joint Mobiliion 97140 7242 1 30.00 
IU14DO05 Ulttasound 97035 724.2 1 I6.W 
12/14/2005 Therapeutic h rc iPe  97110 VA.2 1 30.00 
12/14/200S Manual ROMI Joint M o b i l i o n  97140 7242 1 30.00 
12/16/2005 Ultrasound 973335 7242 1 16.00 
12/16/M05 'I%etapeutic&rcise 97110 ?242 1 30.00 
12/16/2003 Manual ROMI Joint Mobilization 97140 724.2 1 30.00 
12/19/2005 Uhsound 97035 7242 1 16.00 
12/191%05 Therapeutic Ewemise 97110 72.4.2 1 30.00 
12/19/2005 Manual ROM/ Joint Mobilization 97140 7242 I 30.00 
12/21/2005 Uhrasound 97035 77.42 1 16.00 
12/21/2005 Therapeutic k r c i s e  97110 7242 1 30.00 
Total Churges: $73200 
Total Paymnts: $0.00 
Total Adjus-nts: $0.00 
Total Account Balance: 9; 0.00 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000047 
04/25/2007 10:37 208 ' '9 lAHC TCPT PAGE 03 
TriCihr Physical Therapy 
- - 
215 N. &itlevy Suite 1 
Fruitland, ID 8381 9 
(208)452-6366 
-- - - 
Patient: Steve Nee1 
I525 6thAve Sou& Apt C 
Payette, ID 83661 
Date Deauiption Pmcedure Modify Dx 1 DX 2 Dx 3 Dx4 Unib Charge 
12/6/2006 Insurance writeoff ADJUST '7 1. 43.42 
121612006 Primary lnsuranoe pmt PRIMARY 
12bno06 insurance writeoff ADJUST 6L~cMs 
32/6/2006 Phary Insunmco pmt PRIMARY 
12/G/2006 Insurancewrireoff ADJUST 
Total Charges: $0.00 
Total Paymnts: 4682.93 
Total Adjustments: -$Xi49 
Total Account Balance: S 0.00 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000048 
).L Intermountain 
01. i l ~ o l ~ d ~ C / i i s  
Specialists in advanced musculoskeletal care 
ENCOUNTER INVOICE 78009 
ADDRESSEE: 
l ~ * l , , ~ l l , , l l ~ ~ t l l * l ~ t * l l  
Neel; Stephen R 
1525 6th Ave Apt C 
Payette. ID 83661 
USA 
O Please check box if above address is incorrect or insurance informalion has changed, and 
indicale change(s) on reverse side. 
- 
IF PAYINO BY CREDiTCUIO, FILL WTBELOW 
-- 
UIECKCARD USING FORPAYMENI 









Boise, ID 83702 
EXP. DATE 
07/21/06 








PLEASE PAY I' 





" PAYMENT DUE UPON RECEIPT * THANK YOU " 
ENCOUNTER INVOICE 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000049 
SHOW AMOUNT 
PAIDHERE $ i i 
Y Intermountain 
O r  t i i o p a e d i c s  
Specialists in advanced musculoskeletal care 
ENCOUNTER INVOICE 84492 
ADDRESSEE: 
lt,ltllll,,lll,,ll,lll,li 
Neel, Stephen R 
1525 6th Ave Apt C 
0 Please check box if above address is incorractor insurance Informalion has changed, and 
indicate change@) on revwse sae. 
IF PAWNQ BY CREDIT CARD, FILL OUT BELOW 
CHECKCARD USING FORPAYMENT 
i E I E E m w w w R E s s  




600 North Robbins Road 
Suite 401 
Bolse. ID 83702 
SIGNANRE 
a x l n  NUMBER 
820476391 







STATEMENT DATE I PAY TNlS AMOUNT I ACCOUNT NBR 1 
* PAYMENT DUE UPON RECEIPT'THANK YOU * 
ENCOUNTER INVOICE PAGE: 1 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000050 
1SSAGE: PLEASE PAY 
THIS AMOUNT nsrn $1.214.56 
Specialists in advanced musculoskeletal care 1 STATEMENT DATE 1 , PAY THIS AMOUNT 1 ACCOUNTNBR 
ENCOUNTER INVOICE 85260 
ADDRESSEE: 
1#,1,'t11,,11,,,11,,,,,II 
Neel, Stephen R 
1525 6th Ave Apt C 
l'ayette, ID 83661 
USA 
O Please check box il above address is incorrect or insurance inlormaUon has changed, and 
indicate change@) on reverse side. 
Intermountain Orthopaedlcs 
600 North Robblns Road 
0712 1/06 
Suite 401 
Boise, ID 83702 
PLEASE DETACH AND RETURN TOP PORTION WITH YOUR PAYMENT 
$101.00 I 20632 $101 .OO $0.00 $0.00 $0.00 i 1 
'SSAGE: 
$701.00 
**PAYMENT DUE UPON RECEIPT * THANK YOU 
ENCOUNTER INVOICE PAGE: t 












O s t  h o p d e d i r s  
Specialists in advanced musculoskeletal care 
ENCOUNTER INVOICE 89816 
ADDRESSEE: 
l** l~ , , l l~ , l l , , l l~ l# l l l l l  
Neel, Stephen R 
1525 6th Ave Apt C 
f'ayette. ID 83661 
USA 
0 Please check box if above address is inconecl or insurance informalion has changd, and 
indicate change@) on reverse slds. 
- 
IFPnnNO BY UiEOlTCARD.FIUOU1 BELOW 1 
CHECKCARD USINGFORPAYMENT - - 
i -0 I I ~ P ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  W F ? S M v E R  W E S , E R m R D  I d v i s A  i 




600 North Robbins Road 
Suite 401 











*PAYMENT DUE UPON RECEIPT ' THANK YOU * 
ENCOUNTER INVOICE 
PAY THIS AMOUNT 
$225.00 
SHOW AMOUNT 
PAID HERE _ $ ! 
PLEASE PAY 
THIS AMOUNT rnvr $225.00 
PAGE: 1 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000052 
Intermountain 
O r t  l i o p a e d i c s  
Sp~ialists in advanced musculoskeletal care 
ENCOUNTER INVOICE 90773 
ADDRESSEE: 
1~l1,,,11,,11,~~11~,IllII 
Neel, Stephen R 
'1 525 6th Ave Apt C 
Payette. ID 83661 
USA 
0 Please check box if above address Is inmrrecl or insurance Informalion has changed, and 
indicate changels) on reverseside. 
~FPAYINOQY CREOIIWW),FILL OUT RELOW 
-- I CHECKCARD USING FOR PAYMENT 
EIFMERICUIWPRESS !iEBEmVER W k ' A s e R u R o  rmESi\ 
CARD NUMBER IAMOUNT 
ACCOUNT NBR 
07121106 $10,922.00 20632 
TAXID NUMBER I 




600 North Robbins Road 
Suite 401 
Boise. ID 83702 
PLEASE DETACH AND RETURN TOP PORTION WITH YOUR PAYMENT 
PLEASE PAY 
THIS AMOUNT ##a# $10,922.00 
" PAYMENT DUE UPON RECEIPT * THANK YOU *" 
ENCOUNTER lNVOICE PAGE: 1 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000053 
ADDRESSEE: REMIT TO: 
1~~1 , t *111 ,11 ,1111 ,1 l l l l  ll,L1,1111,1#111,,t1lI1I 
Neel, Stephen R lntermountaln Orthopaedlcs 
1525 6th Ave Apt C 600 N o r t h  Robbins Road 
Suite 40i 
Payette, ID 83661 Boise, I0 83702 
USA 
0 Please check box If aboveaddrsss is ~ ~ C M I B C I  or insurance infomalion has changed, and PLEASE DETACH AND RETURN TOP PORTION WITH YOUR PAYMENT 
indicate change(s) on reverseside. 
- Intermountain , IF h...nO BY CREMTCARD. FIUOUT DELOW -1 CHECKCARDUSING FORPAYMENT - 0 .  I 
AMERICAN EXPRESS B B s c o v E R  MQAsTERcARD f d v u  
Oi. t h a p d e d i c i  .miWNuMEER SIGNATUR  AMOUNT ExP. DATE --I i 
THIS AMOUNT nnnu $0.00 
"PAYMENT DUE UPON RECEIPTVHANK YOU " 
ENCOUNTER INVOICE PAGE: 1 
Claimant's Exhlblt 1 
000054 
' ACCOUNTNBR 1 
20632 i 
Specialists in advanced musculoskeletal care 
ENCOUNTER INVOICE 92656 
07/21 106 
s r n r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o n r e  
$0.00 
-1 
T U  ID NUMBER 
820476391 
S H O W  AMOUNT. 1 
PAIDHERE $ .. .- ., 
STATEMENT 
IF PAYENO BY CREDITCARD, flU OUT BELOW 
CHECKCARD USING FOR P A W  
O r t h o p a e d i c s  S1GNNWtE AMOUNT EXP DATE 
ADDRESSEE: 
11111,,.111~11~'111IIIII*IIIIIII 
Neel, Stephen R 
5293 Hwy 95 
New Meadows, ID 83654 
USA 
Specialists in advanced musculoskeletal care 
REMIT TO: 
STATEMENT OATE I PAY THIS AMOUNT 
01131107 
Intermountain Orthopaedics 
600 N Robbins Rd 
Ste 401 
Boise, ID 83702 
ACCOUNTNBR . 
D Pleass check box if above address k incorrect or insurance information has changed, and PLEASE DETACH AND RETURN TOP PORTION WITH YOUR PAYMENT 





1 ACCOUNTNBR 1 CURRENT 1 SODAYS 1 SODAYS 1 90DAYS 1 120DAYS I TOTAL ACCOUNTBALANCE 1 
20632 
MESSAGE: 
Thank you for choosing Intermountain Orthopaedics. 
*PAYMENT DUE UPON RECEIPT * THANK YOU * Claimant's Exhibit 1 






Neel, Stephen R 
5293 Hwy 95 
New Meadows. ID 83654 
USA 
O r t  h o p d e d i c s  
Speclalists in advanced musculoskeletal care 
SHOW AMOUNT 
PAIDHERE $ 1 
REMIT TO: 
lntermountain Orthopaediw 
600 N Robbins Rd 
Ste 401 
Boise. ID 83702 
I ~ A Y ~ G   CREW CAI. FIU OUTBELOW 
CHECKCARD USING FORPAYMENT 
R#ElFmlm, wms ~ ~ ~ o v E R  W a s T E c A m  IZEZik 
0 Ple,ase chedc box if above address is incorrect or insuranceinformation has changed, and PLEASE DETACH AND RETURN TOP PORTION WITH YOUR PAYMENT 
lndlcate change@) MI reverseside. For Questions Call (208) 4884307 
wNuMm SIGNATURE 
STATEMENT DATE 1 PAY THIS AMOUNT 
AwUNT U P  DATE 
ACCOUNT NBR 
MESSAGE: 




** PAYMENT DUE UPON RECEIPT *THANK YOU Claimant's Exhibit 1 
STATEMENT 000056 PAGE: 2 
S !--\ 










Darin G. Monroe 
1 1  1 1  S. ORCHARD ST. 
BOISE, ID, 83705 
 PICA HEALTH INSURANCE CLAIM FORM PICA m y  i 
I. MEDICARE MEDICAID CHAMPUS CHAMPVA GROUP FECA OTHER 
5. PATIENTI ADDRESS (No.. Street) 6 PATIENT RELATIONSHIP TO INSURED 
1525 6th Ave s #C seIt Ptl s~oussn chian oxharm 
- 
1 
a. OTHER INSURED'S POLICY OR GROUP NUMBER 
b. OTHER INSURED'S DATE OF BiRTH 
MM ; OD ; W SEX 
M F 
0. EMPLOYER'S NAME OR SCHOOL NAME 
-- I UVES ~ " J E - I ~ ~  tot.mfoanamnpista tom B&-d. 
READ W ~ ? ~ O F  FORM BEFORE COMPLETING 6 SIGHING THIS FORM. $ 3  I ~ S U R E D ' S O ~ A U T ~ O R ~ Z E D  FERSON'SS GNATLRE a,,~io! re 
12 PATIENT 5 ORAulhOR ZED PERSOI.SS GNATLRE Ia.6clrs iCeialo3rs of an!rrolcalo.oinor nlclmal31 recosraw pa)mentalnloac~l bonal.!,lo ino~rderrgnodcn$: c m o r  $ 4 ~  el lor ! ~ P ~ o c ~ z I ! ~  i calm I 1 ~ )  raq.0~1pa~menof ~ o r r ~ m a n t b s n s i ~ o c n s ~  iom)roil or co icoorm/ .hoarcap!o s~sgrment ,an rss durcl .el bola*. ---i----
la. IN  (FOR PROGRAM IN ITEM I) 
4. I N S j j f i E ~ p ~ ~ ~ ~  Firs1 Nsme. Middle Init!al) 
7. INSUREDB ADDRESS (No. Stisel) 
1525 6th Ave $ #C 
1 U U I I- 
*- 
3 
- .  
C I N  
payette 
a. EMPLOYMENT? (CURRENTOR PREVIOUS) 
BYES  C NO 
b. AUTO ACCIDENT? PLACE (SlslS4 
p & 
c. OTHER ACCIDENT? 
 YES fro 
d. INSURANCE PLAN NAMEOR PROGRAM NAME 
' u  U 
8. PATIENT STATUS 
S I O ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ r l ~ d  Other 
E m ~ l o ~ e d B  g ; ; ~  qg;;;~[~l 
$0. IS PATIENTS CONDITION RELATED TO: 
STATE 
ID 
a INSURED' AT F MS? M , W  
8 8 / M [ t f S E X F C l  
b. EMPLOYEWS NAME OR SCHOOLNAME 
WESTERN CONSTRUCTION 
0. INSURANCE PLAN NAME OR PROGRAM NAME 
t0d. RESERVED FOR LOCALUSE 
Signature On File 
SIGNED 
- 
16. DATES PATIENT UNABLE TO WORK IN CURRENTOCCUPATION ' 
MM i DO i W 
FROM I TO MM 6 I OD ; W 
18 HOSPITALIZATION DATES RELATEDTO CURRENTSERVICES 
MM DD , W 
FROM I TO 1 
PO. OUTSIDE LAB? 
, OD / 
EES rff.0 1 ''""B~f 
22. MEDICAID RESUBMISSION 















d. ISTHERE ANOTHER HEALTH BENEFIT PLAN? 
- Y 
ORIGINAL REF. NO. 
I 
276.5 
1. I.- 3. i.-
P 0 Box 90875 
l%T%D*FNT. 4 ILLNESS (Firstlymploml OR INJURY (Accldenl) OR I / PREGNANCY(1MP) 
17. NAME OF REFERRING PHYSICIAN OR OTHER SOURCE 







TELEPHONE (lncluda Area Code) ( 2089428873 
CITY 
Payette 
(5. IF PATIENT HAS HAD SAME OR SIMIIAR ILLNESS. 
GIVE FIRSTDATE MM : OD I YY 
17a. ID. NUMBER OF REFERRING PHYSICIAN 
9. OTHER INSURED'S NAME (tart Name. Firat Name, Middle CilWJ 
ZIP CODE 
83661 
19. RESERVED FOR LOCAL USE 
21. DIAGNOSIS OR NATURE OF ILLNESS OR INJURY. (RELATE ITEMS 1.2.3 OR 4 TO ITEM24E BY LINE) 
TELEPHONE (I~CLUDE AREA CODE) ( 2096428873 
11. INSURED'S POLICY GROUP OR FECA NUMBER 
5/1/2007 3 : ~  r .OM: 2083319843 Norco Inc. TO: +l (208) 433-~. .r  SIE: 001 OF 001 
ORIGINAL INVOICE 
L 




PO BOX 15299  
BOISE I D  83715  
; NSEL, STEPHEN R 
1 1 5 2 5 6 T H A V E S A P T C  





0 6 / 2 3 / 0 6  
CUSTOMER ORDER NUMBER TERMS 
NET 10'PR 
LOO 








3 1 4  
SHIPVIA 
OUR TRUCX 
05/01/2007 1 4 : 1 3  F A X  
Patient Ledgu History - D d l  
STEPHEN NEE (8778) 
1525 6TH AW #C 
INTERMOUNTAIN SURGmY CTR 
600 N ROBBINS RD # 40 1 




201 :OS PM 
PAYETTE, ID 83661 
(208) 642-8873 
Billing message: YOUR ACCOUNT IS PAST DUE- REMIT BALANCE IN FULL OR CALL FOR PMT ARIUUIGEMENTS 
T r w  date Post date Fecility Procljnl qc Rowdm 1 journal description DXI Provider Amount 
031 1/06 05/18/06 ISC 64483 LNJECTION 724.4 AAH 960.00 
06/08/06 06/08/06 ISC TG Transfer to Gvarantar AAH 960.00 
08/28/06 08/28/06 ISC TPl Traasfer to Rimary Ins. AAH 960.00 
09/06/06 09/06/06 ISC INSP laswaace Paymeat AAH 507.20 
09106106 09/06/06 1SC INSWO h l ~ r a n c c W i i w f f  AAEI 326.00 
09/06/06 09/06/06 ISC TO Transfer to Guarantor AAH 126.80 
12/04/06 12/04/06 ISC TCWO T u m v a  10 Collection AAH 126.80 
0511 1/06 05/18/06 ISC 64484 INJ/ANES/STEROID 724.4 AAH 960.00 
06/08/06 06108106 ISC TG Transfer to Guarantor M 960.00 
08/28/06 08/28/06 ISC TPI Transfix to Rimmy Ins. AAH 960.00 
09/06/06 09/06/06 ISC INSP Insumice Payment M 253.60 
09/06/06 09/06/06 ISC INSWO XDgurance Writeoff AAH 643.00 
09/06/06 09/06/06 1SC TO Transfer to Guarantor AAH 63.40 
IU04/06 12f04106 1SC TCWO Twwver to Collection AAH 63.40 
D.&& hiarge: 1,920.00 
Paymar: 760.80 CP: 
Writeoff: 1,159.20 CW: 
Debit 0.00 CD: 
Patimt bal: 0 
Accovnt bsl! 0 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000059 
@saint Alphonsus 
Regi0r;lal MedtcaI Center 
PO Box 190830 
W e ,  ld.ho 83719 
Bishg OfRce: 208-367-2191) Da~Ratsd:  06/04/2007 
800-358-6407 Tax ID Number: 824200895 
I ACCOUNT NUMBW ~06292QOS88  
I NEEL.SrrPHEN R lO/lB/OB 10120iO6 I 
IYm* A- 
STEPHEN R NEEL 
1625 STH AVE S APT C 
PAYEITE ID 83W1 
400021 W C PlNN4CLE RISK 
4ooso3 WORK COMP PROFEE 
]AREA TOTAL *** 
MofPHmaMQaClUIPWECT 
Moiwmw aMQlML CAwulScl 
MORPHWIE wan CAFUW.IECT 
PROPOHK ZOqMaROWL W4L IANESWESIA 
ROCURQNlUU BROLDlDE lOMOML V W  UINE 
B A m A 1 W :  6AlNE VIAL 









N WEUAWED SUnlRE 47077 
TUBE IV PIUMRY OEMNl WIR1MP(2220) 







0 saint Alphonw 
Reglorpal Medlcal Center 
W Box 100830 
Bo(rs. Id.ho 83719 
Billhe Offlcs: 208367.2130 D& P r i m  0810412007 
800368-6407 Tax ID NUmber: 82-0200856 
ACCOUNT NUMBER ~0528200886 
IlnrlAdau: 
STEPHEM R NEE1 
1626 6lH AVE S APT C 
PAYEWE ID 83861 
406021 W C PINNACLE RISK 
400903 WORK COMP PROFEE 
OTHER IMPUUITS 
N AMkESIVE 'T188UE ND-H. 
AREA TOTAL .** 
IRBICWUULTRY 
CHEM P m  BASIC METABOLIC 
AREA TOTAL *** 
LAWHEMATOCWY 
A P R  
CBCWtTHNODFF 
**-BIN TIME PT 
AREA TOTAL .** 
/AREA TOTAL *** 
I '**3M) MISERVICES 10119lw 046710 AWRY 2 SURGERY PREP - MAIN 10119106 047030 NMUORPROCI%UW 10110/06 047032 N lllCROHEN'W PER III -. / lOllU06 1 087178 I W WART PRE OP- MAY 
AREA TOTAL '** 
***370 ANESTHESIA 
10110105 067002 A ANEFCXEMA WPRlES QEN 
10119105 067063 A ANESTMSA AWL'L 3WIN 
e&#nt Alphonsus 
Reslpnaf Medlcal Center 
ACCOUNT NUMBER ~d06PS2OQ6BB 
STEPHEN R NEU 
1626 glW AVE S APT C 
P A V m E  ID 83661 
DIIUOSWELFADMWiST5ED 
CAlPgOPRODOL 360MO TABLET 
CIUIIM)PROOOL3WlMTABLET 
HYDROCWOWVAPAP 61600 TAB 
HYmmWWNVAPAP o m  TAB 
IBI)AIOFQI6oout3TABLET 
OXYCOWM 2- TABLET SA 
-TEsolnvM 
3WMQ TABLET 
HYDR(ICODOIYIAPAP MOO TAB 
HY-APAP 6lSOO TAB 
WDROWDOWAPAP el600 TAB 
mum0FH-T- 
taUPROiQl WOwJ TALEI  
-TE 8ODIUM 
Saint Alphonsus 
Re$[Qrpl Medlcal Center 
WBorlWe30 
1 Bobs, lBho 83718 
mnv mco: 20&387-2r ao oar ~lntd: O S I ~ I Z O O ~  
8M)96&8407 Toc ID Numbr: 824IuM89B 
STEPHEN R NEE1 
1626 BTH AVE S APT C 
PAVEnE ID 83881 
400021 W C PINNACLE RISK 
400903 WORK COMP PROFEE 
TOTAL CMRQES 8.02.60 
TOTAL 0 T H E R A w m E N n  
TOTAL IWURWCE PA- AND AWUSTMEHlYL 
TOTAL PATIENT PA-S 
TOTAL ACCOUM RAUNCE 
Saint ~ l p h o n s u s  
R e g t ~ ~ a l  Medlcal Center 
W Bar 190836 
Bd.0. kbhD 83718 
BRllng OMW: 208-367-2130 
800-3586407 
N m 1 A A a a r u :  - 
TOTAL OTHER ARNS7YIEHIZL 
TOTAL HWRPNCE PAYMENT8 I\ND ADJUSTMENTS 
TMAL PATIENT PAYMENTS 
TOTAL ACCOUNT BALANCE 

Jun, 14. 2 0 0 7  4 :52PM ' ' e r m o u n t a i n  P r a c t i c e  Mgmt No. 2 0 9 3  P. 1 
Todayr Date: 6/14/2007 
Center for Pain Care 
115WMainSte 102 
Boise. ID 83702 
Page I 
Chaft # NEESTOOO 
Insured 
STEVE NEEL 
1525 gn-( AVE APT C 
PAYETIE, ID 83661 
Case 21127 Primary Ins Reoence Blue Shield of 2nd Ins nla 3rd 111s nla 
_.- -
Prim lnsuranm Pnd lnwmnce Srdlnwmncn 
M Seen k e d w e  Rrformd Charge 811167 Amt Prld fiilld? AmtPaid Billd? Amf Pald Guar Rl Mucmh Adjushml Rmalnder 
Patient T-ls 000 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000066 
P.O. Box 30200 
Salt Lake City, UT 84130-0200 
(801) 892-5200 
Toll Free (877) 496-7579 
I Fax (801) 89215212 
January 20,2006 
STEVEN NEEL 
1525 S 6TH AVE APT C 
PAYETTE. ID 83661 
Dear Sir or Madam: 
The enclosed prescriptions were submitted to your employer's workers' compensation carrier and denied 
for the following reason@): 
Claim denied 
Please refer to the attached notice from your workers compensation insurance carrier 
regarding your claim. If you disagree with this notice, please contact your claims adjuster. 
Payment of this bill is therefore your responsibility. 
Please remit payment to our office upon receipt of this invoice or contact me to make 
payment or payment arrangement. 
The attached invoice(s), in the amount of $467.97, are now due and payable to WorkingRx Inc. Ptease 
note Rx# or your social security # on your check and return payment in the enclosed self-addressed 
envelope. 
If contact with our office is made within two weeks from the date of this letter and payment in  full 
is made within 30 days from date of contact, WorkingRx, Inc. will allow a discount of 10% from 
your billed amount. 
If you prefer to pay by credit card, the fdlowing cards are accepted by our office. Please fill out the 
fokowing information. 
Amount paid $ Circle one of the fdlowing: Mastercard, Visa, American Express. Discover Card 
Card # Exp. Date Name on Card 
Authorized signature on card 
Please note, after payment is made to WorkingRx, Inc. you can submit bills to your own personal health 





Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000067 
P.O. BOX 536709 
ATLANTA, GA 30353-6709 
Phone: (877) 496-7579 
Fax: (801) 417-6600 
Federal Tax m: 423538325 
PAYETTE, ID 83661 
Injury Date: 09/15/2005 




INVOICE DATE: 11/28/2005 
1525 S 6TH AVE APT C 
PAYETTE, ID 83661 
Social Security Number: 
Date OfBirth: 
WorkingRx has received assignment of all the dispensing pharmacy's rights in the above 
~~h~~~~ ,


















CARISOPRODOL TAB 35OMG 
NDC #: 00781500505 Qeneric 
HYDROCO#APAP TAB 5.50OMG 
NDC #: 00591034905 Generic 
HYDROCO/APAP TAB 10-325MG 
NLX #: 00591085301 Generic 
HYDROCO/APAP TAB 5-500MG 






DEA #: MD0629317 
DODD. BRIAN STANLE 
DEA #: MD0629317 
JOHANS. TlMOi'HY J MD 
DEA #: BJ3615563 







P.O. BOX 536709 
ATLANTA, GA 30353-6709 
Phone: (877)496-7579 
Fax: (801) 417-6600 
Federal Tax ID: 421538325 
injury Date: 09/15/2005 




INVOICE DATE: 11/16/2005 
1525 S 6TH AVE APT C 
PAYElTE, ID 83661 
Sociat SeeuriQ Number: 
Date Of Birth: 
WorkingRx has received assignment of d l  the dispensing pharmacy's rights in the above claim(@+aimant~s  hibi bit 4 
Payment to any party other than Workin& will not be credited against the amount owing by ym00069 
P.O. BOX 536709 
ATLANTA, GA 30353-6709 
Phone: (877) 496-7579 
Fax: (801) 417-6600 
Federal Tax ID: 41-1538325 
INVOICE 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
INVOICE DATE: 11/14/2005 
1525 S 6TH AVE APT C 
PAYETTE, ID 83661 
I 10139 FEDERAL WAY 
BOISE, ID 83716 
(208) 3451440 
Injury Date: 09/15RWS 
Claim Number. 200527421 
Policy Numhec 
1525 S 6TH AVE APT C 
P A m l T E ,  ID 83661 
Social Security Number: 
Date Of Birth: 
WorkingRx has received assignment of all the dispensing pharmacy's rights in the above Exhibit , 









TEMAZEPAM CAP I5MG 
NDC #: 00781220101 Generic 
lBUPROFl?N TAB 600MG 
NDC #: 49884077805 Generio 
CARISOPRODOL TAB 350MG 
NDC #: 00781500505 Genetic 
1 
'JoHANS.T~MOTEIYJMD 
DEA #: BJ3615563 
JOHANS, I1MOTHY JMD 
.DEA #: BJ3615563 
HIHANS.TMQTWYJMD 












~ P ) ( U Y I C I  JW PAYEI'IEID -1 N t W  WAIT01 
NE (208) 642-(1331 
52(W9Qoo W F - N P .  
STEVENNEEL SCANID-5400 
ISZ~SBTHAVEAPTC (208) es~aen 
PAYEWE ID 85881 
~ I P f f l W l r S ~ W A T S O  i imi 
m91- @g4-01 mm M, 
Paaalimtyawal 
-OM ~~#lel~rllll~~ll 37.99 
SCAN UPC: 2 8 640 037SS 
m- 168 "W"" PA'~E~~E, ID 83681 R WAIT 01 
NE (208) 642.~331 
$2099401 KBlEENFAWRWKP. SCANID-6400 
STEVEN NEEL 
1SPS6THAMAPTC 
PAY- ID 83681 1 1 ~ 1  
~ I P t W T r S ~ W A T S O  
000581- 0853-01 1 W I W  
W E M N C I ~ I Y W R ~ ~ A R W U . R W E A S K  
37-99 
SCAN UPC. 2 0 64W 03799 
168 ""W" 
P A M ~  ID -1 NEW WAIT 02 
(208) 642-9331 
52M934 ti€tWNF-KP SCAN ID- 6400 
STEVEN NEEL 
1525S8MAVEAPTC (ma) 862-Sen 
PAWE. ID 83861 11/01 
pREDWV)WEI~OT*BIETs,WA780 
00059l- @m-01 IorlffW 45 




WSOUMBTH 3 ig wm 168 PA'fEllE,lD-I 
s NEW W A I T O ~  
I 6; NE (208) 642-9331 
528092 00 WEN FMDGE KP. 
STEVENNEEL SCAN ID - 6400 
> 
J 1525 S BTn AVE APT C (208) 862-8873 
t PAYETIE, ID 83861 umUWamXromrmwyRDXw 11/01 
m4-4!j7l.25 rcmwos 90 Z RXNOTRERUABLE S E E Y O U R ~ M I F N ~  17.69 SCAN UP& 2 8 €40901768 
rn g ' 
SJDJWC)- 168 " S O U T H N .  
PA- ID 83681 NEW WAIT 02 
Z NE 
D (208) 842-9331 532616 w KEUWFAKPIBRIWENP. 
=i STEVENNEEL SCANID-6400 
15Z5SBWAVEAPTC 
PAYERE, ID 83881 (208) 642-8873 8 e~ml,GT*BIET,, 1101 
oooms4!j7l-25 llmuos 90 
R X N O T R W .  SEEYOVAWCIORFNEEW). 17.69 SCAN UPC: 2 9 5403 01769 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000071 
ISDNS 168 ( 2 0 8 )  6 4 2  - 9 0 7 6  
STORE DIRECTOR - BOB IALBDT 
TRL 5 0 . 3 8  
.oo 
5 0 . 3 8  
E 19.62 
* X * * * X f X t f * X * * * X * ~ * * X X i ~ * t * Y *  
ber o f  Itens Purchased = 2 
/ Ili.BERTS0NS 168 ( 2 0 8 )  6 4 2  - 9 0 7 5  STORE DIRECTOR - BOB TALBOl 
- ---- PHARNACY .. 
PRESCRIPTION 37.99 
* I *  SUBTOTAL 37.99 
* * *  TOX .OO 
* * *  TOTAL 37.99 
*** CASH 40.00 
*** CHANGE 2.01 
............ 
m o m  








m x -  
- 
- C I =  
5.: i C 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000072 
.J _j 
- I- 1 j :  $8.1 
..ID .$ P P  %g ""I P . $  
'c . 1 L9 
F 
= a g, . 5 1 . 7 s j  2 
E= a pg I gt s . 1;: 1 . la. I 
" Z  -" ;'" zi ; E 4 Eri2.f i r g  g5$i $[ ; 
I bQaj I, 4 B rcl s t i [  YI .. d4f.i $g 1 
- -. 
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Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000074 






Y%"E: Em U1m YllRRT SIORE 7515 
N m  *- 1618 EAST IORHO RYE . 
R ~ P P W l ~ m U I A I Y L U  NDC-46 OH18RIO. OR 97911' 
8&f%lORCOIW7IUB TAB . 1 1511>889-1183 
.... TRX 0 0  BRL 35.97 
cash 40.00 
CHRNGE 3.03 
MGOALL DRUG Sales Receipt 
.. PO. BOX 389 MCCUL ID- 
*ONE: (208) 634.2433 MCCALL DRUG 
t 02/01/07 SC 1001 N. 2ND ST. EN S MCCALL, I D  83638 . 
I m w s *  lo%W$4 ( ~ ) 8 2 a a n r  -3 
. , - - - - . . W L I l  
Receipt I: SR58566 4:28 PM 2/1/07 
COPY Invoice No: TR58705 Salespet7son: KAREN 
:FT 
QtY Description Price 
PRICE: $24.36 4 ........................................ 
THANKYOU 1 666109 24.-." 
INS PLWEASK T H E P ~ c ~ T  - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - % - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  
Subtotal 24.36 
. . 
~ o t i  Tax 0.00 
TOTAL 24.36 
Pmount Tendered: $25.00 Cash 
Change Due: 0.64 
THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING AT MCCALL DRUG. 
RETAIN THIS RECEIPT FOR EXCHANGE OR RETll 
RN. 
HOURS 9-7 MON-SAT; 10-5 SUN 
208.634.2433 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000077 
MCCALL DRUG m,. "nu* 
!ND ST.. P.O. BOX388 MLX&k1)8983B dl  N. ZND ST. 
PHONE: (208) 834-2433 "ALL. I D  83638 
EPHEN S Receipt #: SR59294 1:43 FM 2/13/07 
5. NEW MEADOWS. ID 8- (208)6289231 
Invoice No: TR59449 
REFILL Salesperson: KAREN 
:S) LEFT QtY Descr ipt ion PPICB 
........................................ 
PRICE: $27.74 1 606109 27.74 
* THANK YOU *" ........................................ 
IUESTIONS PLEASE ASKTHE PHARMACIST Subtotal 27.74 
T o t l  Tax 0.00 
TOTAL 27.74 
... rrr-L I.."" 
ZND ST.. P.O. BOX 380 MCW M 83638 bmount Tendered: $40.00 Cash 
PHONE: (208) 634-2433 Change Due: 12.26 
16109 02/20/07 SC 
EPHEN S THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING AT MCCALL DRUG. 
5. NEW MEADOWS. ID 83654 (m) 625.9231 
RETAIN THIS RECEIPT FOR EXCHANGE OR RETU 
REFILL RN. 
HOURS 9-7 WN-SAT: 10-5 SUN 
S) LEFT 208.634.2433 
I PRICE: $27.74 
"' THANKYOU ** 
UESTKlNS PLEASE ASKTHE PHMMCiSi 
m n m  % Z  8 
m o m  
00 .. . 
u n u  
m m Ct 
? Z Z ?  $ 2  
-4 w 2 g 5 
L2g2 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000078 
Claimant's Exhibit 1 
000079 
CLAIMANT'S EXHIBIT 2 
07/31/2007 16:42 20F 70 BOWENBAILEV PAGE 01/02 
M W  OFFICE 
BOWEN '& BAILEY* L.L.P. 
JEPR3RSOh'PWCE 
R. DANmL BOWEN 950 N. NINTH W B T ,  S U R E  200 Tclcphooe: (248 3W7200 
ERIC S. BAILEY P.O. BOXlW Epehdv:  (208) 344-9670 
W. SCOTT WErX BOISE, W 83701-16W , . &mail: bowea;bsrlcy@qd~fddnb~~m 
VIA FAC.SIMILE - 12081 433-0157 
July 31,2007 
TOTAL PAGES: 2 
Warin G. Monroe, Esq. 
Monroe Law Office 
PO Box 503 13 
Boise, ID 83705 
Re: ClahNo.: 200527421 
Inswed: Western ConsWction, Inc. 
Claimant: Steve Nee1 
DJLoss: 09/15/0S 
Dear Darin: 
As I discussed with you by telephone, I have w i v e d  the medical bills that you forwarded to 
me. and we are subminin~ those for review as to the reasombleness of the bills. Please consider this 
., 
letter our notice of preliminary objection and/or request for clarification under the Industrial 
Commission regulations. I realize: that your position vis-&+is the Shngster case is that we owe the 
fuU. amount of the medical billed. I appreciate the Sangsfer decision, and I agree %2th it to the extent 
&at jt states that where a claim has been denied and medical hrts been paid by a health carrier, and 
the claim was subsequently determined to be cornpensable under the workers' compensa~on law, the 
meastire of what the claimant is owed for medical ,mDenses is not what the health carrier provided 
and the claimant's out-of-pocket. To the extent &it either Sangster or other decisions of the 
Industrial Commission imply or state that in a denied claim situation the swew pays whatever the 
provider billed making said payment directly to the claimant and the elaimadt's counsel, I disagree 
withthat interpretation. The reason for my disagreement is quite simply that on one would seriously 
contend that if a neurosurgeon billed someone a million dollars for the same mgery, lhat a smew 
having otherwise reasonably denied the c b h ,  would be deprived of the opportunity to review the 
bill. After all, Idaho Code $ 72-432 requires that we pay what is reasonable. The Industrial 
Commission, in turn, has advised the industry that up to at least April 6 of 2006, when the adopted a 
fee schedule for physicians, what is reasonable is wbat is usual and customary. ARer April 6,2006, 
presumably as to physicians at least, what is reasonable is what the fee schedule says is reasonable. 
After April of 2007, what i s  reasonable for supplies and for hospitals is presumably whatever the 
Industrial Commission says is reasonable by W e  offheir fee schedule. 
X do not believe the regulations actually deal withi our particular situation well, but I am 
sending you the notice of preliminmy objection since the re.gdations seem to state that I have to send 
it to somebody, and I believe, per Sangster and its progeny, there would be no point in sending it to 
thc mcdical providers since they are out ofthe loop. If I am mistaken and they still have a financial 
Claimant's Exhibit 2 
000001 








cc: Carole Can 
Claimant's Exhibit 2 
000002 
CLAIMANT'S EXHIBIT 3 
Claimant's Exhibit 3 
000001 
' ' MEDICAL BILLING SUMMARY 
Stephen R. Nee1 
I Provider Date of Servlce Amt BiUed Page 1 I 
Holy Rosary Medical Center 
401 E. Hawaii 
Nampa, ID 83686 
463-5671 - Cheri 
David Owens, DC 
2007 N. Whitley Drive 
Fruitland, ID 83619-2132 
452-4455 
Case No. 3469 
Idaho Neurosurgical Associates 
6140 W. Curtisian Avenue, Suite 400 
Boise, ID 83706 
Chawndell367-3500 
Boise Anesthesia 
c/o Asset Recovery Group 
0 0 
P.0. BOX 14949 
:: Portland, OR 97293 
1-800-458-6368 5 Ref#: 2gKNEEg12660 








1 Subtotal: $718.00 ] 
I Subtotal. 
i Subtotal: 
I Provider Date of Service Amt Billed Page 2 I 
Clinton Mallari, M.D. 
115 W. Main, Suite 102 
Boise, ID 83702 
378-9295 - Cidi 
Richard A. Radnovieh, M.D. 
4850 N. Rosepoint Way, Suite loo 
Boise, ID 83713 
(208) 939-2100 
Acct No. W501606 
5/2/2006 $321.12 - 
I Subtotal: 
I Provider Date of Seruiee. Amt. Billed Page 3 I 
Intermountain Orthopedics 
600 North Robbins, Suite 401 
Boise, ID 83702 
Attn: Gail 
St. AIphonsus RMC 
1055 N. Cuftis 
Boise, ID 83702 
(208) 367-2130 
Acct No. A052gr-00586 
Intermountain Surgery Center 
600 N. Robbins Road 
Boise, ID 83702 
383-0201 -Kathy 
Acct No. 8778 
St. Luke's Regional Medical Cntr 
190 East Bannock 
Boise, ID 83702 
706-7268 -Debbie Moore 






Subtotal, 17,086.56 1 
I Subtotal: 1,920.00 
6/19/2006 $41,360.07 
1 Subtotal: 41,360.07 1 
I Provider Date ofservice Amt Billed page 4 I 
Anesthesia Associates 6/19/2006 $2,208.75 
Jeffrey Eidson 
111 W. State Street 
Boise, ID 83702 
336-0895 - Janis 





P.0. BOX 15299 
Boise, ID 83715 
898-0202 -Melissa 
Boise Upright MRI 
P.O. Box90875 
San Bernardino, CA 92407 
884-8745 
~ c c t  No. 4000052-1 
Intermountain Medical Imaging 
c/o Action Collection Service, Inc. 
P.O. Box 5425 
Boise, ID 83705 
Acct No. 518896 
Attn: Gaylene 
Tri-City Physical Therapy 
215 N. Whitley, Suite 1 z Q 
,LV P.O. BOX 876 









I Provider Date ofservice Amt BiUed page5 ] 
Idaho Physical Medicine 
600 N. Robbins Rd. Suite 300 
Boise, ID 83702 
l ~ c c t  No. 58626 
Boise Radiology Group 
P.O. Box 9696 
Boise, ID 83707 
(208) 472-8118 
Acct No. 1304683 
A m  GayIene 
Gem State Radiology 
P.O. Box 9649 
Boise, ID 83707 
(208) 472-8100 
Acct. No. 518896 
working/Rx 
P.O. Box 536709 
Atlanta, GA 30353-6709 
(877) 496-7579 
Atlanta, GA 30353-6709 
1 Subtotal: $52.00 1 
1 Subtotal: 
I' 
I Subtotal: A 4 6 7 . 9 7  
-- 
__-. 
I Provider Date of Service Amt. Billed Page 6 I 
McCall Drug 
P.O. Box 389 
McCall, ID 83638 
(208) 634-2433 
WalMart Pharmacy 
1775 East Idaho Avenue 
Ontario, OR 97914-0000 
(541) 889-6040 
Albeasons / Sav-On 
405 S. 8th Street 
Payette, ID 83661 
(208) 642-9075 
Kmart Pharmacy 
1648 East Idaho Avenue 







2/20/2007 $27.74" - 
4/17/2007 $27.74 














AUG-03-2007 FRI 09:51 f '""IIDER REIMBURSEMENT FAX NO, "l'"YB83Y 1 
Advantage 
Work Cemp Stwicer 
392 E s t  MOO Swtb 
Salt l..ukc City, LIT 8.4107 
Review Analysis 
Control Number: 887360 
Dart: 08/01/07 
Reviewecl By: 5460 
HOLY ROSARY MDICAL -R 
351 SW WH STREET 
ONTARIO. OR 97914 
w ~dvaa&gc ins 
960 Broadway Suite I60 
Boise, lU 83706 
Service Code Mod Qty Senirc D~ictiption Chargou ScbeduL PPO Allowasct 
09n4MS X 3 2 0  .00 1 DX may 5186.M $1 8.60 S0.W $167.40 
Reimburwmwt based on the W I  ~ m i i l c ~ f U w . l I  and Customvy tbr thh g&pr@hieal region 
Wr24mS -SO do I Emngancy h Osneral S130.W S13.W $0.00 $117.00 
Rcimburselnent tased on tho Wth prrent i le dUsuul andCuslmq for Ulisgrognphiil Ecrgiun 
Claimant's Exhibit 3 
PINNACLE-25 Copyiigbt ZOl!+2(IU7 All rpb41 rmwrd. DNMm kZ5:zsIwpM 000008 we 1 or1 
WJG-UJ-ZUU 1 PK1 UY: 54 f '"' 'VIVLK KP.lllflUNSLI1P.NI PHX NU. ' ' I1 'YIJIJJY I r. ID 
. -.- 
2083366968 p.033 
DAVID OMENS DC 
2007 N WmEY O W E  
FRUTTlAND, iD 83619-21 32 (208)4S24655 mfitnnn6 
- 
P -  S T E m  R. NSU, - '  
152s 6TH A= So(m Q,mpL~crha puienl in~binution panbn E ~ Y U U I ~ ~ ~ U I ~ I I C ~  
PAYWE, .m 836fil rblmfonn. A l t n ~ h  thL blli, signed and dated,and ilil~thtr 
Chbrl*: #mrm bilk ~mthblg to t h ~  c h h ~  l(you kovsnddvcrbkpol~. hold youfchlmfonnr until you hsve metyuvrdoduc(ihW 
mcl: 346') M8ildlmctLy ro your inacm~ee WIT&. 
* - 
paw ocsrlwon . ~ m ~ c d w  MMIV mr 01 z ~r r m4 unim n a w e  
- 
P n W S  N W  V'IPWRLLW-FOCXISED 99261 846 0 723.4 I 5O.W "F" 
9 1 2 ~  CH~RO.MANIP.~X~T. 1 . 2 ~ ~ 0 1 0 1 ~ ~  ww 76 W,U 723.4 2 80.60 -It* 
9 0 7 m  ~lRO.MAN!P.T%i~. 1.2RKElilONS 7Wl 76 Mb.0 7x34 1 U0.00 -v * 
WSIlM5 R.IIRO,MANLP.lMT. 1.2 (ImONS V I O ~ D  16 8463 33.4 2 (10.60 -?I-.* 
9f29rWIJ CnlRO~MdND.SMT. 1.2 R E N W  919(0 76 W.0 723.4 1 U0.W -1w 
9fWZ$35 BACK FRAMES(~YPORT WAAE M.0 '121.4 I 85.00 -Wm 
913W2WS C1 IIRO.MANIP,TMT. 1-2 KF.GIONS 9W0 646.0, RJ.4 I d0.00 - Yww 
lU/.WWJ CHIRO.MANIP.TM'S,:#~~~#ON~ 98M1 $468 M A  I 45.61) -%!I' 
~wumos utrwsow, ~ r r e r j w n  wus 806.0 W A  I 15.00 -?It\ 
~WVWW T~~AC~C~N,MECHANICAL mfi W.D 723.4 I IS.OO- Cu\\ - 
fDI&?OIB , U f i R o , M A ~ P . T M T . M ~ N S  9694) 846.0 m.4 I qsao -W\ 
IffW 1'RACTlON.MPMIANlCnI Mot1 866 N A  I Is.00 -PI' 
1~41?m5 ULTRASOUND, AW~PUW 9703.3 lOhb R S d  I  IS.@-@^^ 
(WSiM(IS UPANUEDWAUIATION- 99302 846.0 7234 I U.M -*\' 
IM&8C4S . CU1RZ).hdANIP:PMT. Id REtlOPS VUWO U&n Z7.4 I 40.W -%WW 
l2!2~5 0BDUCnRl.E INSNO 1 0.00 
t2MROM NOTE NUR I 0.01, 
RuvMsrlnfum~b ~qutChwgn: s118.td 
P I ~ v ~ I o ~ ? ~ s :  DAM0 v. OWWS OJ2 T01t.l ~YWPI*: tO.lu, 
W n a e  WA-703  tnhl Adjuvrmns: . S O  nn 
&mnCIOieIP[N: TbZO06 7anlDrWWb S718,OfI 
Tnrai Acceunt bbncc: $ t,1'1726 
Arobn bbc 1 homby I J ~ I ~ ~ ~ Z S  paymintofdial bcner' to rhii physithn s * t a  d ~ ~ ~ ( I  
abuvc. laho ru(hbWe the R ~ M V  ufnny inhrmarknncctsaay mpmrsrs ~IL I  o t s i  
6 - 4  szoe as* eor 311 9a *w*mo plnea czs:01 so 12 rnc 
Claimanrs Exhibit 3 
000009 
AUG-03-200 1 k K 1  09: 51 f ""V1l)tK KtlMtlUKStMtN'I' !.AX NU, "'~''~Mt)3!4 1 
Advantage 
Wurk Comp Serviccs 
392 Emf M O O  South 
SakLnkt City. IiT 84107 
Review Analysis 
Control Number: 887361 
Dllte: OWqli07 
Reviewed By: 5460 
cl.11~ Numb= 200527421 D.leorlsj~ry: mn SDS 
PhIimt Name Nm., Smflllu Pltic*rSYf: 
Palder Tar ID: 930433692 Rdmt Amatrt: H&J24219S6 
CWU: (PPOIU: 0) D.te R d v a d :  08101107 
SCrtc JurWldioo: m 
ASC Group: 0 
UOLY ROSARY MEDICAL CENTER 
351 SW YTHSTNR' 
ONTARIO, OK 97914 
m Advantnga Ins 
960 Bmdway Suite 160 




Code 2s.-% Service Description Chrrges Schodole PPO AIlowancc 
mnm R C ~ ~ O  .w I ox may $133.00 ~13.30 ma0 $1 19.70 
Raimbuwmcnl based on me Wih pwwtilcufUsunland Cuswmruy forrhh gmmicll fcgion 
HUtUJ-CUUl PKI UY:SC f YV~JVLVtK KkLDBUKStDkNI PRX NU. "~'"'MMMJY I 
Advantage 
Wark Camp Snrviw~~ 
3!JZ Earl 6400 South 
Salt Luka City. trT 84107 
Review Analysis 
Codtrol Number: 887604 
Dale: OBtOVO7 
Rmicwcd By: 5440 
Cbim Nurnbcr: 200527421 WP Otlmjory: 0911 VD5 
Phticnt Namc: NEEL . S T W W  Patk~t ;stSS#< 
Pmvidrr Tax ll): 331012674 Ru'mt AcwnaC W5W014S394 
c w  (PPO~Q: q m u  n ~ ~ e i ~ a .  omwn 
Shb JvrMclion: ID 
ASC Gmuy: 0 
TlMOrHY JOHANS 
TIMOTHY3 JOHANS. MD 
6140 CURnSIAN STE4W 
BOISE, U, 83704 
1CD9 CoOo: 722. lb DISPLCMT LUMBAR IN7lXVEK'T DISC WIO 
M ~ A n f Y  
724.2 IJJMBAGD 
ID Advantage Inu 
960 Broadway Suite 160 
Boise, ID 83706 
REDUCTION 
Provider Fs. Rcrornmcnd 
Sarvics 
- CoQa - Mod - Q(Y S e ~ l c e  DsrrripIbn Chatgo Srbedalc PPO Allowsatt 
101im5 99214 -00 I OFClOUET WIT WcM GST MOD-Hl Sl33.W 17.89 m.00 nzs.11 
I2timburscmrm kiM on the 9OUl wreentiicof IJjuaiandC~~tnn~ary for+hir&wpphial nlliott 
AllC-93-2007 FR I 09 : 52 'V I DER REIMBURSEMENT FAX NC ' 988397 
Advantage Review Analysis 
Control Number: 887363 
Dote  08/01/07 
8 ~ i O W t d  By: 5460 
Onirn Numbeo 2 0 ~ ~ ~ 7 4 2 1  WU.OfIsjun: 09115105 
Pati~nt Nnmr NEEL, STEPHEN Psic111 .W 99.23-23-8920 
Pmvlrlcr Tsx ID: 331012674 Padcat Aemunr 00500o1459SO 
CWI; 13SWZ(PPPOID: 0) h t e  Rarhd; OSM107 
Stnrr Jurbdidien: ID 
ASC Gmup: 0 
TIMDrHY JOIIANS 
TIMOTHY J IOIUNS, MD 
6140 CURTISIAN STEPM 
BOISE. ID 83700 \ 
I W  Chile: 722 10 DJSPtCMT LUMIIARWXRVEXT DISC WK) ID Advaauge Ins 
MYELOPA~KY 960 Bmadway Suite 160 
Boise, m 83706 
UEDUCI'ION 
Dnrc -f W d e r  'fin kkornmmU 
Srnice 
-
Code Me4 Qly Sewicb Dslcrfption Cbrges Srhcdui~ PPO Allownnco 
--
1 ~ 9 m s  63056 .in I WSPEDICULAR APPROACH FS.OlO.76 $0.03 SO.OO $5,010.16 
10119105 63030 a0 1 LAMINOT DECOMP NERV PART U.lO122 $316.83 U)W $2,78419 
Multipls nurywy rulca sllnw for tflis proulun lo lw midel 5Wk 
10119/bS 63056 -81 1 TRWSPW1CULARAPPROACH S734.40 Xl.00 50,00 $73440 
Nm-Physician a n h t  paid a1 Nduced 1's lo?? 
10/19105 63030 .#I 1 tAMNOT DEMMP NERV PART 5465.18 $000 $0.00 e465.18 
Mulriplcsupty rules allow f i r  this p r d ~ l r c t o  kpaid at 50%" 
N~i~Phy~ic ian  a..ismt paid atn~ucea fco IWoo/ 
U n l a r b & * Y i s r a o r m ~ ~ ~ ~ n %  biUcd abmlhcrcu luy~nhd~ I I~ -um hmby~bjCDIdmillkihg iamm dibr rmw~&r iad~1DAPA 
17.m.oan31 and 17.m.08.032 aaataxurual, ~~murrlr4RsMonabl~.II~oas~(ha ~ f r w k ~ s e n i c ~  wcnndsrrd 
F * 7 ~ r i h t i m  sfdcnicb*r~p.y~$-mrpdinmitingDAOv~~gc WCS rlhr~bovs.Odmz, Am: RorikSeNipc6. PI- M u d s  1) Whu 
.pwifidIyyouwi*hmmnridnc4.2) rqyofKirRu.iwA~Iyd&~e3)mpponing -Qlim. SMJd)reuhsM;&nl im@~)n~p lrUr~tP in~c l c  
RkkhkegomrnbtSc.rvi~.~ RORI 331364q82 urMvaWDgc WCS hail&rSINioMm(EMf 480-tW3.u hi(801)2888JM. 
Claimant's Exhibit 3 
eeeetn 
PINNACLE-25 Ceplligbtb) W ~ Z W ?  AU N b s  nuewcd. W W 7  %25;2(PM Peg* 1 of 
I n? 
AUG-03-2007 FRI 09 : 53 'V I DER RE I MBURSEMENT FAX NC 888397 
Work Cbmp Sc~imm 
392 E s t  6400 Suuth 
%It Lske City, (IT 84167 
Review Analysis 
Control Number: 887606 
Dmte: OWOzM7 
Rw~nrvrd By: 5460 
CLvirnNumbcn ZW5274Zl mte 0fhjurr: 09/15/0S 
Pattc~~t Nt rnc: NEEL , STEP14734 PStiCII1 S W  
PIovidcrTilr ID; 620528767 t * (Mt  Arcom WSOMI6MRS 
CW: 126907 (PPOID: 0) h t e  W v r d . .  08102107 
S b k  Jurirdi4oh: ID 
ASC Group: 0 
PAUL MONTALBANO 
PAUL J MONl'ALBANO MD 
6140 CURTISUN STE40o 
BOISE, ID 83704 
ICD9 Code: 724.G SPINALsfENOSS OF LUMBAR REOION 
737.30 SCOLIOSIS . IDIOPA7HlC 
ID Advaatagc Ins 
960 Broadway Suitt I&(, 
Boise, W 83706 
Swvice Code . Mod Qry 
- Scrvfec Dmcptiun Cb- Schrdule PPO Anewance 
OW19h6 22612 .80 I ARTMID PSTffSTLAT TQ I LV?. LMBR $1,061.46 $0.00 $0.00 $1,061.46 
Assism! SuQcan ir rcimbllrsed at2O%of !he l i h t d ~ l v e  
06/19/06 22614 -%I I & T W  PST/PS'Il.AT TQ I L a  EA VRT 5299.46 $9.00 $0.04 SZS9.46 
AssiwL S u r W  iinrimbutrtd 01 2Weaf ihsl'ilcd mluc 
06/19/06 63042 -80 I W O T  PRX FPD HRNAS RElWL I $87672 1236.18 S O W  1640.54 
Multiple suly. rulcs albw far this prwodurcro bc pula SPA 
hsiswrn Surgmn b rrirnbuned ar2O.A ofthe ltsful vslw 
Reitnhru;megt bawd on thc Wh p m t i l e  or Oswl and Cuslomav for he gmgmpiiil rcgion 
W19/06 22862 .80 1 P5T SGMtL INSTMI 3 6  WT SEG $583.72 $0.00 $0.00 S.183.Z 
Assism! Suryon is reimburrod ~ 2 0 %  of tlwIis1d \nluc 
06/19D6 22851 -80 1 APPL INERVRT BlOMCHN DEV VXT 00920 . Sow S0.M SW.20 
Asi~iar i t  Surgmn i s  i l imb~r .d  ar20%of tho li$lW vatu. 
OM1 9/06 20937 .go I AGRFT SM SURGONLY MORSBWEED S129.IS W.02 $0.00 $84.19 
U n l m ~ w r i a ~ d 4 e n ~ a ~ ~ u b ~ l 4 a f i w c B ~ ~ a U o * ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ b s S y ~ a j r m r d m 1 ~ ~ ~ L , ~ d I h c ~ ~ b 1 ~ h o n ' r c d r c d r c d d s r I D A P A  
11.010208.03~~d 17.02.6S.032 m41wUmet. ~ w m d ~ n a b l . l J l o m ~ $ ~ t h s M l c w M a  ravicer wcrembcd 
Farre~id~wioa fdaniod err&& rumrent. elsacnsrand in sdbe la A4vmlans WCS a t h  h c s h h c a  Am Pmvida Seruicrl. FI- induds 1) Wbm . .  ~. - 
r ~ 6 c . 1 1 ~  you *irb r o c a n s i d c ~  I) ocaly orha  Rrnav Anlbdt. u4 3) Nppomnpdaml.bon SDoddm hsrc h&orqwims. plor.. c o n u  P i a ~ C l .  
Ei* Menugun-, Scmccs at (206) 3360182 ur Ad-ec WCS Y<6rick S m c r l  u(666)4Rn.>U3, a C v  1 8 0 1 1 2 b H ~ .  
Claimant's Exhibit 3 
888(f(9 
PMNACLE-2SCopyv~blO)ZUmJOW All %hh -wed. YLPtWI >!J;2nm Pas= f oil 
AUG-03-2007 FRI 09 : 54 VIDER REIMBURSEMENT FAX NC 388397 
Advantage 
Work Comp Srmiws 
392 east WIO w~th 
Salt Lakc City, W' 841.07 
Review Analysis 
Control Number: 887607 
Date: 08iOZ07 
RcviewwJ By; 5460 
Claim Number: 2OWZ7421 Dokollnjury: S 
Yvricnt Nmr: N E L ,  STEPIBN Pnfiost SSI. 
Provider Tbr D: 8204254S4 P&nt Acmnnf: 60 
CWtl: 107525 (PPOia 0) bale Pceriyrd: ORXIYO? 
SWc JaNdWlon: m 
ASC Omup: 0 
BOISE ANESTHESIA P A  
P.O. BOX 4w 
PORTLAND, OR 9720G4008 
ICD9 Coda: 722.10 DISPLCMT LUMBARIMERVERTDISC W/O 
MYELOPAll4Y 
ID Advantage Ins 
960 Bruadway Suite 160 
Boise, ID 83706 
REDUCTION 
Date or Pwidtr Wee Rerornmrnd 
Svvicr 
-
Mod Cede QV Stwire Derription Cba%es Schededult PPO Mnwnnto 
101(9/oS e3'J -pZ 146 ANPSHESIA FOR PROCEDURES M S1.386.00 $9.67 $0.00 $1,37613 
l<eirnbumtn&~l bud on usual. aslornary and rwnablc for this g~grsphicw$ion 
Unlw ebonir. n d d ,  tiid tho r~amaaAcd.llwmrsvr hclbYok&~d lou bdns in -ra(thv -mu &tbd ~ ~ h r  D A P A  
17.02.o803l M4 17.02.08.032 a d ( a r U d ,  Cu(tmnrjuld R-n.bwrJloyatl~caImUa r~lrYhrrc~wBcd wmraadorcd, 
Qoreaoa#idcrnbl %hid or ndud pn-L glem m d  in wifinp(. A d v m p  WCS r1 lh.  PI PI PI. AM: FToVik  SeNi r r~ .  Pi~wincluk. 1 ) m t  
~ d W ~ p u w i a b 1 ~ ~ r r Q 2 ) 8 v t p y ~ f ~ B M ' ~ ~ 1 M y d ~ M d 3 > m P P o ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  ShWMyeuh~u.Guthar+ dbn dnrCU1~1UitL'bwk 
KiIX Manugswnf SoNicessr(L08)33&DIBZak&mgs,WCS RouidnSavimsu(SM)s).Zs(3, or Iak(80l)ZM.SS~. 
Claimant's Exhibit 3 
PINNLS-2s cv,.itht o z ~ s z n n ~  AII richb r e e n ( .  amzw 2:U:UPM PSPC I Q' 
135 
AUG-03-2007 FRI 09:52 i V IDER RE IMBURSERENT FAX NO 988397 P. 12 
-. . . .. - - - -  il,c...n r,1..,t(.ii',?.7.7.r-5-.. . . .. ..., 2083366960 P.003 
Censor for Plin Can 
11SWWinSds 102 
BotSe, ID 83702 
Claimant's Exhibit 3 
000015 
AUG-03-2007 FRI 11 : 11 ' lVI DER RE I MBURSEMENT FAX Nf '888397 
Advantage 
Work Cnmp Scrriccs 
392 &st 6400 Suuth 
Sntr X'ukt City, li.r 84107 
Review Analysis 
Control Numbee 887912 
Datc: 08/03/07 
R&md By; 5460 
CWi Number: 200527421 
Paticot Numu NEEL. SCFPHFN 
Proyidcr Tax ID: 4 12072053 
CW#: IKG9SO (PPOD; 0) 
Stntr Juriwridiam: ID 
M C  Gronp: 0 
N- IUDNOVICH 
IUCIWRD RADNOVJCH DO PC 
46% NROSEPOIW WAY ST8 100 
BOISE. YD 83713 
Wtr OrInJar,: 0911 5/05 
ht ico t  W: 
Patient AUCCW~; 
h t c  IWeivad.. 08103107 
ID Advantage Ins 
WBroadway Suite I60 
Boise, ID 83706 
REDUCTION 
Daft of Pmvlder Pee Rsommeed 
Semco 
-
Code Mod Q ~ Y  SS&e Darcriptios Charm Scbcdulc ]?PO AUwrtsa 
02)21)06 992M du 1 OFPICE OUTPT NEW 45 Mh' S233.00 $31.08 ~ . m  $201.(12 
03113IM 99214 .W I OFPICE OUTPT EST 25 MM $141.00 $15.89 SOW 5125.11 
Reimhursment bard w thr 901h wrmtile 0SUsuul alidCustomw for lhissogmphicel reeion 
03f20M6 97010 I APPL MODALiTY I t  AREAS HOTICOLD 68.00 W.W SOB0 S.00 
03narW 9032 .w I APPL MODA!-lTY I+ AREAS ELEC $2P.W y]M $0.00 $29.00 
031LOi06 97112 m I TfIERPX I+AREASEA I5 MN SSI.DO $26.85 S0.W $24.13 
Kcimbmcmcnr hasw on WcYDW newlrileof Usuul and Ciaiwmw fnr lhir geographical nylon 
04/03/06 99213 I OPFICE OUTPT FST IS M N  
This  E&M wlos is included wullin & s ~ ~ o o l  service 
Claimant's Exhibit 3 
BIJMQ7 9:39:*7AM 
000016 
PINNACLE-25 Capytipt02WDZMI7AUrlChh -wid. he I 0r2 
\ 37 
RUG-03-2007 FRI 08: 57 
Advantage 
Work Comp Services 
392 E%st 6400 Sotrth 
Salt Luke City, UT 84107 
WIDER RE IHBURSEMENT 
*Review Analysis 
Cantrol Nurnbec 887620 
Date: 08/02/07 
Revlewd By: 5460 
NTERMOIJNTAIN ORTHO SPCL INC 
MO @BBDJSROhD, STE 401 
BOISE, ID 83102-%W 
ED9 Codes: 7242 LUMBAOO W Advantage Ins 
960 Broadway Suitc 160 
Boise, ID 83706 
REDUCTION 
Date of Provider Fee Racommmd 
Service 
- 
Code Md Q5 Bemice Dmriplion Charnos Schedule FPO AIloweuce 
03l31lll6 PP2W +lo I OFFICE OVTPTNbW4S brau SuS.00 553.08 DM $201.92 
0511 7/06 99213 MI 1 OFFICE OUTPT EST ISMIN $101.00 110.65 $0.00 $9035 
Ch%c weds Fcf Scl~ulu1cdirnu;mcs 
OGnS/06 90213 40 I OFPICE OUrF? EST 15 MW 
Chargc ~w.dsFw SchuluIc ~Ilownnce 
U6/I5106 72116 40 I RADEX SPI LUMBOSAC M W M  4 $124.00 S5.RS m.m S118.IS 
Chwr exads F a  Szhcllule aIIowi(ncc 
06119M 22616 -00 I ARTHRD PSTRSlLAT TQ 1 LVL EA VRT S1.449.W s0.W l0.W SI.449.W 
061191ffi 63M -31 I LAMOT PRTL FBD I m A 8  REEXYL 1 $3.79S.00 S113Z.LIS M.00 SZS62.15 
Charge erne& Fcr Schedulcsilouance 
Modifier-51 rcinlbursd rrt SO% ol'usuni sod Curlornary for this gmmplricrcgim. 
CiaimanTs Exhibit 3 
UU"" l l 
PINNACLK-25 C~~yriiht(IMOeZQ07.UI rl*n < ~ w M .  mniata? hrr;asPM PS~C 1 917 
1 3 8 
AUG-03-2007 FRI 09 : 57 'IlDER RE IMBURSEMENT FAX NC " 388397 
Control Number: 887621) 
REDUrnION 




- - Service Darcriprion Chrrgts Sch@duie - PPO AIlov~ncc 
06/19/06 20937 m I AGRFI SPI SURQ ONLY MORSELWD $562.00 $14136 W.00 s4m.M 
Chargo c%m%Lc 1:- Sohaduto allownnct 
06/19/06 22851 -00 1 APPL B4TBRVRr BIOMCHN DEV M T  $1,340.00 50.00 so.00 $Im.340.0 
06/19/06 22840 -00 I PST NON-SGMTL INSTI(MI 52,536.00 S0.W ~ . W  IZ5Y.W 
07106m6 72100 M) I RADEXSPI LUMMSAC u3 VIFWSW S90.M $4.14 10.00 $85.85 
Cilargz mwds I:- bcitedulc afio~vmcc 
OSBIIU~ nim -W I RADEXSPI LUMBOSAC~~ VIEWS SWMI H.15 $0.06 SBS.BS 
Charge cxcoeb* Fn Scliululc dlou~mcz 
10hsI06 W213 90 1 OFFICE OU7'PI EST IS hUN 
Charge a c e &  Fce Scherlulc alluwmcc 
Uslesr Dthmirll nald rm*umrbilli;debQvs h~rcccc$umm44 all~waueoarr hvby objwlaltos$ bcimginerrsui OIltmmnBauIhbdundalDAPA 
17.aZ.W.03I .nd Il.b118.031 md/w Uuwt, Eostomer and Rmmbls allwanar BrthF eatc*ke mviwurrsednal. 
FwromrUanien ofdaieaorradnccd ~rn~plworcn~ondi.viihnguAdY~llDP~WCSrlHN .bW8&&~, ~m!bviderSCNi~~. Ploi~induOT 1)Plbil 
rpdce~ly uw wi8h m&dersd, 2) lapy ofKi Rnia Wril slld 3) ~rppMliw exwml&m Shwldxu h a ~ 1  Ilnbs qucrtiMS.plaI= e m  r i inda 
lu: MmOBmmISaM'cn(+?t (200 3360983 o ( A d r u l l ~ e  WCS RuridarSdvian11(866)411&2843. ark ((801)2UX.#W. 
Claimant's Exhibit 3 
UU"" l" 
m A C L E - 2 5  C o p ) r ( $ h ~ Q 2 ~ 0 &  07 Mrhtl r w w t b  R ~ W ?  Z:ZS~UPM FOgc 2 012 
13Cr 
AUG-03-200 1 IaK1 09: 49 PM Y"'V1DCK KtlMBUHStfikN'I' FAX NO, "P"~~839 1
Advantage 
Work Camp Smic.s 
392 Eesc 6400 South 
Salf Lakn City, tlT&11(17 
Review Analysis 
Control Number: 887359 
Do*: OSfOlM7 
Roviewd BI: 5460 
Claim Nombae 2WS27421 Date OfYniury; 0911 5105 
hticnl Name: NmL. STEFlfEN Rfleal SS#; 
Provlder Tlu ID: 8202WP.95 Patienl AcmnmC 0529200586 
CW#: 13302U(PPOID: 0)  Dbtt Rctdvcd: 08/DlM7 
Shtc JuriwIicfiun: m 
ASC Grnup: 0 
ST ALPWONSUS RMC 
POIIOX 190910 
BOISE. ID 83719 
lCD9 Cedes: 7P.10 D I S P L W  LUMBAR WTERVERT DISC WIO 
.MYELOPATXY 
305.1 NONDEPENDEN? mEACCO USE DISORDER 
ID Advantage Ins 
960 Broadway Suite 160 
Boiso, I0 83706 
Senics 
- Cod@ - Mod - Qw S@rvicc Demription C b s m  Sehedulo PPO Allowam 
10nwos RC270 .W I Mdidiesvswgt9icol Supplis r*:nsral $3240 $3.24 $0.00 $29.16 
Rrimbursnnml bwcd on Qa Wth ~rrxnt i leofu~~lnl  und Cuslomw for Uus mprdphieal $<!$on 
lOtl81b5 RCZ70 ag 5 M c d i i m M  Supdie6 Ouwrol Sl4S.W tl4.50 $000 $130.50 
Rsinlbunamolt hared ~ t h c  Wrl, wan t ikuPUwl  and C u ~ l ~ ~ f o r  lhisgmgrspbica) ngia, 
I011 8/05 RU78 .w I MediwUSwicdl Supplies Ohaimplants YT7.W $4.70 WOO $42 30 
Rembatsmtcnthesed on kihe piendlo ofUru$iudC~Lltomwfor~i~~gly,h 'ul  mgim 
10IlBM5 RC301 40 1 LabaralolylCbnnistry E7oW $7.00 SOM S63.W 
UeirnBrsmmt h w d  uo the YW1 prmnile olllrual nnd Ctu~maryfarthisgm~phical rqkn 
ro~lams RCMS M) I i . a ~ ~ t y ~ n r m p m ~ ~ ~  a8.w s0.80 SOW f43.3 
Rcimbutm~m bDEed OII ih< Wh purcnril~of LIsuul uM1Wmary for thb gmgmphiwl -ion 
10118K)S RCUf5 1 % ~ ~ f i ~ ~ o l o ~ .  W9.W $4.90 $0.69 M.10 
Rcimhufscmmr bmcd on drc Wlh-iic ofUsual und Cwlomary Pm Vlir gaoyaphiol region 
l WlslOS RC320 M) 2 DX XRay S42W M.20  S0.W 817.80 
Ecitnbummt hqcd on Qe90th prctntilculU~ud and Cwmh~:uy for UIk ~uogm))l,ical region 
lOllSM5 RCJMl -00 I O p t i n g  R m  W i m  Cnrnenl s%aW $21).00 lo.00 $216.W 
RcibnBt~rs@mcnl b n d  on he 9fnh permlib of Uwl and Customr,ylbr his gtugraphiial wgim 
Hub-UJ-LUU I PKI UY; SU PF Y" 'VIVLK KLIIl~UKbCflCNI PHX NU. ql" "i6tJJY 1 
Control Number: 887359 
REDUCTION 
Date of Pmvidor Fee Recomatnd 
Stwicc 
-
Codc Mod PIJ 
-- Servirr Description Chagcs Srhtdulc PPO Allow~nce 
lOI18/OS RC360 60 I OpsrdIingReomSeiviccrOworal SI.3OS.W SI3O.M 50.m Sl,l7450 
R*imburJem6nl b ~ .  on ~ h t  90th pcrcenUt ~)TUsual md Ctalomomsry for his gwgnyrhinl rcgion 
1 0 1 1 ~ S  RC37D 6O I AneshuiaOwerd S427.W 542.70 $0 .0  $384.30 
KwimhursmLnt b*od 011 ibe9ahpcrc~11till M'Uaual and Customsly fordfir gmgmphi~sl region 
1W18/0$ kc370 M, 3 ~ s t b c a i a M n m l  118000 S18.W S0.m $ 1 6 2 . ~  
Rcimbrcment Wed on lhceah pmmtile dUsml and Clrawnary lbrthis gwgmphiutl rcginn 
10/18M5 ROlO M) I RsuMryRoomGauaI S628.W SSZ.e-9 f O . 0  W69.7.G 
Rcimbimjcrnott bared onthc 90th permntile ofUsual and Coatolnaty hrthis gulgrepi~iml -ion 
10138/05 RC710 6x1 I Recbvuy&DomGcnwl 13600 S .60  50.00 53240 
Rcimbvmwrt hsseri on thc 90th prrcmliit of Usual and Cmlumary lhir -phial region 
lOIl9105 RCllO .w I ROOM AND BOARD-PRIVATE RODM Ss26.00 Ss2.M) IOllO S63.40 
Rcimburamwr based on br 901h pntenliloof U w l  mdCwmary rw thkgmgmphlrel reggon 
10/19m5 RC2M 60 I P h ~ w  Gonerd Clusnifiwbn n4.79 =A7 . 50.00 522.32 
Rin>bumelnonl bred on h e  90th pmmtils orUsual andCm~nary for *'L ~ m s n p h ' i l  n g h  
10119105 RC2SO m 3 Phi- Wneral CIeraifiWion $6.81 $0.68 $9.00 56.13 
Reimburnanent b e d  on mc90th prceniilc ofllsual wd Cuutamaiy fw Klhia gwgwphid region 
101l9ms PC2504 I k w i m . w y m l C I e i o n  $2649 Q.64 m.00 W 85 
RcimtnmemWI w o n  $ 1 ~  9Mhpmcntib of Us~ial ad CuRNnary mr this ~ ~ r d p l ~ ~ a l  wwn 
l o l l 9 ~ 5  R W  .oO 3 PhmnacyGeM?nU Clmifintion IS.58 S0.5S So.00 $5.03 
RcimburJernmt bosd MI rhe 9oihpxca1eil00f Usual ad Custnmary br this scogaphiwl rsgion 
l0ll9loS RC2.50 -0 1 k b m c y  Gmnal Clmifira!ion p 1 . Z  $2.17 $o.w S19.SS 
Reimhorr;mcxlr b e d  on he 90th pwcrntllt of llrual and Cmomdly for ths gmgraphid *$on 
IOIIQm5 RCZU) 40 2 PBarmnw Gcmal Clitsrifiradan 1100.0 Sl0.W 10.00 $ 9 0 . ~  
Reimhvrvltnem hiused on rtri. @Dill $wmlilc aflJarel and Cusmmy fororUiir pogrA@iral lwinn 
lO/l9/OS RC250 .W 2 Pharmacy GEncral Classification SZ6.bO 12.66 SO.OO $23.98 
Reinrbutroluent used un thc 90111 pncrniilt of Usual andCus~annry for UIis$wgraphiul r e g i ~ ~  
1W19l05 R C W  .0 3 Ptmmcy Gmmt CIssiBenhon n662 %l.& $0.03 $68.96 
Rvimhurrntlcnt b*Won ttw00cI1 percenolc of Usual a i n l C ~ u s w  for dtis geogapbiul rcsioll 
10119m RCZSO 40 I P ~ ~ ~ C Y  ~ c m a l  C ~ S S W ~ O ~  110.n 51.03 s0.w $929 
Rti~nhusenirm b d  on iho9Oth pxatils oilIsilal and Cit.sbrnnry for his p,mgrnphid nginn 
10/19IOS RCZSO 40 2 PhannayGcned Cla~ifiwion $5.34 W.53 mEO.OO S.81 
Reimburrcment bawd on the IMth ~rccntile oTl1stwi wd Currornrly fur his gw6R\phicnl region 
10119M5 KC250 4x1 I Phmecy GenoraI Clmifie@on SZI.38 P.13 W.m $19.25 
Reimbu~wndnt b o d  on dle9OLh prmtilc d'Ilsunl ad Curtomnry for d~isgryrmphbol <=sirtrl 
10/19mS RCYO -W I Pbamnacy Oenerel Clmifioation $183.07 $18.30 10.00 SlbO.77 
Mimburstmer bid on ilrewth ~ n t i i c o t ~ l J s u J  nnd Customary tor his ~0oErnphical rei?ion 
PINNACLEU Cg~.lLbtQU%3Qw AUriaha r s w &  8RRW 2;IhlSPM Pags 1 M3 
RUG-UJ-ZUU 1 bKI UY: SU P" ~"'"VlUkK KtlMBUKSLRkNI PHX NU, "386.5Y 1 
Control Number: 887359 
REDXJCTION 
Provider Fee Recommend 
Sewiec Code 
- -- Mod Q(Y Service Pmcrlptib~ Cbaqcs Mhcduh PPO AUaWanrv 
IW19mS RCZM .m 1 Phannw Goma1 C!&iflaujon W6.M 16.60 SD.W $41.70 
Rointbnllrsen%nnt based on thc WIh purcmtilo ofUsual ahl Cuswmw lo1 1 4 8  gwraphlc;tt &a! 
10/19mS RCZSO -00 4 Pharmw OWcral CI~iflifitBtion $76.96 S7.69 $0.00 $69.n 
Wcirnbursemtnl W on she 90th pcrcontile uf Uswl aM1 C~~lomary hr this sm$mphiW) redon 
1 0 1 1 9 ~ ~  RC270 -00 1 Mdistrffiursicnl Supplim G M ~  S98.W $9.85 So.00 S88.65 
Rcimbtlwmolt W d  el! b e  90th percenlileofUsuaI and C~9Umnry for thk geopphical rcgioa 
lon 9/03 RC270 4a I M e d i s a l l s ~  Suppli~Gumal 168.40 $4.84 $0.00 $43.56 
Reimbursemmt bpsed on lhe90th mrcentileof U m l  and Curwnary fnrthia gmppbisl resion 
10n 9/05 RC250 M) I PhsnmqOEnoralCI~slifcatbn . $45.53 W.55 $0.00 $40.98 
Wnnhuwment based edm the Mfh pe~rcntilcofU~ual and Cuslmw fwthis 6eographiwl n;gio~t 
Claimant's Exhibit 3 
W m 7  OI12J:SPM 000021 PW4ACl.B-25 CbeyripbfO 2nnCClW7All rkltkrdend pageserf 
AUG-03-2007 FRI 09: 51 bl" P""'1DEK KEIMBUKSkMEN'I' FAX NO. "f1'."{883Y I 
Advantage 
W O N  Cnmp S e r v i e ~ l  
3n Brt.r lPOoSuuth 
Salt Lnke Cits, 1')T 84107 
Review Analysis 
Control Number: 887362 
Dater 08/01/07 
Rtviwcd By: 5460 
a i m  Numbcn 2W.527421 D ~ c O f I a j ~  OsllSloS 
Psticnf Namc NE%. STEPHEN P&nt SH: 
Pmvbler Tu ID: 820i616W Pa*nt Arcdual: B9L)81111 
CW#: 107630 (PPOID: 0) Dnk W M . .  081CilO1 
Sate Jurisdirtlon: D 
0 ASC G m :  
STLUKES REGIONAL MED CNTR 
PO BOX m 
aorsg m 8 3 7 1 z - x ~  
Im Coda: 737.39 OTHERKYPHOSCOLlOSIS ANDSWLlOSlS ID Advantage Ins 
724.02 SPINAL STENOSIS OFLUMI(ARW~ION %D b a d w a y  Suite 160 
V15.82 PERS HX TOBACCO USE PREWNING HAZhRDSWlH Boise. ID 83706 
ReDUCTlON 
Dstc 01 Pmvidcr Fw k o m m o n d  
Sonice 
-
Code M QW Scrvle~Dcsrript~s Cbmw Srbodule P W  AUbwvan 
--
W9106 WlOI ML 4 ROOM-- ~2.~m.00 ~2m.00 I0 00 S234!XW 
06/19/06 RCZSO .@I 138 P h a w  Goners1 Clwifi& $1267.87 $136.78 S0.W $1,231.09 
RaieimDuncnrrnr bawd ondie 95th pcmndle o f \ J ~ ~ ~ a l  and Cmromuvforfhis esoysphiul region 
0611M6 RC2S7 -00 3 Phanmcy Non.Res4ipi4~ $720 SO.72 W.W 16.48 
Rrimbolwlncm W o n  tho 90th W r c d l c  of UsiwI md Cusomili ryfor this 6ropphiPl region 
06119 ,~  ~ a s s  M 16 Y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ B Y N S O M - ~ J  s910.w $91 00 so.w st19.w 
Rcimhtrsmrm hasd or Ru 90th p e r d i e  oiUsual andCw,mary for j l ia eeosqhiwl re&n 
06/19/W RC3OO d o  21 LsbaratDv S1Ww m9.m $o.W  all.^ 
Ueirahuwmsn bas4 on Uie90lh ~"co f r i l c  of Urud and Cvrwmvy for Lhir gngraphiml %inn 
&I19106 RC3ZO .W I DX )(Ray SlS0.m $ 1 5 . ~  $0.00 S13S.W) 
Rcitnhum'ment bred an Ui*90111 p"rwrile of U m l  and C U ~ V J ~ W  for O(isgmgr$phital rcgim 
06119iD(, RC3m .DO 14 m t i n g  Room SDniccs Oenual $9,8c.9.00 S980.W IBW S8.82D.W 
Ruit~il.ummcnt hscd on Ihc Wrll pwcentiicof 1Usuai and Cuslottuu)i fnr this ~ w p h i c s l  regimi 
W i 9 M  RC370 .W 14 AnesRmiaClr~em( SP24.00 $92.40 W.00 $831.64 
Rdinb.nhttmlenr b o i l  on ihc90m preentilo of IISIPI atul Customary Cur Ihir g~F,lsphi~!i region 
06119~6 Re340 d0 2 blood S t m s g c ~ ~ d  d~occasing Cwn& $729.00 $72.90 SO.00 $65610 
Rcimbvrsemcn: havd ni llie 9mh pcrcmtiir of Usual awl Ctmonq lor rhir gcsSraphie.U Won 
bUG-03-2007 FRI 09: 52 P" """V IDER REItlBUKSEDUN'I' bflX NU. """ 'YbWdY I 
Con@l Nombec 887362 
REDUGPION 
Date of - Proridor Fee Rvcommcnd 
Scrv*. 
-
Code Mod OW ScNiee Dwcription Cbalgls Scbedule PPO Allownncc 
--
06/19/06 W 9 1  -OD 1 Blood Smrage md R w i n g  Adminimdtion 5322.w $32.20 W.00 $289.80 
Reimbursems~u bavd 011 the 901h wrwnliI~oClls~a1 d  Cwtamav ibr hi$ bwugnphieal ngion 
06/19/06 RC420 M) 6 Physical m~raw SSaO.00 SS0.40 S'3.00 %S360 
R e i i b u m m  tvlsed 1 h t W  prwmila of Usual and Customaty br Kbgrup~phial wgim 
ffin9/06 RC4.9 .DO 3 PULMONARY FUNC s13s.w Y I ~ . S O  $om S I Z I . ~  
Keimhunemurt W on Wlh pemmilc of Usual and CWomW forthis gcomvhieal Wen 
06119KX RC710 & 5 Rccovcry Room Gmerai I723.00 $72.30 W.00 369.70 
Reirnhunrment bs5cd nn Ue MU1 )unantila ofllswal nndCwlomq for Ulbgcogmpbieal ngion 
obnsm 8 ~ 7 3 0  -00 i EKWECG ~149.00 $14.90 $0.00 PI%.IO 
Rolntbl,wmenthucdon tho 9W, pnmntilc of'Umal dCmlo~h;w  for this gwgrnpKhl region 
P-r-sidrmti~ 0ldoliedorrahrFLdpr)mura~pl-fepWin w i l i n $ t o A m i ~ ~ ~ ~ e  WCS t,boibovn dbs% Ann: PDvidaSINiscr PI- indlllt* 1)Wba 
IpciIlaUyprr wirbncmn&#md,2) . r q y c f t h i s K N i w  A d &  o o 6 3 ) ~ t # & = n 1 n t d m ~ ~ .  Shauldyou ha*. 6nWgudau. pl-ronmelPim* 
Riakwmwtscrrimai(zw.! 33bms2w~drnm~gsWCSP~~i~sLni~~~(86~48wR13.~t1~(801) Z w a 5 O d .  
Claimant's Exhibit 3 
PINNACLE-25 ~ & i & t B i  2000.1~1 A11 rich* i-td PMW 22S;ISP.W 000023 Page 2 ocz 
IILJU-UJ-cuu I I UJ I 90 pt .  r-uv LUCK nciliourraulcni rnn i~u. -~"~UUUJY I 
Advantage 
WuN Camp S r n i c t s  
392 Enst6400 South 
Salt Lake City, UT 84107 
Review Analysis 
Control Number: 887611 
Date 08/02/07 
Reviewed By: 5460 
Chi= Numbs 200527421 Dblcof lnjsry: wnvos 
PaIlenl Nme: NEEL, STEPHM P h t  SSII. 529.23-89.30 
Prbvid~Taa m: 820297935 PatkntAMunl: 41 157 
C W U !  787lO(PPOID. Date Rrcdvmk L N I M Z B ~  
S&n Jolirdiction: ID 
ASC G m p :  0 
ID Advantage Ins 
960 Broadway Suite 160 
Boise, ID 83706 
REDUCTION 
Pr~vidrr Fee R~ommmd 
~ N i c c  Code 
- Mod Qtr Stmice Wtription Cha-w Schedule PPO Altwrarier 
wn9m 22~51 M) I APPL MmVRT BIOMCW DEV VRT Si,99S.W . $434.40 S0.W SI,SM).M, 
Char@ e m u  Foe Schedule slow;acc 
Fa rcuutnidw.tion dwcd or r&rcdpaymmI, plase rsrpond in  mi^^ yl Advsaw WC5 11 lk nkvc bddru* btm: P~lbla bi-. PI- I) W 
W*<*IYPU W o h m o s i ~ t ~ a ~ w  o f h i s R E y i c w M a l ~ d % i i n d 3 ) ~ P ~ ~ c n m i o n  ~ ~ Y O ~ ~ Y S ~ ~ ~ ~ V X ~ ~ ~ ) C ,  ~ I L D ~ C M I I ~ ~ ~ P ~ W I S  
Rid: Muwmmt S W i e  u (208) nbNP1 or Advantwo WCS R o v i & t S a i ~  at (866) 48080.23, o~ fm (W1) 28MSW. 
ORIGINAL INVOICE 
NORCO, I N C  
PO BOX 15299 
BOISE I D  83715 
AUG-03-2007 FRI 09: 55 1 ""'VIDER RElMBURSEMENT FAX NO. """'18839 1 
Advantage 
Work Cbmp Sewiecr 
392 East f4W South 
Salt L u b  <:fry, W 84107 
Review Analysis 
Control Number: 887609 
Date: 08MZ07 
R e v l a c d  By: 5460 
Claim N u m k c  2LW527421 Date Oflajury 09/15IM 
~ntieut  Name: N U 2  , STEPHEN Padent S W  JZP23.8920 
Pmvlder'lbr ID: 201250708 P~lient Amuat: 4QoOOS2-1 
C W U :  167368(PPOID: 17) h m  Rluiral: WYcn 
Shtc Jurkdic8ic.r ID 
ASC Gmup: 0 
BOISE UPRIGHT MRI 
W BOX 9087s 
SAN BEkNARDlNO, CA 92407 
LCD9 Code4 276 S V O L W  DEPLETION ID Advantage ins 
722 30 S C ~ I M O ~ ~ N O D ~  UNSPBC~RED RWION 960 Broadway Suite 160 
721 W SKINDYiDSlS UNSPEC SITE WM MWnON B0iuc,lD 83706 
MYELOPATHY 
724 4 ~ O R A C I C ~ U M ~ ~ S A C R A L  NEURmSIWUIICVLITIS 
UNSPEC 
REDUCTION 
Date of ProvlJtr For Rccammtad 
sclvict 
- C6d@ - Mod - Qty .. Sorvice Dwriptioe Cbagu  Scbedvlc PPO Allokancr 
IOIWNJS n i 4 8  .w I m s P ~ N A L w \ N A L & C Q ~ S  s~,sso.oo ~121.76 s0.w si,n%.24 
Raimhrincntcnl Dlsd on rht 9Oth percentilcofUsllal a n d c v s l u m w  for lhir ggnphicsl iMon 
IO/UWS a 1 4 8  a I M R ~  SPINALCANAL&COWTE~ OI,SSO.M, $131.76 ~0.00 s1.na24 
Reimbur%rnw b d  on  ihr9M percenulc of Usual undCuSmmev for this gwgraphioul roqiun 
~ -. 
vaturm=mvd,muarnuLind nbmcIheraenmmcfia*J .I)nuanfcamhsrbyobjcnadtas king in~rurof~hsar.umwtbdiundsrl~~r~ 
114.*.031 sld 17.n2.08.032 andlor UglaL cwbnulybna Rsrmnblblr rrllowasw &brd. .~k~hn.~wcrv.%nnM, 
h 
FU RMnrUwtsion M h i s d  or cdcduw4 pnymuu. PI- raspondin writins lo Advaoagc WCS atrho a b o ~ c a d r h ~  Arm; Ptwido, Swi~icn. PI- brludr I) 
ap.dEcrUy ~uuriBnwaidond. Z ) a c ~ y o f h i r f i c v i o * ~ ~ l ~ M d : )  arpponis$dwmanuion, Sbuld yw h n ~ ~ ~ s r p ~ ~ s , p l ~ ~ .  w t  Pillnnclr 
Ria MwgmnouiW#csat (20)1)3360481olAdYan~e WCS PNviderSAViCra~(866)480-~3.yrfu;(801)288-81M. 
Claimant's Exhibit 3 
m w 7  I;?S:ZWM 
000026 
PINNACLE-25 C~py"pbtG,tDUDJDR7A~t+#db -4. Yrgr l ef 1 
"')G-03-2007 FK I 09: 56 f ""7V IDEK KE I MBUKSEMEN'I' 
. . FAX NO. ~'"'-'+/883Yi 
Advantage 
Work Cornp Scrvirca 
392 k t  WOO Soufb 
Sab Lnku City. UT 84107 
Review Analysis 
Control Number: 887610 
nett: o s l m 7  
Rniwed By: 5460 
. 
CMm Numbrr: 2WS27421 U#k Oflnjw: 
R t b t  N a m ~  NEEL , STE'Pmi?4 Pniml SSI): 
ProvidnTnr ID: gZaS14422 P~fLnl Aceenat; 
OW: 132950 (PPOID; 0) Dote N a d y c d :  08Nm7 
S Y l t  Jairdluiun: ID 
ASCGmny: 0 
INTERMOUNTAM W I C A L  IMAGING 
PO BOX 9649 
BOISE, TD 83707 
kc09 Cdts: 722.~2 DEGEN LUMBA~~~UMBOWCRAL ~ N ~ % R T P S R A L  ID Advantuge Ins 
DISC 960 Bmadway Suite I60 
~Z~.IODISPLCMT L U ~ ~ M ~ ~ ~ V E R T D I S C  ww Boise. ID 83706 
MYPLOPATIIY 
z4.4 MORAClClLUrnOSAQuL NeURITISIIUUUCWIIS 
UNSPEC 
OIRSD6 R I W  -TC 1 RADEX S?i L W O S A C  28 VIEWS $75.09 So.W SD.00 VS.03 
Maiulm 27nC rapratnathc lachrnFal componrntel'wiua perf'ornlul 
olRS/06 QY@S .w U )  INlECIWN GADOLINIUM-MSW MR 1120.00 $3.00 $0.00 $12003 
Frr m i d m t i m  oPdcnid or iomzcul prymmg plssasmpad m wibna to Adngip~ WCS a lbe Jiwcoddleu. A m : R m i d s r ~ i ~  Plcnss in~ruds I f  W M  
Wdbcnllyp d$3tmn'idc<d. 2) o mpydtli6 Rcdn. llndyd~ IVd 3) d m m e 5 a h .  Sb~uIa~oublve &&CI q v a a i q  plrsrr n?aM P i m l e  
aj* Manw-~tSWVi~agl (208) 3 3 6 . C 4 8 2 M M r ~ e  WCS PmM'4mS&rr6.r(864)MaZnd3. Mfkx I(BOl]Za&BSbt. 
RUG-03-2007 FRI 09: 54 ' P-lVIDER KEIHBURSEREN9' 1.RX NO. ""'.''{8839 1 
Advantage 
Work Cqmp Stn,ireu 
392 Enst 6400 Sourh 
Salt Lakc Ci*.. UT WlU7 
Review Analysis 
Comtrol Number: 887608 
Date: 08/02/07 
Reviewed By: 5460 
Cbim N u m b :  200s2?421 tub OfIejury: W~ISIOS 
P . th l  Name? NEEL , STEPIIEN Patioat SW. S24.23.89ZO 
W i c r  T a  W: 820501898 ~htient ~ w u n t :  om01 190 
CW#: 107924 (PPOILX 0) i h t e a t d v e d :  OsMW37 
Safe Juriudictloa: m 
ASC Cmwp: 0 
ICW Coda: 724.2 LUUBAGO 10 Advantage Ins 
960 Broadway Suite 160 
BoLW ID 83706 
Senlice 
-
coJt Mod Q* Ser*lrt Dcsetip(iun Cb.rgm Schcdu1.c PPO ~ l l ~ w m c c  
--
1l12919/05 97Wl do I PHYSICAL THRU\PI EVALUATION ntw f0.W $0.00 S8.W 
Il/30mS 97035 M I AYPWCATION MODAL 1iMOP.G AREA% S16.M $4.00 m.W SIbW 
12mW5 97035 a0 I APPLICATION MODAL I/MORE ARFAS: $16.M b0.W S O W  S16.W 
I ~ 1 0 ~ 3 s  97140 -oo I  MAW^ THERAPY TECH IMOM u0.00 m.00 ~ 0 . 0 0  $30.00 
tu09ms 97035 50 I hPPUCAnON MODAL IIMORE AREAS: $16.00 $0.00 $0.00 E16.W 
Claimant's Exhibit 3 
PINNACLCJS CoplriDf.tw zOcuzW7 MI *hrr r"m.d. m,2W I;IJ;atPM 000028 Pam 1.14 
\ Y=i 
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Review Analysis 
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1001 N. 2ND ST. 
MCCUL, ID  83638 
Receipt Y: SR58566 4:28 PM 2/1/07 
Invo ice  No: TR58705 
Salesperson: KAREN 
Q ~ Y  Description Pr ice 
PRICE: $24.36 q ........................................ 
THANKYOU * 1 606109 2 4 . * ~  
INS PLEASE ASK THE PHAWC(ST 
- m e - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . - - - - - - - - - - - b - - - -  
Subtotal 24.36 
To t l  Tax 0.00 
TOTAL 24.36 
Awount Tendered: $25.00 Cash 
Change Due: 0.64 
THANK YOU FOR SHOPPING AT MCCALL DRUG. 
RETAIN THIS RECEIPT FOR EXCHANGE OR RETU 
RN. 
HOURS 9-7 M3N-SAT; 10-5 SUN 
208.634.2433 
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PHARMACY 
.......... . -- . 
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\ bLt 
P.O. BOX 536709 
ATLmTA, GA 30353-6709 
Phone: (877) 496-7579 
Fax: (801) 417-6600 
Federal Tax ID: 42-1538325 
INVOICE 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
INVOICE DATE: 11/28/2005 
Injury Date: 09/15/2005 
Claim Number: 200527421 
Policy Number: 
152s s ant  AVF, APT c I 
Social Security Number: 
Date Of Birth: 
WorkingRx has received assignment of all the dispensing pharmacy's rights in the above claim(s). ~ l ~ i ~ ~ ~ y ~   hibi bit 3 
Payment to any pany other than WorkingRx will not be credited against the amount owing by you. 000044 
P.O. BOX 536709 
ATLANTA, GA 30353-6709 
Phone: (877)496-7579 
Fax: (801) 417-6600 
Federal Tax ID: 42-1538325 
WVOICE 
WORKERS' COMPENSATION 
INVOICE DATE: 11/16/2005 [ 1 5 2 S 6 T A C  I 1013PFEDERAL WAY 
PAYE'ITE, ID 83661 BOISE, ID 83716 
(208)345-1440 
- -.- .- ---- J 
Injury Date: 09/15ROOS 
Claim Number: 200527421 
Policy Number: 
1525 S 6TH AVE APT C 
PAYETIT, ID 83661 
Social Seeuricy Number: 
Date OOTBirth. 
WorkingRx has received assignment of all the dispensing pharmacy's rights in the above claim(s). ~ l ~ i ~ ~ ~ y ~   hibi bit 3 
Payment to any parly other than Workin* will not be credited against the amount owing by you. 000045 
P.O. BOX 536709 
ATLANTA, GA 30353-6709 
Phone: (877) 496-7579 
Fax: (801) 417-6600 
Federal Tax ID: 42-1538325 
. --- 
1525 S 6TH AVE APT C 
PAYETTE, ID 83661 
Injury Date: 09/15/2005 




Ih'VOICE DATE: 11/14/2005 
10139 FEDERAL WAY 
BOISE, ID 83716 
(208f3451440 
I I525 S 6TH AVE APT C PAYETCE. ID 83661 
Social Security Number: 
Date Of Birth: 
WorkingRx has received assignment of all the dispensing pharmacy's rights in the above claimfs). C'aimanys Exhibit 
Payment to any party other than WorkingRx will not be wedited against the amount owing by you. 000046 
CLAIMANT'S EXHIBIT 4 
U. 3+dERS' COMPENSATION ElEE A G ~ ~ I ~ E N T  
of 0ctober,'2006, I Steve Neel, the Client, do hereby retain and employ DARIN G. 
to prosecute my claim for workers' compensation benefits against Western 
Construction, &d it's surety, Advanta~e Workers' Com~ensation, arising out of an industrial accident that occurred 
on or about 9&4/&3, on the following conditions: 
1. Client agrees to pay Attorney, as a fee for services: 
(a) if received by me without the necessity of substantial litigation, a sum equal to 
twenty-five percent (25%) of any amount recovered from any source over and above the 
sum of $ -0- , or; 
(b) if received by me after substantial litigation has become necessary, a sum equal to 
thirty percent (30%) of any amount recovered fiom any source over and above the sum of $L or the amount of attorney fees awarded by the Commission, whichever sum is 
greater 
(c) If the decision of the Commission is appealed, a sum of thirty-five percent (35%) of 
any amount recovered from any source over and above the sum of $ -0- , or the 
amount of attorney fees awarded on appeal by any court of record of the State of Idaho or 
the United States, whichever sum is greater. 
If nothing is recovered, said attorney wiil make no charge for his services. 
2. Regardless of the outcome, Client agrees to bear all actual costs incurred in the 
preparation of the case, including, but not limited to, medical records, travel expenses, 
investigation, depositions, lay and expert witness fees, long distant phone calls, 
photocopying and postage. 
3. Client authorizes Attorney to deduct actual costs and the agreed-upon attorney fee fiom 
any amounts recovered. Client further authorizes Attorney to deduct fiom Client's share 
of the proceeds any charges which may remain outstanding for any doctor, hospital, 
expert, or other creditor, for services rendered or benefits provided for the care and 
treatment of the Client as a result of the above-referenced accident. 
4. Client agrees that Attorney has made no promises or guarantees regarding the outcome of 
Client's cIaim. 
5. In the event Client has previously retained counsel to assist h i d e r  in this same matter, 
any fees owing to said prior counsel shall be the sole obligation of Client, and shall not 
effect the fees to be paid to Attorney under the terms hereof. 
I have read this contract and agree to its terms and conditions. 
Claimant's Exhibit 4 
R. DANIEL BOWEN, ESQ. (ISB #2673) 
W. SCOTT WIGLE (ISB #2802) 
BOWEN & BAILEY, LLP 
Jefferson Place, Suite 200 
350 North Ninth Street 
P.O. Box 1007 
Boise, ID 83701-1007 
Telephone: (208) 344-7200 
Facsimile: (208) 344-9670 
Attorneys for Defendants 
BEFORE THE INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 





WESTERN CONSTRUCTION, INC., 1 DEFENDANTS' RESPONSIVE 
) MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION 
Employer, 1 TO CLAIMANT'S MOTION FOR 
and 1 ORDER COMPELLING FULL 
) PAYMENT OF MEDICAL BENEFITS 
ADVANTAGE WORKERS ) 






Claimant has filed a Motion seeking an order requiring Defendants to pay "the N1 invoiced 
amount" of medical benefits awarded to Claimant in the Commission's Order of June 8,2007. It is 
appropriate to review how the matter got to this point. Of course, this was a claim in which 
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSIVE MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CLAIMANT'S MOTION 
FOR ORDER COMPELLING FULL PAYMENT OF MEDICAL BENEFITS I \*TO 
compensability was initially denied by the Employer and Surety. The Commission's Order of June 
8, 2007 found that Claimant was entitled to worker's compensation benefits. Following the 
Commission's decision, in July of this year, Claimant presented Defendants with medical billings 
totaling $100,712.71. Counsel requested that payment be made to Claimant and Claimant's counsel 
through Claimant's counsel's office. Since the Commission had determined that the claim was 
compensable, the Defendant Surety submitted the physicians' billings to its cost containment 
program for review. The physician invoices were reviewed for "usual and customary" charges and, 
where applicable, for compliance with the Commission's fee schedule. This review determined that 
over all, a reduction of the charges from $100,712.71 to $92,072.71 was appropriate. On August 6, 
2007, Defendants tendered the sum of $92,072.71 to Claimant and his counsel. By this Motion, 
Claimant seeks an order requiring the Defendants to pay the difference between the amount found to 
be reasonable and in compliance with the Commission's fee schedules and the amount actually 
invoiced by the providers. Claimant's Motion and Memorandum is silent as to who will ultimately 
receive this excess amount if Defendants are required to pay it.' 
11. 
PROCEDURAL ISSUES 
Claimant brings this issue to the Commission via a motion, without the expectation of 
submitting evidence through the hearing process. That procedural approach may or may not be 
appropriate. Defendants would agree that there is a legal issue here that needs to be resolved; i.e. 
whether Claimant and his counsel can collect that portion of the provider billings in excess of the 
reasonable amount. Resolution of that legal issue probably does not require a full-blown hearing. 
' One would assume that Claimant and his counsel are negotiating reductions with the providers so as to allow 
Claimant counsel to retain a portion of the monies paid for medical benefits awarded under the Commission's Order. 
DEFE;NDANTS' RESPONSIVE MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CLAIMANT'S MOTION 
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Defendants would point out, however, that the Commission does not have an adequate 
factual record to be making factual determinations as to the reasonableness of the providers' billings. 
As we read Claimant's Motion and Memorandum, it does not appear that Claimant is seeking a 
ruling ftom the Commission that the 'mount billed by the providers was "reasonable." Likewise, it 
does not appear that Claimant is contesting the "reasonableness" of the Defendants' cost containment 
reductions. So long as there is not a factual issue in that regard, Defendants believe that the case may 
very well be appropriate for resolution via a motion, since we are really dealing with a legal issue. 
Defendants will respond to the Motion on the assumption that Claimant is willing to concede for the 
purpose of this Motion that the Defendants' cost containment program reduced the physician billings 
to that amount which is "usual and customary" and, where appropriate, in compliance with the fee 
schedule. If Claimant takes issue with that, an evidentiary proceeding may be necessary. 
111. 
ARGUMENT 
A. Regardless of the Procedural History of this Case, Defendants are Not Rewired to Pay 
Unreasonable Medical Charges. 
Claimant argues that the Commission's decision in Sangster v. Potlatch Coup., 2004 IIC 
085 1 (1 1 16,2004), dictates that these Defendants must pay the "full invoiced amount" billed by the 
medical providers. Claimant's reliance on Sangster is misplaced. 
The source of the employer's obligation to pay medical benefits to and on behalf of an 
injured claimant is Idaho Code $ 72-432. Pursuant to that statute, the obligation of the employer is 
to fiunish the employee with "reasonable" medical treatment. See, Spvague v. Caldwell 
Tuansportation, Inc., 116 Idaho 720, 779 P.2d 395 (1989). No statute, decision from the Idaho 
Supreme Court, or decision of the Industrial Commission requires an employer to pay for 
"unreasonable" medical treatment or to pay unreasonable charges for reasonable treatment. To the 
DEI;liND.ZN'I S' KJSPOh'SIVl< IE \ ICRANDU\ l  IN OPI'OSITION ' r0  Cl.rZI\Ir\Nl'S 310 I ION 
FOR OlWiiK co31i1EI.i.ING F u l  1. i'AYMi;NI 01:  3 I r v I c A L  i3tx) :FIrs  3 i-ia 
contrary, the Commission's rules and procedures encourage scrutiny of medical billings to ensure 
that charges are reasonable; i.e. "usual and customary" or, more recently, in line with the 
Commission's fee schedule. 
Claimant wants to read the Sangster decision as holding that Defendants have an obligation 
to pay whatever amount was invoiced by the providers regardless of whether that amount was 
reasonable or unreasonable. With due respect to Claimant and his counsel, the Sangster decision 
does not require these Defendants to pay whatever a provider might charge without consideration of 
the reasonableness of the charges. 
As in this case, Sangster involved a claim which was initially denied by the employer and 
surety. After the Commission held that the claim was compensable, the employer and surety sought 
to discharge their obligation to provide medical benefits by paying medical benefits based upon the 
amounts which had been paid by an involved group health carrier. The group health carrier had 
evidently negotiated deep discounts with the providers which the defendants sought to utilize after 
the ruling on compensability. The Commission held that the defendants could not take advantage of 
those discounts. Under the facts of Sangster, the defendants were required to pay what the providers 
had billed. However, in the Sangster case, the choice was between the amount billed by the 
providers and the deep discounts negotiated by Blue Shield. There was evidently no dispute as to 
whether the providers' bills were "usual and customary" and, therefore, reasonable. In fact, the 
Sangster decision notes, "Had Claimant's injury been accepted by Surety as a worker's 
compensation claim, Surety would have had to pay the full amount that the medical providers 
billed." This distinguishes Sangster from our case. In this case, had Claimant's injury been accepted 
by the Surety, the Surety would, in the normal course of its business, review bills for usual and 
customary charges and for compliance with the fee schedule, the result of which would have been 
DEFENDANTS' RESPONSIVE MEMORANDUM IN OPPOSITION TO CLAIMANT'S MOTION 
FOR ORDER COMPELLNG FULL PAYMENT OF MEDICAL BENEFITS 4 \? 5 
payment of the reasonable amount of the charges. Unlike Sangstev, Defendants in this case are not 
seeking additional discounts based on contractual agreements negotiated by group health carriers. 
Defendants are simply paying "reasonable" medical charges and not paying charges in excess of the 
reasonable amount. 
Claimant would interpret the Sangstev decision as establishing a rule that in cases involving 
denied claims subsequently found to be compensable, the surety is always responsible for payment of 
whatever amount happened to have been billed by the providers, regardless of the reasonableness or 
unreasonableness of the charges. That is not what the Sangstev decision holds, and such a holding 
would be extremely bad policy. It takes little imagination to envision what might happen if providers 
learned that in this situation the Commission would require payment of whatever amount they chose 
to invoice, without regard to reasonableness. We dare say the Commission is not trying to encourage 
payment of $10,000.00 chiropractic adjustments or million dollar surgical fees. Yet, that scenario 
could very well result from the rule proposed by Claimant. 
Nothing in the Sangster case eliminated the requirement that medical expenses remain 
"reasonable." Since it is obvious that the Commission cannot adopt a rule that gives providers 
unbridled discretion as to what they might charge and collect in this circumstance, the most workable 
approach is simply to allow sureties to review these billings for compliance with "usual and 
customary" rules and for compliance with the fee schedule. In that way, as in Sangstev, the surety 
ultimately pays the amount that it would have paid "had Claimant's injury been accepted by the 
surety as a worker's compensation claim." Defendants in this case do not seek a windfall. All they 
have sought to do is to ensure that the amounts to be paid are usual and customary and in compliance 
with the Commission's fee schedule - in other words, "reasonable." 
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For the reasons set forth above, the Referee and the Commission should deny Claimant's 
Motion and allow Defendants to fulfill their obligation to pay reasonable medical expenses without 
having to pay unreasonable charges. 
B. Claimant is Not Entitled to Attorney Fees incurred in bringing this Motion. 
Claimant's Motion also seeks an award of attorney fees in his favor for costs incurred in 
connection with this Motion. Claimant seeks fees under Idaho Code § 72-804, asserting that 
Defendants have unreasonably refused to pay benefits; i.e. the excessive portion of the providers' 
billings. As discussed above, this Motion raises issues which are not clearly governed by existing 
case law in this area. There is a legitimate need to have the Referee and the Commission clarify the 
Defendants' obligations in this matter, and there is nothing inherently unreasonable in the position 
taken by the Defendants in connection with this Motion. There is certainly nothing unreasonable in 
Defendants resisting payment of medical billings which are in excess of usual and customary charges 
and/or in excess of amounts authorized by the Commission's fee schedules. Accordingly, Claimant 
is not entitled to recover attorney fees. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, this day of October, 2007. 
BOWEN & BAILEY, LLP 
\- LE - of the Firm 
Attorneys for Defendants 
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On September 14, 2007, Claimant filed a motion to compel full payment of medical 
benefits. Claimant's motion is based on the Commission's June 8, 2007, Order awarding 
medical and TTDITPD benefits. Claimant also argues that Defendants' refusal to pay the 
balance of Claimant's medical bills is unreasonable and, therefore, an award of attorney fees is 
appropriate. Defendants respond that they have paid what amounts to the usual and customary 
charges regarding Claimant's medical bills, thereby fulfilling their statutory obligation. 
The Commission bas consistently held - when a claim is denied and later found 
compensable - that a surety is responsible to pay the full amount for medical services invoiced 
by providers that is related to the worker's industrial injuries. Sangster v. Potlatch Corp., 2004 
IIC 0861, also cited in; Anderson v. Harpers, Inc., 2005 IIC 0292; Rice v. Basic American 
Foods, 2005 IIC 0460; Wilson v. Preco, Inc., et al., 2006 IIC 0534; and Garrett v. Northwest 
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Equity, Inc., 2006 IIC 0216. The theory upon which this proposition rests was first advanced in 
St. Alphonsus Regional Medical Center v. Edmondson, 130 Idaho 108,937 P.2d 420 (1997). 
When an employer provides medical services itself or tlmugh a contract 
with a medical provider, the employer becomes directly obligated to the 
provider for payment of the medical expenses. This obligation occurs not 
because the statute requires direct payment, but because the employer has 
chosen to fulfill its obligation to provide medical services by these means. 
If the employer in the present case had contracted with the provider to care 
for the worker, the obligation for the employer to pay the provider would 
flow from that contract, not from the statute. 
Id. at 1 11. Once the Commission awards compensation to an injured worker on a denied claim, 
the employer and surety become obligated to pay the medical expenses to the worker, not the 
provider. Id. 
Defendants approach attempts to utilize the medical fee dispute resolution process. 
However, a claim denied through hearing and only compensable after a Commission award 
never enters the "payor/provider" construct. A surety who does not accept responsibility for 
payment of an injured worker's medical expenses does not fit the legal definition of "payor." 
IDAPA 17.02.08.03 1.01. The worker is the entity who has a legal obligation to reimburse the 
medical providers. Thus, Defendant's argument that it had a right to audit for "usual" and 
"customary" charges is misguided. 
Moreover, "[wlhen Defendants refuse to reimburse medical providers for the difference 
between billing rates and contract rates [or, as in this case, usual and customary], the providers 
suffer a loss for which they did not bargain, and Surety enjoys a windfall that it did not earn."' 
Sangster, 2004 IIC 0861. In the present case, Defendants speculate as to who will receive the 
"excess" monies if Claimant's counsel negotiates reductions with the providers. Whether 
negotiations occur with the providers is of no concern to Defendants. Claimant is in a 
contractual relationship with his medical providers - Defendants are not. Defendants do not 
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have a right to unilaterally reduce the billing of a medical provider with whom they have no 
relationship or contractual agreement. Such would constitute a windfall for Defendants that, in 
denying the claim, they did not earn. 
It is this simple: Defendants chose to deny the claim, and in so doing, denied treatment; 
Claimant received treatment from providers for his injuries; a contractual relationship was 
entered into between Claimant and his medical providers for the cost of the treatment rendered; 
Claimant is now being billed for the medical treatment by his medical providers; no contractual 
relationship between Defendants and Claimant's medical providers exists; the Commission 
found the treatment provided for Claimant's back to be reasonable; pursuant to the Coinmission 
Order, Defendants are liable to Claimant for the medical charges he incurred; therefore, 
Defendants are liable for the charges for which Claimant is currently being billed. 
Ample documentation exists regarding the Commission's position on payment of medical 
bills following a denied claim. Defendants' efforts to distinguish prior decisions is without 
merit. The weight of case law in opposition to Defendants' position makes their denial of full 
reimbursement for Claimant's medical invoices unreasonable. Pursuant to Idaho Code 5 72-804, 
Claimant is entitled to attorney fees of 25% of the amount of Claimant's medical bills that 
remain outstanding and unpaid by Defendants. Further, Defendants are responsible for statutory 
interest on the unpaid compensation &om the Commission's Order dated June 8,2007, until the 
remaining balance is paid in full. Idaho Code 5 72-734. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISSION 
ORDER REGAWING PAYMEN 
R.D. ~ a y h a r d ,  ~dmmiss'ioner 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
/'/&of u, 2007, a true and correct copy of the I hereby certify that on the -
foregoing ORDER REGARDING PAYMENT OF MEDICAL BENEFITS was served by 
regular United States Mail upon each of the following persons: 
DARIN G MONROE 
PO BOX 50313 
BOISE ID 83705 
R DANIEL BOWEN 
PO BOX 1007 
BOISE ID 83701-1007 
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R. DANIEL BOWEN, ESQ. (ISB #2673) 
BOWEN & BAILEY, LLP 
Jefferson Place, Suite 200 
350 North Ninth Street 
P.O. Box 1007 
Boise, ID 83701-1007 
Telephone: (208) 344-7200 
Facsimile: (208) 344-9670 
Attorneys for DefendantsiAppellants 










ADVANTAGE WORKERS 1 
COMPENSATION INSURANCE CO., ) 
Surety, 1 
DefendantsiAppellants. 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, STEVE NEEL, HIS ATTORNEY OF 
RECORD, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED ADMINISTRATIVE 
AGENCY. 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that: 
1. The above-named Appellants, Western Construction, Inc., Employer, and Advantage 
Workers Compensation Insurance Company, Surety, appeal against the above-named 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 1 \ % (  
ClaimantiRespondent to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Order Regarding Payment of Medical 
Benefits, dated December 11,2007, Chairman James F. Kile, presiding. 
2. That Defendants/Appellants have a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court and the 
Judgments and Orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to 
I.A.R. Rule I 1 (d). 
3. The larger issue is whether the Industrial Commission applied the wrong legal argument 
in determining whether the surety has a right to review medical fees for reasonableness and necessity 
under LC. 5 72-432 when a claim was originally denied and subsequently adjudicated to be 
compensable. 
4. (a) A Reporter's Transcript is requested of the hearing held September 29,2006. 
5. The Appellants request that the following documents be included in the Agency's 
Record, in addition to those automatically included under I.A.R. Rule 28: 
(a) Defendants' post-hearing brief; 
(b) Claimant's Opening Brief; 
(c) Claimant's Reply Brief; 
(d) Defendants' Hearing Exhibits; 
(e) Claimant's Hearing Exhibits; 
(e) Original Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Recommendation; and 
Order as adopted by the Industrial Commission and filed on June 8,2007; 
(f) Claimant's Motion for Order Compelling Full Payment of Medical Benefits and 
Motion for Attorney's Fees; 
(g) Claimant's Memorandum in Support of Claimant's Motion for Order 
Compelling Full Payment of Medical Benefits Awarded and Motion for 
Attorney Fees; 
(h) Defendants' Responsive Memorandum in Opposition to Claimant's Motion for 
Order Compelling Full Payment of Medical Benefits; and, 
(i) Order Regarding Payment of Medical Benefits, dated December 1 1,2007. 
NOTICE OF APPE.41. 2 \8 a 
6. I certify that: 
(a) A copy of this Notice of Appeal has been served on the Court Reporter; 
b) Appellants have paid the estimated fee of $100.00 for the preparation of the 
Clerk's Record; 
(d) The appellate filing fee has been paid; and, 
(e) Service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant to Rule 
20. 
y" 
DATED this a day of December, 2007. 
BOWEN & BAILEY, LLP 
/'i .A- o--G--- 
R. DANIEL BOWEN - of the Firm 
Attorneys for ~ e f e n d h t s  
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
P- I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the & day of December, 2007, a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document was delivered to the following party(ies) in the method indicated: 
DARIN G MONROE PA 
1 1 1 1 SOUTH ORCHARD STE 152 
PO BOX 503 13 
BOISE ID 83705 
FAX: (208) 433-0157 
@ U.S.MAIL 
a HAND DELIVERY 
a FACSIMILE 
MD WILLIS INC @ U.S. MAIL 
CERTIFIED SHORTHAND REPORTERS HAND DELIVERY 
PO BOX 1241 a FACSIMILE 
EAGLE ID 83616 
h7 A g J f i  
R. Daniel Bowen / w 
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BEFORE THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STEPHEN R. NEEL, 
SUPRE, COURT NO. 3 4 gq 
WESTERN CONSTRUCTION, INC. 
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P.O. Box 1241 
Eagle, ID 83616 
Standard transcript has been requested. Transcript 
has been prepared and filed with the Commission. 
December 3 1,2007 
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CERTIFICATION 
I, Donna Bostard, the undersigned Assistant Commission Secretary of the Industrial 
Commission of the State of Idaho, hereby CERTIFY that the foregoing is a true and correct 
photocopy of the Notice of Appeal; Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Recommendation; 
and Order; and Order Regarding Payment of Medical Benefits; and the whole thereof. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the official seal of said 
Commission on this day of D pr-kp.~ ,2007. 
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CERTIFICATION - STEPHEN R NEEL - SC# 
CERTIFICATION OF RECORD 
I, Donna Bostard, the undersigned Assistant Commission Secretary of the Industrial 
Commission, do hereby certify that the foregoing record contains true and correct copies of all 
pleadings, documents, and papers designated to be included in the Agency's Record Supreme Court 
Docket No. 34891 on appeal by Rule 28(3) of the Idaho Appellate Rules and by the Notice of 
Appeal, pursuant to the provisions of Rule 28(b). 
I further certify that all exhibits offered or admitted in this proceeding, if any, are correctly 
listed in the Certificate of Exhibits (i). Said exhibits will be lodged with the Supreme Court upon 
settlement of the Reporter's Transcript and Agency's Record herein. 




CERTIFICATION OF RECORD (#34891- NEEL) - 1 
BEFORE THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO 
STEPHEN R. NEEL, 1 
1 
ClairnantRespondent, ) 
1 SUPREME COURT NO. 34891 
v. ) 
) NOTICE OF COMPLETION 
WESTERN CONSTRUCTION, INC., 1 
Employer, and ADVANTAGE WORKERS ) 
COMPENSATION INSURANCE CO., ) 
Surety, ) 
TO: STEPHEN W. KENYON, Clerk of the Courts; and 
Darin G. Monroe, for the ClaimantIRespondent; and 
R. Daniel Bowen, for the Defendants Employer & SuretylAppellants. 
YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED that the Agency's Record was completed on this date, and, 
pursuant to Rule 24(a) and Rule 27(a), Idaho AppeIlate Rules, copies of the same have been served 
by regular U.S. mail upon each of the following: 
DARIN G MONROE 
PO BOX 50313 
BOISE ID 83705 
R DANEL BOWEN 
PO BOX 1007 
BOISE ID 83701-1007 
YOU ARE FURTHER NOTIFIED that, pursuant to Rule 29(a), Idaho Appellate Rules, all 
parties have twenty-eight days from this date in which to file objections to the Agency's Record, 
including requests for corrections, additions or deletions. In the event no objections to the Agency's 
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Record are filed within the twenty-eight day period, the Reporter's Transcript and Agency's Record 
shall be deemed settled. 
DATED this & day of Fp)nvMwr\ L, ,2008. 
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